“Go forth with Spartan pride and confidence, and never lose the love for learning and the drive to make a difference that brought you to MSU.”

Samuel L. Stanley Jr., M.D.
President
Michigan State University

Photo above: an MSU entrance marker of brick and limestone, displaying our proud history as the nation’s pioneer land-grant university. On this—and other markers—is a band of alternating samara and acorns derived from maple and oak trees commonly found on campus. This pattern is repeated on the University Mace (see page 13).

Inside Cover: Pattern of alternating samara and acorns.
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Mock Diplomas and the Commencement Program Booklet
Commencement mock diplomas, which are presented to degree candidates at their commencement ceremonies, are 30% post-consumer recycled content. The Commencement program booklet is 100% post-consumer recycled content.

Caps and Gowns
Graduating seniors’ caps and gowns and master’s degrees’ caps and gowns are made of post-consumer recycled content; each cap and gown is made of a minimum of 23 plastic bottles.

Recycle Your Cap and Gown
Once all of your favorite photos are taken on campus, please recycle your gown at the MSU Union Spartan Spirit Shop.

For additional information about environmental stewardship at MSU, please visit Be Spartan Green at bespartangreen.msu.edu
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Friday, April 30th
Breslin Center Parking Lot

8:00 AM Agricultural, Food, & Resource Economics; Animal Science; Plant Soil and Microbial Sciences

11:00 AM Entomology; Horticulture; Institute of Agricultural Technology; Packaging; Planning, Design, & Construction

2:00 PM Community Sustainability; Fisheries & Wildlife; Food Science & Human Nutrition; Forestry

College of Arts and Letters

Saturday, May 1st
Erickson Parking Lot

8:00 AM English, Film Studies, Professional and Public Writing, Interdisciplinary Humanities, Experience Architecture

11:00 AM Art, Art History and Design, Theatre, Religious Studies & Humanities-Prelaw

2:00 PM Linguistics & Languages, Global Studies in the Arts and Humanities, Romance & Classical Studies, Philosophy, Women’s & Gender Studies

Eli Broad College of Business

April 30th and May 1st
Spartan Stadium Parking Lot

Friday, April 30th

8:00 AM Finance

11:00 AM Accounting, Management, Human Resource Management

2:00 PM Supply Chain Management

5:00 PM Marketing

Saturday, May 1st

8:00 AM Hospitality Business

College of Communication Arts and Sciences

May 1st and May 2nd
Saturday, May 1st

5:00 PM Last Name A-Co
Erickson Parking Lot

Sunday, May 2nd

8:00 AM Last Name Cr-Gr
Erickson Parking Lot

11:00 AM Last Name Gu-La
Erickson Parking Lot

2:00 PM Last Name Le-Ro
Spartan Stadium Parking Lot

5:00 PM Last Name Ru-Z
Spartan Stadium Parking Lot

Diplomas will be mailed to degree recipients approximately one month after the end of the semester.

Photo above: One of many lanterns seen on campus—the original design dates back to the late 1920s.
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

**College of Education**
April 30th and May 1st
Friday, April 30th
5:00 PM Education, Special Education
Breslin Center Parking Lot

Saturday, May 1st
8:00 AM Athletic Training, Kinesiology
(Last Name A-D)
Auditorium Parking Lot
11:00 AM Kinesiology (Last Name E-K)
Auditorium Parking Lot
2:00 PM Kinesiology (Last Name L-R)
Auditorium Parking Lot
5:00 PM Kinesiology (Last Name S-Z)
Auditorium Parking Lot

**College of Engineering**
Sunday, May 2nd
8:00 AM Computer Science
Breslin Center Parking Lot
11:00 AM Mechanical Engineering
Breslin Center Parking Lot
2:00 PM Chemical Engineering,
Materials Science Engineering, Biosystems Engineering
Breslin Center Parking Lot
3:30 PM Civil Engineering,
Environmental Engineering
Auditorium Parking Lot
5:00 PM Applied Engineering Sciences, Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering
Breslin Center Parking Lot

**James Madison College**
Friday, April 30th
Auditorium Parking Lot
8:00 AM Last Name A-F
11:00 AM Last Name G-N
2:00 PM Last Name O-Z

**Lyman Briggs College**
Friday, April 30th
Erickson Parking Lot
8:00 AM Last Name A-F
11:00 AM Last Name G-O
2:00 PM Last Name P-Z

**College of Music**
Friday, April 30th
5:00 PM Auditorium Parking Lot

**College of Natural Science**
May 1st and May 2nd
Saturday, May 1st
8:00 AM Neuroscience, Physiology
Breslin Center Parking Lot
11:00 AM Chemistry, Physics, Earth and Environmental Science, Mathematics
Breslin Center Parking Lot
2:00 PM Biochemistry, Biomedical Laboratory Diagnostics, Integrative Biology
Breslin Center Parking Lot
5:00 PM Plant Biology, Biological Science and Physical Science Secondary Education, Human Biology (Last Name: A-L)
Breslin Center Parking Lot

**College of Nursing**
Friday, April 30th
5:00 PM Erickson Parking Lot

**Residential College in the Arts and Humanities**
Sunday, May 2nd
11:00 AM Auditorium Parking Lot

**College of Social Science**
May 1st and May 2nd
Spartan Stadium Parking Lot
Saturday, May 1st
11:00 AM Last Name: A-De
2:00 PM Last Name: Di-Ho
5:00 PM Last Name: Hu-Me

Sunday, May 2nd
8:00 AM Last Name: Mi-Sc
11:00 AM Last Name: Se-Z
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

ADVANCED DEGREES

Master’s and Educational Specialist
Friday, May 7th
10:00 AM VIRTUAL EVENT

Doctoral (PhD)
Friday, May 7th
2:00 PM VIRTUAL EVENT

College of Veterinary Medicine (ALL DEGREES)
Friday, May 7th
10:00 AM Breslin Center Parking Lot

College of Osteopathic Medicine
Friday, May 7th
1:30 PM and 5:00 PM Breslin Center Parking Lot

College of Human Medicine
Saturday, May 8th
12:00 PM Breslin Center Parking Lot

MSU College of Law
Friday, May 14th
11:00 AM Breslin Center Parking Lot

Diplomas will be mailed to degree recipients approximately one month after the end of the semester.

Photo above: One of many lanterns seen on campus—the original design dates back to the late 1920s.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Honorable Dianne Byrum, Chairperson
Onondaga Township

The Honorable Dan Kelly, Vice Chairperson
Clarkston

The Honorable Melanie Foster
East Lansing

The Honorable Renee Knake Jefferson
East Lansing

The Honorable Pat O’Keefe
Troy

The Honorable Brianna T. Scott
Muskegon

The Honorable Kelly Tebay
Pittsfield Township

The Honorable Rema Vassar
Detroit

Samuel L. Stanley Jr., M.D.
Ex Officio, President
East Lansing

Teresa K. Woodruff
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
East Lansing

Nakia White Barr
Secretary of the Board of Trustees
East Lansing
MISSION STATEMENT

Michigan State University, a member of the Association of American Universities and one of the top 100 research universities in the world, was founded in 1855. We are an inclusive, academic community known for our traditionally strong academic disciplines and professional programs, and our liberal arts foundation. Our cross and interdisciplinary enterprises connect the sciences, humanities, and professions in practical, sustainable, and innovative ways to address society’s rapidly changing needs.

As a public, research-intensive, land-grant university funded in part by the state of Michigan, our mission is to advance knowledge and transform lives by:

• providing outstanding undergraduate, graduate, and professional education to promising, qualified students in order to prepare them to contribute fully to society as globally engaged citizen leaders

• conducting research of the highest caliber that seeks to answer questions and create solutions to expand human understanding and make a positive difference, both locally and globally

• advancing outreach, engagement, and economic development activities that are innovative, research-driven, and lead to a better quality of life for individuals and communities, at home and around the world.

The Mission Statement was approved by the Board of Trustees on April 18, 2008.
CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR SPARTAN GRADUATES:
Please accept my warmest congratulations on your attainment of a Michigan State University degree. It will provide you a lifetime of benefits, affiliations and pride.

Your achievement is even more impressive given the additional burdens imposed by the novel coronavirus this year. Please know all of us at MSU are proud of your accomplishment, effort and resilience as you’ve worked so hard to arrive at this special day.

Always among my fondest memories are those of the interactions I’ve had with students, even in virtual settings. You and your fellow students have responded to the challenges in front of you both with individual determination and a shared sense of purpose to make a positive difference on this campus and in this world.

The future might feel uncertain, but I urge you to have faith in yourself and lean on the many lessons you learned as a student. Your MSU experience has equipped you with a solid foundation of knowledge, skills and experience from which to proceed in the months and years ahead.

As one important chapter closes, another opens and will continue to offer opportunities for the investment of your attention and action. Engage in the joys and challenges of life by creatively applying your growing experience and wisdom to each new day and, in true Spartan spirit, work to make your community and the world a better place.

I hope you always feel welcome here on the banks of the Red Cedar and that you will return often. You now join the ranks of more than 500,000 Spartan alumni worldwide, and I encourage you to continue participating in the life of your university through MSU Alumni and other activities.

Please accept my very best wishes as you go forth, go confidently and Go Green!

Sincerely,

Samuel L. Stanley Jr., M.D.
President
Michigan State University
May 2021
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR GRADUATES:
Congratulations to you and your families on the successful completion of your studies and the conferral of your degrees.

As Michigan State University students, you have been part of our vibrant community of scholars, united by the values and goals we share to make a positive difference in the world. While you are now preparing to embark on your next adventure, it is my hope that you remain active members of our community, that you engage with our worldwide alumni network, and that you come back often to visit campus in the years to come. In much the same way that you are all lifelong learners, you are also lifelong Spartans.

At this time, and at this great university, where your physical health and intellectual health have formed the basis for every decision MSU has made this academic year, we hope our deliberate actions to enable your ability to graduate this year have allowed you to continue on the path toward whatever exciting future follows this auspicious day. We also hope that the resilience you have built and the ways you have navigated decisions that were not your own become strengths of character you carry with you long into the future. I know the world is going to need you, and I look forward to learning of your extraordinary achievements and world-changing accomplishments.

As you and your families celebrate your success at Michigan State University, I wish you the very best in your personal and professional pursuits. As our newest graduates, you are abundantly equipped to tackle the seemingly intractable problems of our day. We are all counting on you to become the thought leaders and doers of the 21st century!

With my very best wishes for your onward journey,

Teresa K. Woodruff, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Michigan State University
DEAR FRIENDS:

Graduation health college graduates! Today represents a truly special day. In making it to today, you dug deep when you felt you had little left to give. You kept the faith in the presence of enormous obstacles. You invariably got back up after being knocked down. You worked while others played. Take a moment, and realize the magnitude of what today represents. Today, we celebrate with you and for you.

For family and friends of our graduates, thank you in partnering with us; it is an immeasurable joy seeing potential, commitment, and drive come together to accomplish the goal of attaining a degree. You have encouraged, hoped, and hugged to help our graduates reach their goal. Your efforts will make a difference in the lives of many....manifest in the work that your graduate will provide for those in need.

For the faculty and the staff, accept my deep gratitude observing that your efforts have resulted in graduating a truly extraordinary group of individuals. Our graduates are well prepared, they care deeply, they will make a difference in the lives of many.

Graduates, you have transformed your hopes and dreams into an extraordinary achievement. Your best has brought you to this day. You join the Spartan community of those prepared and committed to serving others. There will be times where the challenges seem insurmountable. Know that we are here to support you in your journey forward. As a two-time Spartan graduate, I have been strengthened throughout my career by the MSU values, insights, friends and mentors I attained. Know that we are always here. Together, everything is possible.

Peace and Grace to All of You.

Norman J. Beauchamp, MD MHS
Executive Vice President for Health Sciences
Michigan State University
Michigan State University, founded in 1855, is a leader in realizing the ideal of democratizing education and knowledge. Officially named the Agricultural College of the State of Michigan, it became the model for all land-grant institutions established by the Morrill Act, passed by Congress in 1862. The research and knowledge developed at land-grant institutions provides practical solutions that make a difference in the lives of individuals and in communities. Now, as a major public research university with global reach, Michigan State University continues this tradition with its commitment to advancing knowledge and transforming lives across the state, the region, and around the world.

From its beginnings on the site where Beaumont Tower now stands, the East Lansing campus has grown from 677 to 5,200 acres, and from three to 545 buildings. Today, nearly 20,000 acres are used throughout Michigan for agricultural and natural resources research and for education.

MSU has more than 50,000 students from all 83 counties in Michigan, all 50 states, and more than 130 other countries. There are more than one-half million Spartan alumni living around the globe.

Since its agricultural beginnings, MSU has grown to 17 degree-granting colleges offering more than 200 programs of study, including graduate and graduate professional education. The Honors College attracts academically talented scholars and enables these students to pursue individualized, enriched programs of study.

Research and other grants total nearly $600 million in 2014–15. The top federal funding agencies include the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S. Agency for International Development, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Education, and the U.S. Department of Defense. Other externally funded research programs include the MSU–U.S. DOE, Plant Research Laboratory, the Center for Advancing Microbial Risk Assessment, the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center, the Energy and Automotive Research Laboratory Centers, the Composite Vehicle Research Center, the U.S.–China Center for Research on Educational Excellence, the Center for Advanced Study of International Development, and the Center for International Business Education and Research.

The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory is the premier rare isotope research facility in the nation. In December 2008, the U.S. DOE selected MSU to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB). The proposed $730 million facility will bring together an international community of leading scientists. Their work will help unlock the mysteries of the universe and promote breakthrough applications for medicine, security, and industry.

MSU Extension reaches into all 83 counties in Michigan to provide practical, university-based knowledge. The AgBioResearch encompasses the research of more than 300 scientists in a network of 13 research centers across the state. Their work ranges from agricultural production, alternative energy and biofuel production, food safety and environmental stewardship to childhood obesity, community development, and the quality of life of Michigan youth and families.

University Outreach and Engagement connects faculty with external audiences and constituencies to address community issues through research and collaboration. MSU Global extends academic and professional degree and certificate programs to off-campus learners.

MSU is a national leader in education abroad among U.S. public universities with more than 275 programs on all continents in more than 60 countries. Nearly 3,000 MSU students participate in education abroad each year.

Michigan State University is a member of the Association of American Universities, the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities, the American Council on Education, the American Council of Learned Societies, the Council of Graduate Schools, and the Big Ten Academic Alliance (formerly the Committee on Institutional Cooperation).
CEREMONY LYRICS

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
O, say, can you see
by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed
at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars,
through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched,
were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare,
the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night
that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that
star-spangled banner yet wave,
O’er the land of the free,
and the home of the brave.

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!

ALMA MATER*
M.S.U., We love thy shadows,
when twilight silence falls,
Flushing deep and softly paling,
O’er ivy-covered halls.
Beneath the pines we’ll gather,
to give our faith so true,
Sing our love for Alma Mater,
and thy praises, M.S.U.

When from these scenes we wander,
and twilight shadows fade,
Our mem’ry still will linger,
where light and shadows played;
In the evening oft we’ll gather,
and pledge our faith anew,
Sing our love for Alma Mater,
and thy praises, MSU.

MSU FIGHT SONG**
On the banks of the Red Cedar,
is a school that’s known to all;
Its specialty is winning,
and those Spartans play good ball;
Spartan teams are never beaten,
all through the game they fight;
Fight for the only colors,
Green and White.
Go right thru’ for MSU,
watch the points keep growing.
Spartan teams are bound to win,
they’re fighting with a vim.
RAH! RAH! RAH!
See their team is weakening,
we’re going to win this game.
Fight! Fight! Rah! Team, Fight!
Victory for MSU.

*The lyrics of Alma Mater were written by Bernard Traynor (MSC Athletic Department, 1925–1927). The melody is based on Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. It was not until March 30, 1949, after a vote by the students, that the popular song on campus known as the MSU Shadows was finally adopted as the official Alma Mater.

**Lyrics by Francis Irvin Lankey (MSU Engineering, 1916).
UNIVERSITY MACE

Michigan State University is pleased to include the University mace in commencement ceremonies. The introduction of the mace, at the 2005 Founders’ Day celebration and inauguration of MSU’s twentieth president, serves to commemorate the sesquicentennial celebration. The University, founded in 1855, celebrated its 150th birthday in 2005. The mace was designed by University Relations and produced by Physical Plant staff.

Historically, the mace is a symbol of authority dating from medieval times when knights carried them during processions with their kings. As the tradition grew, the mace became a ceremonial symbol of peaceful leadership, and maces were embellished with jewels and metals. Today, a university’s mace is carried before the president or chancellor and platform-party dignitaries at commencement, inaugural, and other academic ceremonial processions.

The Michigan State University mace, 42 inches in length, includes important institutional symbols in its finial, crown, and shaft. The finial depicts the circular University seal, which includes an image of “Old College Hall.” This oak-carved seal derives from an 1869 State Board of Agriculture (now, Board of Trustees) authorization for a woodcut to be used as the frontispiece of the college academic catalog. College Hall, built in 1856, was the first instructional building erected in the United States for the teaching of scientific agriculture. When it collapsed in 1918, John Beaumont (class of 1882) provided funds to erect Beaumont Tower in 1928 at the same location. The tower stands as a symbol of Michigan State’s beginnings as the first land-grant college dedicated to teaching “agriculture and the mechanic arts” with a “liberal and practical curriculum.”

The mace’s crown is trimmed with a maple samara and acorn pattern carved from walnut, a pattern drawn from the “Michigan State College” limestone relief at the Abbot Road and other campus entrances. An image of Beaumont Tower lies in the crown’s oak center. Below the crown is the cylindrical shaft, whose alternating, horizontal oak and walnut bands descend to a brass tip. Its oak is purported to be “Beaumont oak,” that is, from one of the original saplings surrounding College Hall. Its walnut is from a tree removed to clear land for the Wharton Center for Performing Arts in 1982.

In its soaring verticality, Beaumont Tower continues to inspire the MSU community and is an appropriate symbol for the MSU mace. As President Robert S. Shaw (1928–1941) stated at the tower’s dedication, it has served as “a unifying factor” to remind us, even through our individual activities, of the overall mission of Michigan State University to inspire us by “appealing to many of the better things in us” and to encourage us to “live up to higher standards, scholastically, socially, morally, and spiritually in all of our affairs.”
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

In 1895, the Intercollegiate Commission, a group of leading American educators, introduced an academic costume code which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees, and which by colors would identify the various faculties.

Three types of gowns are indicated by the code. Those worn by bachelors have long, pointed sleeves. Those worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctoral gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. The velvet facing of the bars on the sleeves may be black or the same color as the binding of the hood.

Hoods are made of material identical with the gown and are lined in the official academic color of the institution conferring the degree (e.g., green and white for MSU). If the institution has more than one color, the chevron is used to introduce the second color. Colored velvet or velveteen binds the hoods and indicates the department of faculty to which the degree pertains.

The color of the velvet of the hood is distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. For example, the trimming for the degree of Master of Science in Agriculture should be maize, representing agriculture, rather than golden yellow, representing science. Generally, the code for the velvet of the hood is the same as listed for tassels.

At Michigan State University, it is customary to identify the candidates graduating from the different areas of study by tassels of the official color as established by the Intercollegiate Code. Candidates graduating from the Honors College wear a white stole with the initials “HC.” Candidates graduating “With Honor” or “With High Honor” wear a gold braid.

| College of Agriculture and Natural Resources | Maize |
| College of Forestry, Packaging | Russet |
| Residential College in the Arts and Humanities | White |
| College of Arts and Letters Fine Arts Philosophy | White Brown Dark Blue |
| The Eli Broad College of Business | Drab |
| College of Communication Arts and Sciences Journalism Speech | Peacock Blue Crimson Silver Gray |
| College of Education | Light Blue |
| College of Engineering | Orange |
| College of Human Medicine Public Health | Green Salmon Pink |
| James Madison College | Citron |
| College of Law | Purple |
| Lyman Briggs College | Golden Yellow |
| College of Music | Pink |
| College of Natural Science | Golden Yellow |
| College of Nursing | Apricot |
| College of Osteopathic Medicine | Green |
| College of Social Science Economics | Citron Copper |
| College of Veterinary Medicine | Dark Gray |
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

- 25 undergraduate programs ranked in the top 20 nationally by U.S. News & World Report, including six No. 1-ranked programs
- Places 38th among the 303 U.S. universities ranked in Washington Monthly’s 2017 College Guide and Rankings
- Times Higher Education of London today ranked MSU #83 in its 2017 World University Rankings, an 18-place improvement over 2016. This puts MSU in the top 8 percent of 1,102 universities assessed around the world.
- Ranks seventh in the nation for study abroad participation

Photo above: “Sparty” standing proud while spring blossoms.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

HONORS

The University acknowledges candidates for the bachelor’s degree who will graduate as Academic Scholars (A), from the Honors College (H), With Honor (*), or With High Honor (**). Academic Scholars completed a two-year honors program including at least four honors-caliber courses. Honors College graduates are academically talented students who have participated in rigorous, highly individualized programs of study, including at least eight honors-caliber courses.

Graduation Honors: the current minimum grade point average for seniors graduating With Honor is 3.79 and those graduating With High Honor is 3.94 (which is approximately 20 percent of graduating seniors who have earned the highest grade point averages). Recognition of graduation honors in the commencement program is based on the grade point average of all work at MSU completed prior to the opening of the semester of graduation. To be eligible for graduation honors, transfer students must earn a minimum of 50 semester credits at MSU.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES AWARDS

Quentin J. Abbott
Rachel C. Alcorn
Taylor L. Arnold
Sarah R. Bassett
Matthew J. Billette
Brooke L. Boger
Angelica P. Cabatu
Matthew R. Cederman
Tzu-Ching Chen
Matthew R. Chiavetta
Caroline H. Chuah
Matthew W. Chymyck
Lauren N. Cichocki
Paul W. Clancy III
Matthew P. Corsi
Nina R. Darwich
Noah K. Dean
Erin E. Debono
Emma F. Dester
Olivia N. Dinkins
Ashley N. Dunn
William D. Eckerle
Sophia S. Epstein
Sarah L. Erno
Shelby D. Fenn
Alison P. Ferer
Aidan M. Fox
Ryan G. Freemire
Katarina M. Genson
Kole A. Gilbert
Kelly R. Gilbertson
Justin G. Goldie
Amanda C. Gorr
John B. Gove
Samantha L. Gregoire
Lindsay A. Guare
Robert J. Gustke
Aleah J. Hahn
Morgan S. Ham
Simrah N. Hamid
Alyssa A. Hanpeter
Emily R. Hawker
Alexander J. Hazelton
Nicole M. Hefty
Katlyn L. Hemp
Isabel P. Hershey
Jacob E. Hieber
Nathan R. Holloway
Alexander P. Hughes
Marissa A. Immel
Nathan Jackson
Jacob J. Jensen
Jasmine N. Jordan
Hamza Kaakari
Erlin P. Kaye
Eljah T. Keller
Gabriella A. Kelsch
Bledsoe
Savanna K. Knoll
Samantha R. Kowalczyk
Matthew J. Kowalski
Lauren E. Lancaster
Jenna R. Largent
Nicole R. Lasich
Ethan J. Lau
Lauren H. Lee
Hope L. Lewis
Virginia Z. Lindberg
Amanda T. Ling
Annika L. Linzmeier
Ethan J. Loch
Anthony C. Luongo
Anuj A. Malavie
Katherine E. Martinik
Charlotte N. Mayworm
Madison R. McWethy
Aurora L. Misna
Olivia R. Mlobey
Madeleine M. Motloch
Anthony L. Mrocko
Adeline G. Nelson
Luke C. Noah
Madison J. Noom
Spencer Novick
Abigail W. Otwell
Lissa M. Pereira
Sanabria
Sophia A. Perrelli
Shelby A. Petersen
Danielle N. Petras
Amanda N. Pirotowski
Morgan R. Porter
Christopher A. Reeves
Emma B. Rhodes
Alexa L. Richardson
Joseph P. Riordan
Jacob N. Roach
Renee E. Rogowski
Max D. Sandler
Mitchell T. Selin
Michael R. Shada
Xinning Shan
Ashleigh N. Simmonds
Maysa C. Sitar
Elisha M. Smith
Madeline T. Smith
Matthew R. Smith
Stephanie P. Sowers
Zachary N. Spodek
Taylor M. Spurgeon-Hess
Catrina Stepahan
Brenna C. Stotlemeyer
Hannah E. Stribel
Brent W. Strong
Abigail R. Struble
Caroline J. Szabo
Mia A. Tavan
Shane D. Tazzia
Emily C. Tenniswood
Rachel N. Tevare
Ellory R. Thill
Amanda J. Torno
My N. Tran
Taylor M. Unrath
Kathryn E. Van Haaren
Chloe J. VanSickle
Mary C. Vondra

Honors associated with a degree candidate's name are based on the individual's cumulative grade point average through Fall and do not reflect Spring semester grades.

Christina T. Vu
Andrew L. Waack
Benjamin P. Walters
Sarah L. Westman
Luke R. Wiljanen
Michael R. Wischer
Kaitlin E. Ziadeh

MAJOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP AWARDS

Fullbright Scholarship
Emily Van Dyke-Mathews
Gates Cambridge Scholarship
Jasmine Jordan
George J. Mitchell Scholarship
Maysa Sitar
Marshall Scholarship
Brent Strong
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Hazel Anderson
Emma Brann
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Ronald Hendrick, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Platform Party

Welcome
Ronald Hendrick, Dean
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Recognition of Student Contributions and Successes

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Student Speaker
Holly Pummel (8:00 am)
Ashley Prince (11:00 am)
Jessica Diaz (2:00 pm)

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Presentation of Graduates

Conferring of Degrees
Ronald Hendrick, Dean
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song
Ronald Hendrick, Dean

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Interior Design
Mikayla Ruth Greenlund
Sydney Marie Herrn
Chloé Alyssa Jaworski
Karmen Gabriella Kahrs
Julia Josette Kassel
Nicole Marie Murphy
Gabrielle Sophia Petrucci
Sydney Elizabeth Rieck
Jessica Marie Sluiter
Nicole Suzanne Steggerda
Rica Sophia Louise Vizcarra

Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Ronald Hendrick, Dean

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Interior Design
Mikayla Ruth Greenlund
Sydney Marie Herrn
Chloé Alyssa Jaworski
Karmen Gabriella Kahrs
Julia Josette Kassel
Nicole Marie Murphy
Gabrielle Sophia Petrucci
Sydney Elizabeth Rieck
Jessica Marie Sluiter
Nicole Suzanne Steggerda
Rica Sophia Louise Vizcarra

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Agribusiness Management
Lydia Mary Ellen AcMoody
Derek Alvin Bennett Jr.
Joseph William Beukema
Bradley A. Browne
Jonathan Paul Brys
John Wilson Camper
Shiko Chin
Wilson Reid Cook
Aaron Jacob Fahrner
Raegan Julia Gembarzki
Meghan Marie Goretzki
Joseph Allen Hassle III
Tyler Andrew Hunt
Don De Dieu Idradunka
Jacob Zachary Kats
Darren Wayne Kulkamp
Parker Reed Lazorka
Rebekah Lynn McDonald
Jack Ryan Morrison
Nicholas Daniel Myers

Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Education
Ashach Joy Butchart
Ashley Lynn Gibbs
Haley Jo Lemle
Caitlin Marie Luck
Samatha Lou Christine Mitchell
Megan Nicole Schlabach
Maekenna Marie Schwass
Haley Marie Talaski
Matthew J. Zang

Animal Science
H* Leland K. Ackerson IV
Dylan R. Armstrong
Danielle Nichole Arndt
Lily Ellen Atkinson
Gabrielle R. Azzam
Elizabeth Marie Barone
Kelsee Elizabeth Boecher
Christine Alexandra Bowen

Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Education
Ashach Joy Butchart
Ashley Lynn Gibbs
Haley Jo Lemle
Caitlin Marie Luck
Samatha Lou Christine Mitchell
Megan Nicole Schlabach
Maekenna Marie Schwass
Haley Marie Talaski
Matthew J. Zang

Animal Science
H* Leland K. Ackerson IV
Dylan R. Armstrong
Danielle Nichole Arndt
Lily Ellen Atkinson
Gabrielle R. Azzam
Elizabeth Marie Barone
Kelsee Elizabeth Boecher
Christine Alexandra Bowen

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dietetics (cont.)
* Emily Hope Stefforia
  Alexandra Louise Stowell
* Claire Isabel Tibboles
  Rachel Renee Todter
Thoa Quynh Tran
Isabella Marie Trowbridge
Kalla Y. Williams
Mengshu Yan
Xinyi Zhang

Entomology
H Alesha Kay Bake
Sierra Kaye Davis

Environmental Economics and Management
Nicholas Michael Arnold
Jenna Ann Beaudoin
Maxwell Jay Bos
Drew Thomas Frommelt
Alyssa Rose Glowacz
* Miranda M. Graleski
  Tyler Christian Hansen
H** Evan Gregory Hubble
  Brenna Taylor Johnson
  Taylor Sue Morofsky
  Caroline Marie Nicholas
  Lena Ashley Nishanian
  Kathryn Mary Notario
* Holly Marie Pummell
  William Patrick Schumann
  Sara Elizabeth Trilla
  Gabriella Ann Vizzaccaro
  Zachary Edmond Willaert
  Noah Matthew Zaraucha

Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Audrie Elizabeth Adams
  Madeleine Grace Agustin
  Thomas Ryan Barfuss
* Evan McBrien Beresford
  Corbin Thomas Boettcher
  Kaitlyn Marie Bowen
  Madeline Claire Braxton
  Emily Ann Brouwer
  Kelly Kristine Burnison
  Hannah Lee Chappell
* Olivia Lee Charette
  Paige Renee Connolly
  Julianna Marie Eckard
  Kamryn Gardner
  Kisanet Kahsay Gebresilase
* Andrea J. Green
  Blake Douglas Hedges
  Sophia Elizabeth Honkanen
  Megan Hsu
  Oceee Taylor Huss
  Sophie Marie Iannone
  Ethan Andre Jodoin
  Brooke Mida Kersten
  Ryan J. Leach
  Jacob James Lubotsky
  Lydia Rose Mehiose
  Hannah S. Monville
* Jenna Nixon
  Marissa Ilene Nufer
  Nathaniel Joel Ohrlich

Paige Marie Ostrowski
* Jared Case Paul
  Ericka Danielle Peña
  Joshua Wesley Rae
  Brendan Allen Randall
  Erin Elyse Rau
  Nijah Zhane Reid
  Heather Elizabeth Roney
  Sarah Savage
  Jake Spicuzza
  Broderick David Stevens
  Michael McCarthy Veh
  Angela Yuan

Fisheries and Wildlife
Tyne C. Allmand
  Jordan Tyler Andrus
  Camryn Molly Brent
  Rachel Corneia
  * Jessica Diaz
  Sarah Anne Dibbet
  Brady Friss
  Ariana Guerrero
  Christian Scott Halquist
  Timothy James Hawley
  Melonie Sharonne Jones
  Kaitlyn Elizabeth Nessler
  H Steven Peter Rann
  H** Zachary Noah Spodek
  Kieran Faye Tyrell
  * Belinda Kay Wilson
  Carl Davis Young
  Gloria Elizabeth ZurHorst

Food Industry Management
Eleanor Lynne Cataldo
  Connor Bruno Cavanaugh
  Dominic Sun Chen
  Sai Srinidhi Chittalauri
  Clint Anthony Cowen
  Cole Wesley Devon
  Jeffrey John Engler II
  Harrison Samuel Engler
  Queen Irigazia
* Matthew Jovan Jovanovic
  Christopher Kakoz
  Eleanor Maya Kole
  Jorge Constantino Liakopulos
  Chi Wei Lin
  Matthew Phillip Mauer
  Brandon N. Okan-Mensah
  David Nathaniel Ora
* Ponnitcha Reynolds
  Hunter Wayne Shoemaker
  Joseph James Stewart
  Kyle Steven Thibault
  Ashley Ciera Torres
  Rachel L. Whitens
  Pengfei Xiong

Food Science
Anna Peter Akariza
  Manishimwe Sandrine Divine
  Bakuramutsa
  Rachel Arlene Becker
  Timothy Owen Bucheler
  Adhisha Chandra
  Yujing Chen
  Colin Michael Crusoee
  Thomas James Dolata
  Cam Christopher Foster
  Elizabeth Oluwaseun Gbogi
  Aaron Ellis Giecek
  Alexander Daniel Hicks
  Jordan Mary Holtz
  Max Brian Kelly
  Amanda Jo Laslo
  Lauren K. Lepsny
  Travis Wayland McCombs
  Sophie Louise Milletlo
 UNDWA Fleur Mushumba
  Brendan Michael Niles-Bautista
  Hampton Michael Noe
  Madison Katherine Palmeter
  Victoria Lynn Pozios
  H* Garel W. Rice IV
  Pierce Constantine Staudacher
  Maxwell Stephens Tokarz

Forestry
*Sara Lee Spangler

Horticulture
** Ris Louis Agrwal
  Madeline May Berg
  Jonah Bryant Brown
  Jacob Harold Bruner
  Austin James Cornett
  Abigail Elaine Denning
  Travis Patrick Fessler
  ** John Broderick Gove
  James Herbert Grawney IV
  Sophia Maria Holtz
  Jack Ryan Horvath
  Karoline Nicole Mabie
  Matthew John Nowicki
  Alexander N. Rainey
  Johnathon David Rittersdorf
  Freedom Roz Shelley
  H** Rachael Kathleen Swanson

Nutritional Sciences
Tamara Mae Alak
  Humza Rehan Ali
  Leah Grace Amey
  Julia Lauren Bretschneider
  Brittany Raquel Clark
  Ellen Lodge Clewett
  Lauren Rachel Dimitrievski
* Albina Doko
  Katie Lynn Dubay
  Isabel Josephine Foster
  Nicole Jade Handelsman
  Grace Nicole Heffner
  ** Patrick Joseph Heikkila
  Tammie Yi-Zu Hiew
  Jenna Sara Himelhoch
  Connor Eldon Hosey
  Elywine Ingabire Gasana
* Anna Lauren Kahmark
  H* Leah Renee Knox
  H** Nicole Renee Lasich
  Hailey Elizabeth Lensky
  Paige Elizabeth Lonier
  Leah Benen Martin
  Panny S. Mekonnen
  Samantha Ray Miller
  Michele Alexandra Niendorf
  ** Anna Marie Pignone
  Lisa Renee Price
  Rohitha Rajasekar
  Marissa Nichole Ratiliff
  * Shannon Mary Schafer
  ** Stephanie Marie Shanan
  H** Elizabeth Jeanette Slivka
  H Michael Dennis Stachelk
  Cynthia Stellas
  Samantha Iris Stern
  Robert Guy Torgsen III
  Haley Logan Vick
  H** Elizabeth Kathryn Walterhouse
  Katie Glendorn Wisneski
  Marie Alexandra Zimmer

Packaging
Grace Louise Allen
  Nada Mahyoob Alqaderi
  Lybrand Lynn Armstrong
  Evan Bradley Ashworth
  Matthew Paul Badalucco
  Younes Badaoui
  Taylor Ashley Barnes
  Natalie Brooke Bean
  Nathan Carl Beran
* Kennedy Michele Bernas
  Noah James Brenny
  Jurgen Burgaj
  ** Jacob Scott Carson
  Joel P. Church
  Katie Ann Clay
  Sara Nicole Cojien
  Eve Lorraine Cook
  Lawrence A. Cook
  H Therese Olivia Costantini
  Isabelle Evette Darragh
  Jack Debrabander
  ** Grace Mariela Devoto
  Austin Roman Dodd
  Mathieu John Eckel
  Madison Kaye Farage
  William Arthur Faught
  Salvador Alejandro Fernandez
  Sydney Jane Fowler
  * Andrejus Edward Gaska
  Brian Alexander Gouth
  Larnye Greene II
  Zachary Barry Hays
  Matthew Robert Heaps
  Benjamin R. Hufland
  Kendall Patrice Ilieff
  Abigail Rose Jones
  Alexandra Kaplanetz
  Ivan Odell Keener
  Rashad B. Kemp
  Cooper Field Klein-Kassab
  Kaitlin Elise Knoor
  Joshua Anthony Kovacs
  ** Alex Joseph Krause
  Alissa K. Kuhn
  Christopher John Langbein
  Marie Alice Langmeyer
  Victoria Helen Larsen
  Kathleen Le
  Kimberly K. Le
  Hannah HyeYoung Lee
Package (cont.)

Shannon Nicole Myles
Elias Issam Naddaf
Adriana Maria Nader
Megan Alexa Nalazek
Natalie Morgan Newell
Jacqueline Charlotte
Olszewski
Siddhant Satish Oulkar
Grant Frederick Pearce
Peyton Maxwell Picard
Joshua Charles Ployer
Garrett Thomas Rauch
Carsen Jeffery Rawles
Alexander Mark Ruddy
Lauren Kaye Russell
Jacqueline Marie Schneider
Samantha Lynn Seeley
Drew Carter Sinclair
Joshua Stephen Steffes
Allison Marie Steinbach
Camryn Alyse Taddia
Albert Lin Tan
Meredith Rose Taylor
Maria Ann Webb
Brett Thomas White
Robert Willoughby
Benjamin Wei Ern Wong
Peiyu Wu
Tony Ye

Sustainable Parks, Recreation and
Tourism

Ryan Campbell
Jack S. Dulworth
Andre Harris
Grace Marie Henry
Julia Levy
Colin Daniel O’Connor
Maia Mae Rozier
Thomas Ian Scherphorn
Cheyenne Tierra Shields
Adrian William Skazalski
Jiayi Yang

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
Residential College in the Arts and Humanities  
Stephen L. Esquith, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional

Welcome  
Stephen L. Esquith, Ph.D.  
Dean, Residential College in the Arts and Humanities

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Land Acknowledgement

Welcome from President Stanley  
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost  
Teresa K. Woodruff

RCAH Faculty and Staff Remarks

Special Music  
Zoe Schulthesis

Senior Class Remarks  
Isabel Hershey  
Sophia Jozwick

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees  
Stephen L. Esquith, Ph.D.  
Dean, Residential College in the Arts and Humanities

Closing  
Stephen L. Esquith, Ph.D.  
Dean, Residential College in the Arts and Humanities

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional  
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
### Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Arts and Humanities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arts and Humanities</th>
<th>Graduates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
<td>Riley Lynn Bartelotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alantae Asjanae Berry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|        | Madisyn Sierra Carroll |*
|        | Malcym Donavan Carroll |*
|        | Laura Elizabeth Catron |*
|        | Sofia Elizabeth De Carolis |*
|        | Kianna Elise Delly |*
| **H** | Margaret Ruth Demko |*
|        | Alicia Kelsey Erickson |*
| **H** | Chloe Helena Faris |*
|        | Cameron Rose Roberto Hancock |*
| **H** | Isabel Patricia Hershey |*
|        | Shelby Clara Host |*
|        | Jake Mitchell Janowitz |*
|        | Olivia Haley Jones |*
| **H** | Sophia Anne Jozwiak |*
|        | Katelyn Sue Kelly |*
|        | Carly Emma Komar |*
|       | Sidrah Belle Kovan |*
|       | Claire Linnea Marks-Wilt |*
|       | Charlotte Nana Mayworm |*
|       | Julia Marie Moore |*
|       | Leah Elisabeth Morgan |*
|       | Kathryn Lillian Morris |*
|       | Grace St. Clair Morton |*
|       | Olivia Katherine Yim-Fong Moses |*
|       | Sydney Kaitlynn Pugmire |*
|       | Lora Carolyn Root |*
|       | Jake Aaron Rubin |*
|       | Omari Nkosi Sadiq |*
|       | Zoë Christine Schultheiss |*
|       | Ashley N. Thoms |*
|       | Fabrizzio Mateo Maximo Torero |*

---

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
College of Arts and Letters
Christopher P. Long, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Keynote Address
Christopher P. Long, Dean
College of Arts and Letters

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Alumni Speakers
John Howard
Class of 1976
BS, Clothing and Textiles

Taj Mercury
Class of 1987
BA, English and Creative Writing

Senior Class Address
Olivia Gundrum
English Education
Minor: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Honors College
Graduating with Honors
College of Arts and Letters

Alia Jones
Humanities Pre-Law
Minor: African American and African Studies
Citizen Scholar
Graduating with Honors
College of Arts and Letters

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Conferring of Degrees
Christopher P. Long, Dean
College of Arts and Letters

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
# Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

## College of Arts and Letters

### Degree of Bachelor of Arts

#### Apparel and Textiles
- Adam Khalil Affifi
- Alexandra Marie Iverson
- Steffany Y. Kim
- Marybeth Ione Marsh
- Chardonnay Diamond Lagalia Richardson
- Criselda Rodriguez

#### Art History and Visual Culture
- Aria Gabrielle Frawley
- Morgan Noelle Hollemans

#### Chinese
- Jessica Catherine Gebbie
- Xueen Liu
- Genevieve Germaine Madigan
- Doreen Pang
- Michelle E. Ratchford
- Joseph M. Rizik
- Hannah Elizabeth Wellman

#### English
- Sara Nicole Bowen
- Madison Ann Bruch
- Kianna Elise Delly
- Grace Anne Eberts
- Alexia R. Fabyan
- Madeline Taylor Ford
- Yuan Gao
- Alexander Joseph Gross
- Olivia Grace Gundrum
- Geraldine S. Harding
- Jayla Imani Harris-Hardy
- Natalie Davida Herman
- Rachel Lynn Huculak
- Claire Julia Huston
- Luke Patrick Justice
- Sarah Nichole Karafa
- Cassandra Rose Kirchmeier
- Courtney Rose Knoerl
- Zahra Alain Koch
- Meghan Kathleen Kwederis
- Jacob Michael Largen
- Amanda Taylor Ling
- Carly Jo Lize
- Audrey Elizabeth Lovett
- Brooke Ashley Maher
- Stuart Martin Massa
- Haylie Noel May
- Patiense Sherrice McKenzie
- John Ervin Mocny IV
- Morgan Grace Monty
- Brooklyn Sol Narvaez
- Fiona Catherine New
- Mark James Ostermeyer
- Natalie Claire Poll
- Hannah Marie Roll
- Jillian Ann Schupbach

#### Philosophy
- Anthony Jon Attard
- Kyle William Bort
- Taylor Ashton DeGregory
- Zachary Heaton
- Da-Quavion Pierce Holmes
- Sophia Kamenoff
- Fatima K. Konare
- Erica Lavista

#### Professional and Public Writing
- Annie Flynn Dubois
- Nicole E. Glynn
- Jarett T. Greenstein
- Kaylee Ann Mullen
- Renee Nicole Pruvolov
- Sydney Jane Wilson

#### Religious Studies
- Alana Margaret Davis
- Yael Leah Eichhorn
- Erica Lavista
- Charron Laurain McRae
- Olivia Constance Swanton

#### Spanish
- Jennifer Beiler
- Joshua Lawrence Bristol
- Anna Rashele Buist
- Nicole Marie Cubba
- Elena Rose Faber
- Carolyn Frances Forrest
- Madeline Kate Hannon
- Addison Ann Healey
- Emily Elise Keller
- Anamaria Jasenka Lopez
- Anna Lynn Pastynak

#### French
- Allison LaRue Bradley
- Ryan Alexander Schroeder

#### German
- Shaw Christopher Digby

#### Experience Architecture
- Savannah Marie Allen
- Aisha Begum
- Elena Chevante Bulthuis
- Mika Aleksy Byar
- Alana Miracle Carl
- Catera Lashawn Colvin
- Joey Dearing
- Chelsea P. Drouillard
- Alison Reine Eberle
- Ashley Nichole Ericsson
- Sydney-Ophirin Dorine Furlong
- Rachel Cayla Goodman
- L. Jackson
- Jonathan Michael Jairche
- Mason Hunter Kowalski
- Janet Wysocki
- Nydia Elizabeth Warren
- Janasia Laniece Watkins
- Arlaya Mone’ Worthen
- Zaria E. Young
- Anthony Yantao Zhu

#### Film Studies
- Emily Josy Senya Anagl
- Tyler Sage Diederichs
- Callie Christine Govaars
- Eliot Nova-Aidaran
- Jaynes-Colburn
- Isaiah Manuel Johns
- Kyle Hunt Ladd
- Andrea Nicole Ma
- Tessa Marie MacDonald
- Devin Allen Martin

#### Global Studies in the Arts and Humanities
- Michelle E. Ratchford

#### Humanities-Prelaw
- Jayla Cardea Anderson
- Abbey Elizabeth Clothier
- Avian Lanae Elliott
- Devin A. Heard
- Jessica G. Hopson
- Aila Destiny Jones
- Tyler Paul Korber
- Jiwoon Lee
- Ashley Ogu
- Alexandra Claire Parpart
- Emily Catherine Petrovski
- Samantha Lily Randel
- Emily Elizabeth Schinker
- Douglas Victor Wagner II
- Joryn Rachel Weinberg

#### Interdisciplinary Humanities
- Madeline Rae Bos
- Abigail Florence Brasher
- Bailey Kathleen Eddington
- Kalabrya Le’Brae Gondrezick
- Drew William Hughes
- Britanny Jeanette Hukill
- Jiah Deonte Norman

#### Japanese
- Jubilee Ann George
- Dylan Patrick Grant
- James S. Netherland
- Garion Allen James Van Fleet
- Grace A. Voege

#### Linguistics
- Jillian Nicole Burger
- Caroline Hsuheh Min Chuah
- Katie Ellen Hiltz
- Charlotte Elizabeth Hutchens
- Jared Kacoor
- Marie Kassa
- Dat Quoc Le
- Harkin Massopust
- Lindsay Grace Moore
- Keegan O’Brien
- Allie R. Otberg
- Linan Pei
- John Patrick Ryan
- Nathan Alexander Saeed
- Jenna Christine Sexton
- Zachary Ian Sneed
- Yue Yang

#### Russian
- Courtney Rose Knoerl
- Alexandra Elaine Haren

#### Film Studies
- Jennifer Beiler
- Joshua Lawrence Bristol
- Anna Rashele Buist
- Nicole Marie Cubba
- Elena Rose Faber
- Carolyn Frances Forrest
- Madeline Kate Hannon
- Addison Ann Healey
- Emily Elise Keller
- Anamaria Jasenka Lopez
- Anna Lynn Pastynak
- Andrey Sarah Patsalis
- Madison Paige Pehringer
- Deni Maqua Peterson
- Carla Vita Simone
College of Arts and Letters

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Spanish (cont.)
   Richard Leander Swinson
   Alexandria Victoria Virginski
   Isabella Ruth Williams

Studio Art
   * Gabrielle Louise Mack-Blamy

Theatre
   * Naomi Blansit
   Munirah Olivia Dickerson
   Ayleen G. Perez

H Alexandria Victoria Virginski

Isabella Ruth Williams

H** Jillian Ann Schupbach
Audrey Marie Warren
Deandra Kay Whitman

H Ceili Rose Widmann

* Sarah Cecilia Wietecha
Kiersten Dawn Wilcher

Women's and Gender Studies
   Jenna Lee Bridgewater
   Samiksha Prakash
   H** Andala Yakubu
   Reagan Nicole Young

Art Education
   Sanchit Kumar Melissa Katelin Gordon
   Julianna Rosamond Lindquist Kathryn Laura Hull
   H* Mackenzie Marie O'Connell Corinne Danielle
   Skurnowicz-Sickman

Apparel and Textile Design
   Brianna Ellen Andrews
   ** Katarina Marie Genson
   Timothy Vasily Krivtsov
   H Katelyn Rose Kroeger
   Israel Guadalupe Llerena
   Tyana Deloras Robinson
   Miguel Angel Rafael Rodriguez
   Bingheng Song
   Emma Claire Stubbs
   Payton Josette Wojtkowski
   Jenna Marie Wood

Graphic Design
   Ally Irene Beshouri
   Daniel Lawrence Brandwein
   Jennifer Bugli
   H Meghan Noelle Butterfield
   Jordan Deshawn Ramone
   Cotton
   Sophie Wendy Dwoskin
   Morgan Christine Ferland
   * Christine Eileen Foley
   Nermamn Hammoud
   Allysaa Asha Desiree Harris
   Claire Marie Heinle
   ** Lauren Ashley Johnson
   Sanchit Kumar
   Julianna Rosamond Lindquist
   H* Mackenzie Marie O’Connell
   Shayla Pham
   Benjamin James Punsalan
   Hanna Bennett Rosenthal
   Gyles Robert Schlehuber

   Emma Katherine Simon
   * Madeline Elizabeth Stanislav
   Kristin Nicole Thompson
   China Doll Tolbert
   Robynn Jo Verhaeghe
   La Min Way
   Yiwen Zhou

Studio Art
   H* Joan Kaye Bambery
   H Lauren Batdorff
   Michael Matias Brimmer
   Maileen Leoni Bugnaski
   Nicole Stefanie Rico
   Katie Lynn Shotwell
   Yechan Sung
   Arin Marie Winn

   * Gabrielle Louise Mack-Blamy
   Kevin T. Mazur
   Mollii Lauren Mills
   ** Cassandra Laura Verral
   Marko Stanojevic

   H Jamie L. Lien
   * Isabel Nicole Rodriguez
   Marshall Laurence Ross

   Theatre
   C. Badia
   * Jayna Storm Carden
   Kaitlin Mae Copenhaver
   H Jason Thomas Dernay
   * Jamev Tavon Gooden
   Christopher P. Heeder
   Kayla Marie Katona
   Heidi Sue Kowynia
   Brianna Rose Kubiak
   Jacqueline Mary Lee
   H* Jamie L. Lien
   * Gabrielle Louise Mack-Blamy
   Kevin T. Mazur
   Mollii Lauren Mills
   * Isabel Nicole Rodriguez
   Marshall Laurence Ross
   Marko Stanojevic

   H Cassandra Laura Verral
Eli Broad College of Business  
Accounting Majors/Management and Human Resource Management Majors  
Sanjay Gupta, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional  
Pomp and Circumstance

Welcome  
Chris Hogan  
Chairperson & Russell E. Palmer Endowed Professor in Accounting  
Department of Accounting & Information Systems  
Donald Conlon  
Chairperson & Gambrel Family Endowed Professor in Management  
Department of Management

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley  
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost  
Teresa K. Woodruff

Student Class Address  
Meredith Sims, Accounting  
Dylan Mrla, Management

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees  
Chris Hogan  
Chairperson & Russell E. Palmer Endowed Professor in Accounting  
Department of Accounting & Information Systems  
Donald Conlon  
Chairperson & Gambrel Family Endowed Professor in Management  
Department of Management

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Presentation of Diplomas

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional  
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Eli Broad College of Business
Finance Majors
Sanjay Gupta, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Welcome
Andrei Simonov
Chairperson & Philip J. May Endowed Professor
Department of Finance

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Student Class Address
Abhishek Tekumulla, Finance

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees
Andrei Simonov
Chairperson & Philip J. May Endowed Professor
Department of Finance

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Presentation of Diplomas

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Eli Broad College of Business
Hospitality Business Majors
Sanjay Gupta, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Welcome
Carl Borchgrevink
Director & John and Becky Duffey Faculty Fellow in Hospitality Business
The School of Hospitality Business Department

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Alumni Address
Joseph Germanotta
Hotel & Restaurant Management, BA 1979
Owner
Joanne Trattoria
New York City, NY

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Student Class Address
Brendan Connolly, Hospitality Business

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees
Carl Borchgrevink
Director & John and Becky Duffey Faculty Fellow in Hospitality Business
The School of Hospitality Business Department

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Presentation of Diplomas

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Eli Broad College of Business
Marketing Majors
Sanjay Gupta, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Welcome
Richard Spreng
Interim Chairperson & Associate Professor
Marketing Department

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Alumni Address
Matthew McHale
Marketing, BA 2003
Head of Direct Scaled Sales
Google, Inc.
Ann Arbor, MI

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Student Class Address
Yasmine Yehia, Marketing

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees
Richard Spreng
Interim Chairperson & Associate Professor
Marketing Department

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Presentation of Diplomas

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Welcome
Vedat Verter
Chairperson & John H. McConnell Chair in Business Administration
Supply Chain Management Department

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Student Class Address
Lydia Whipple, Supply Chain Management

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees
Vedat Verter
Chairperson & John H. McConnell Chair in Business Administration
Supply Chain Management Department

Recognition of Student Awards and Achievements

Presentation of Diplomas

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Sanjay Gupta, Dean

THE ELI BROAD COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Accounting

* Nicole Kimberly Abel
  Brendan Joseph Ackerman
  Michael John Albert
  Kayla Renea Alexander
  Spencer Timothy Allard
  Nicklaus Robert Allerton
  Ciaran L. Alward
  Chelsea Lynn Amicone
  Jonah Ryan Anstandig
  Jason Arnold
  Nicholas James Baker
  Christopher Paul Barron
  David John Barton
  * Austin Christian Bechtel
  * Alexander D. Berger
  Peter James Blake
  Samuel Richard Bullen
  * Lauren Helene Bunker
  * Noah Mathew Burzflaz
  Karoline Margaret Bushey
  Gabrielle Maria Cano
  Kinsey Elizabeth Carr
  Nicole Lauren Castrucci
  Jiangnan Chen
  Peien Chen
  * Xin Tian Chen
  * Yuxing Chenyang
  Katherine Suzanne Chesserrown
  Jessica Patricia Chin
  Xiyuan Chu
  Virginia Lynn Cinnamond
  * Katherine Caroline Clark
  * Antonio Mario Corsi
  * Austin Jeffrey Coven
  Cameron Edward Czapski
  Andrew Robert Deeter
  Owen Charles Dennehy
  Griffin David DeWitt
  * Courtney Heather Drews
  * Rylee Michele Egan
  * Hudson Merrill Elowsky
  * Nicholas Michael Fergert
  * Makayla Renee Flegler
  Magdalene L. Francis
  ** Ryan Gene Freemire
  ** Demetrios Chrisostos Galanos
  * Cassandra G. Gavlik
  Colton John Grant
  Ryan Adam Grunzweig
  Graciela Lillian Guevara
  * Amara Loretta Hackett
  Braden Thomas Hagaman
  * Brittny Nichole Haluch
  * Nathan Kenneth Hampton
  Margaret Catherine Harris
  Amanda Marie Harvey
  Abigail Ruth Hunt
  * Joshua James Jackson
  Dhwanl Jain
  Kun Jiang
  H Kaylee Brooke Kern
  * Nicholas Robert Kimball
  * Emily Pearl Kitz
  * Jon-Luc Anthony Kralovich
  * Austin James Kramer
  * Chandler D. Lail
  * Brittany Nicole Laura
  * Chloe Grace Lee
  * Justin Michael Leland
  * Haley Ryen Lemberg
  * Yanxi Li
  * Zhouting Li
  * Nicholas Edward Liberati
  * Kari Marie Linders
  * Steven Loranger
  * Siyu Lu
  * Zachary Glen Lyman
  * Austen James Malczewski
  * Brian Adam Marienau
  * Ryan Frank Maselli
  * Chido Pamela Matsika
  * Spencer James McFarlane
  * Molly Annemarie Merillat
  * Sean Thomas Mitchell
  * Sean Louis Mulka
  * Rachel Elizabeth Newton
  * Kourtney Emma O'Connor
  * Alexander James Opiteck
  * Olivia Ann Orr
  * Julia Marilyn Ortiz
  * Cole Ozburn
  * Allison Erika Peterson
  * Emilie Rose Pilibosian
  * Blake Michael Praschan
  * Will Lukas Prin
  * Jacob Stephen Proper
  * Renzi Qian
  * Sean Philip Raby
  * Aaron Rafelson
  * Brenda Patricia Ramirez
  * William Paul Reasoner
  * Riley Harris Richards
  * Tyler Christian Rist
  * Michael Joseph Rittner
  * Joseph M. Rizik
  * Parker Alan Romberger
  * Austin Joseph Ruprecht
  * Adision Elaine Salisbury
  * Jillian Grace Samrah
  * Lorie Ella Saunders
  * Lauren Michelle Schneider
  * Nicholas Seddon
  * Lou Daniel Sheaffer
  * Aaron Walter Shepp
  * Meredith Danielle Sims
  ** Amanda Marie Skonieczny
  * Carey Marie Smith
  * Kevin S. Soka
  * Frank Robert Sproule
  * Emily Catherine Staple
  * Haohan Su
  ** Shane DeMarco Tazzia
  * Sara Gabriella Teer
  * Kristian Gorgi Trajkovski
  * Chelsea Marie Turk
  * Channon Nellie Turrell
  * Jared Thomas Utsunomiya
  * Anthony Patrick Valentini
  * Caitlyn Vu
  * Wilson Dean Wagner
  * Ruohua Wang
  * Yixuan Wang
  * Ziqi Wang
  * Jia Wei
  * Nicole Adorae Willy
  * Liam Eisworth Winchip
  ** Gabriella Christa Winters
  * Christian Alessandro Wittbrodt
  * Zachary Michael Woolford
  * Shengge Xue
  * Binghao Xue
  * Fang Yang
  * Yuchen Yang
  * Jingwen Ye
  * Victoria Marie Zehner
  * Yejunji Zhang
  * Kailing Zhao
  * Lei Zhou
  * Xinkun Zou
  * Andrew Patrick Zuhl

Finance

* Adwait Sanjay Ahire
  * Trevor Scott Allen
  * Vicente Daniel Amado
  * Ryan Patrick Anderson
  * Thomas Andreopoulos
  * Maxwell Gregory Antilla
  * David Anton
  * Matthew Jeffrey Arnoldy
  * Binglong Ash
  * Andrew Hunter Auvenshine
  * James Charles Baldwin
  * Viswanath Balla
  * Giorgio S. Ballis
  * Max Joseph Barnhart
  * Anna Paige Behrenwald
  * Tyler Michael Belanger
  * Julian Gray Bell
  * Colin Lee-Michael Bergman
  * Owen Paul Beshears
  * Connor David Betts
  * Zachary C. Bianucci
  * Patryk Mateusz Bles
  * Jacob Lee Binke
  * Aaron Scott Bishop
  * Kaitlin Elizabeth Boncorre
  * William Paul Bulkowski
  * Michael James Burwell Jr.
  * Yuyang Cai
  * Macklin Patrick Carron
  * Jacob Tyler Cendrowski
  * Alicia Chan
  * Scott Adam Child
  * Christopher Anthony Chin
  * Charles Jae il Choi
  * Sarah Agnes Coburn
  * Michael Tyler Cohen
  * Ethan James Collins
  * Kevin Nicholas Conder
  * Cassius Washington
  * Carver Cook
  * Micah Patrick Cook
  * Cameron John Cotter
  * Landon James Crooms
  * Michael Anthony Crenshaw II
  * Demetre Angelo Crews
  * Keegan Davis Cunningham
  * Derek William Cushman
  * Joseph Robert Cvingros
  * Kory Matthew Cyr
  * Noah Lateef Dalasy
  * Andrew Leigh Dame
  * Keya Paritosh Darjee
  * Kyle Jacob Davis
  * Taylor Symone Davis
  * Scott Louis Deal
  * Zachary Michael DeLang
  * Devlin Kuldip Deogun
  * Megha Upen Doshi
  * David Lane Doyle
  * Dax Mark Drennan
  * Alexandra Renee Drennan
  * Qianzi Du
  * Derek J. DuBois
  * Daniel Thomas Duda
  * Erica Anne Dutch
  * Caroline Grace Eberhard
  * Joseph Edwards
  * Alaina Nicole Elliott
  * Nicholas Jeffrey Elliott
  * Megan Nicole Ender
  * Connor Donald Erickson
  * Sarah Lindsay Emo
  * Noah Christopher Erxleben
  * Lucas Paul Ezzo
  * Spencer Dale Fairall
  * John Christopher Farrell
  * Matthew Michael Fegdo
  * Nathan Bernard Feldman
  * Brian Paul Flaherty
  * Michael Robert Flaherty
  * Alexander Lee Fohlbrook
  * Matthew Steven Forgacs

Baccalaureate Degrees

Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

H* Nathan Kenneth Hampton
  Margaret Catherine Harris
  Amanda Marie Harvey
  Abigail Ruth Hunt
  * Joshua James Jackson

H** With Honor

** With High Honor
The Eli Broad College of Business

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Finance (cont.)
** Corbin William Foster
* Benjamin Aaron Francis
* Mojadi Galebnowe
* Shuang Gao
* Ian D. Gappy
* Oscar Lee Garner
* Maxwell Merritt Gates
* Zachary Adam Gewurz
* Constantine Matthew Gianiodis
* Eric Michael Gillis
* Daniel Edward Geavесes
** Justin Gordon Goldie
* Lee Kenneth Grabowski
* John Michael Grady
* Eric Anthony Grant
* Shiksha Guliani
* Shail Gusani
** Nolan Nicholas Gutenschwager
* Justin Alexander Halvorson
* Alexander Ryan Hand
* Garrett Cameron Haney
* Thresa R. Haney
* Kayla Rose Hanson
* David Richard Hart
* Matthew George Hawke
* Tobias Allen Haynor
* Matson Lee Heid
** Macy Nicole Hendershot
* Brett Michael Hengesbaugh
* Sarthak Hooda
** Huixi Hu
* Gavin B. Hubbard
* Olivia Grace Huhn-Tarvudd
* Jared D. Ingram
* Valentino Ivezaj
* Andrew Nolan Jostyn
* Jeremy Michael Kalvelage
* Alexandra Lauren Karadimas
* Michael Richard Karas
* Caroline Elizabeth Keegan
* Maisie Lynn Kern
* Manroop Kaur Khera
* Dylan Michael Kiger
* Daniel Owen Killewald
* Jack Mason Kloka
* Jenna Rose Kopplinger
* Ian Joseph Kovach
* Cade Alexander Kozlowski
* Peter Joseph Kramer
** Brandon Kung
** Brett Joseph Kunke
* Morgan E. Lebold
* Jonathan Gerald Leitl
* Cole Solomon Levine
* Robin Kelley Lewalski
* Zhifan Li
* Joshua David Lichtman
* Matthew Vito Lloyd
* Andrew William Long
* Mingxuan Lou
* Kyle James Luce
* John Christian Luttmann
* Nathan Daniel Lys
** Jia Lyu
* Brittany L. Mailloux
* Nayan Shriraj Makim
* Talha Asif Malik
* Bharath Gupta Mamidipaka
* Jack Douglas Mandryk
* Genevieve Maryann Martin
* Alexander Richard Martinez
** Robert Thomas Martinez
* Matthew Kyle Massie
* Alec Michael Mayer
* Nathaniel Jacob Maye
* Tara Elizabeth McCarthy
* Joseph Albert McMahon
* Robert Sterling McQuaid
* Gavin McQueen
* Emily Hart Meltzer
* Zitong Meng
* Erli Metko
* Jacob Thomas Michaud
* Jack Charles Millimer
* Pius Kimathi Mithika
* Brian Thornton Moody Jr.
* James Michael Moore
* Kevin James Morrissey
* Brandon Alexander Motologin
* Mary Katherine Mullen
* Louis Daniel Nader IV
* Robert William Nader
* Erin Mary Nagle
* Joshua Laurence
* Nassa-Young
* Armin Niskimae
* Yuhan Ni
* Parker Kell’inoahoku
* Elyot Nolan
* Preston M. Nowak
* Nathan James O’Connell
* Paulina Katherine Parr
* Rocco Anthony Parrelly
* John Robert Parsons
* Evan Bradley Paul
* Tessa James Peabody
* Roman Michael Petrusha
* Mario Joseph Plachta
* Hamza Dawood Rangwala
* Benjamin David Ratkov
* Davis Anthony Reich
* Amanda Therese Ringlein
* Leah Elizabeth Ritchie
* Jacob Nolan Roach
* Matteo Robazza
* Heather Rae Rose
* Joseph Bradley Sacco
* Marcus Allan Salloum
* Adam John Salomon
* Renna Miriam Sarafa
* Rowan Kenneth Savident
* Samuel Joseph Schmondiuk
* Payton L. Schuster
* Claudia Marie Sharp
* Yue Shen
* Julia Margaret Shepstone
* Joann Gargaro Shmyr
* Taylor Elizabeth Shur
* Michael Sidney Silver
* Parker David Simon
* Luke Matthew Skillman
* Nathaniel David Skown
* Noah Henry Skrok
* Lucas Smiarowski
* Mitchell David Sokol
* Shane Michael Sparks
* Zackary Tyler Spinek
* Taylor Marie Spurgeon-Hess
** Peyton Christine Stallings
* Jonathan Michael Stanton
* Sarah Elizabeth Stevens
* Emerson Thomas Snell
* Stidham
* Alexander F. Strang
* Xinyue Sun
* Taleyia M. Taylor
* Abhishek Tekumulla
* Chad Thomas Theisen
* Annea Jalani Thomas
* Cameron Stephen Thomas
* Nicholas Patrick Thomson
* John C. Trainer
* Grant Thomas Trisch
* Michael Daniel Ulle
* Danté Hindy Galdino Valente
* Joel Harding Van Buren
* Griffin Robert Van Leer
* Benjamin William Van Zoest
* Garrett Christian Von Behren
* Cort Leo Wagenberg
* Dustin Roy Wagner
* Jack Andrew Walters
* Nian Wang
* Xiaotang Wang
* Hongyu Wei
* Ryan John Welch
* Brian Christopher Wenz
* Paige Kathleen Weymouth
* M. Wiley
* Thomas Charles Wilkinson
* Brandon Steven Williams
* Grant David Williams
* Connor James Wineman
* Casey Jay Witt
* Claire Elizabeth Woian
* Andrew Jacob Wolfis
* Kevin Mitchell Wright
* Yang You
* Graham Young
* Nicholas James Young
* Curtis Matthew Yun Jr.
* Leslie Kate Zazula
* Ningyuan Zha
* Jiadu Zhang
* Songyi Zhang
* Yang Zhou
* Kevin Zielinski
* Tyler Christopher Zmich
* Garrett Reid Zylinski
* Brooklyn Kayle Mae Burns
* Jan Niklas Cartus
* Chuan Hsin Chung
* Brendan Joseph Connolly
* Erin Connolly
* Ellen Kristine Cook
* Francesca Carmela Coppola
* Sarah Beth Cornell
* Madison Louise Davis
* Sabrina Davoudzadeh
* Kaelin Lily Den Hartog
* Clea Marie Derozier
* Daphné E. Derozier
* Brooke Lizzi Desormeaux
* Simona Dimovski
* Grant A. Dodge
* Matthew Stephen Dotson
* Yuxuan Du
* Addison Elizabeth Enders
* Kobe Dijinn Flory
* Troy Robert Fonville
* Ethan C. French
* Alexis Lauren Friedman
* Matthew Meyer Fruin
* Xinyue Fu
* Shawn Katherine Gabriel
* Trevor Robert Goodman
* Lauren Syndor Green
* Leah Margaret Gregory
* Emma Olivia Harner
* Noah Joseph Harvey
* Madeleine Louise Hatch
* Yuxuan He
* Maddison Jade Herrick-Foster
* Christina Jo Heydenburg
* Eileen Mary Horton
* Marissa Nicole House
* Yuekal Hu
* Yuwei Huang
* Kenzie Noel Jones
* Stephanie Marie Juriga
* Jordan Briania Kelley
* Samantha Irene Kimerling
* Victoria Christian Kirkland
* Kailey Ann Konkle
* Qiwei Lai
* Vinh Le
* Yuanyuan Li
* Yuxuan Li
* Yihang Liang
* Ziling Liao
* Jiarul Lin
* Mingrui Liu
* Yuxin Liu
* Dominique Simone Maes
* Mark Lawrence Matynka
* Madison Marie McIlhale
** Courtney Ellen Mils
* Michaela Gabrielle Moore
* Tyler Ray Moreno
* Maxwell Henry Mosca
* Isaac Daniel Motley
* Amanda Jean Neumann
* Gabrielle Marie Noble
* Timothy Fitzpatrick Norris
* Avery Madison North
* Jacob Peter Ochab
* Rachel Marie Orden
The Eli Broad College of Business

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Hospitality Business (cont.)

Destiny Trenice Ja’Nay Oree
Rachel Nicole Powell
Xingru Qian
Anoushka Ravindran
Justin Ryan Ray
Hannah Michelle Reback
Brooke Nicole Remick
Bret Daniel Rogers
James William Rohden
Brayton John Rzepek
Miris Sarkisian
Amy Marie Schneider
Elizabeth Rose Schumar
Nicole Elizabeth Shenker
Tyler Michael Shephard
Max William Siavarakas
Adam Jose Silva
Noah Edward Singer
Quinn Thomas Smolinski
Yizhe Su
Nicholas Carlton Sullivan
Dylan Molloy Sutton
* Samantha Lee Szyszynski
Peter James Ulbrich III
Chuang Wang
Yuhan Wang
Caroline Grace Waters
Sophie Kate Webb
Lin-Cin Weng
Kevin Anthony Williams
Victoria Elizabeth Wiseman
Edward Morley Wyzykowski
Jun Xiao
Xingjin Yan
Maxwell T. Yentz
Sanghui Yun
Xiaowen Zhang
Yating Zhang
Yuqi Zhou

Human Resource Management

Claire Whitney Brooks
Amanda Marie Capaldi
Angel Grace Carra
* Brooke Marissa Coleman
Jamie McCartney Desai
Theresa Don
* Cydnee Corrin Graham
Sarah Elizabeth Greenwald
Rashed Haimour
* Rachel Anne Hong.JiaoYang Harman
Matthew Kenneth Hendrien
Madeline Grace Kaupa
Brayden John Kozeny
Claire Majesta Liska
Ebony L. Mwesigwa
Katylin Elizabeth Ratzlaff
Sidney Tenay Wade

Management

Anthony Thomas Amoroso
Thomas James Apap
Ashley Grace Boston
Jason Thomas Dernay
Molly Patricia Dulapa
Blake Matthew Harm
Bradley David Heidenreich
Alanah Courtenay Herfi
John Huetteman III
Jason James Klauda
H Elizabeth Kotli
* Fiona Beata Kristo
Alexandra Katelin Masacek
Ian Joshua McManus
Dylan Joseph Mria
* Keegan Scott Neumann
* Drew Mitchell Padgen
Abigail Rose Pearson
H* Brendan Michael Rice
Alexis Nicole Susko
* Sadie Jane Thatch
Brenton Hunter Thurler
Cassandra Elizabeth Valice
Alyssa Marie VanOoteghem
Fredrick G. Walbridge
H Hannah Elizabeth Wellman
H Christopher Donald Winiarski
Austin Jeffrey Wright

Marketing

* Alaina Christine Agnello
Casey Alexandra Baldwin
Alexa Michelle Bartlett
Payton Alyse Beard
Jameelah Mae Beckwith
* Jennifer Belfer
Emma Rae Bell
* Cassandra J. Berlin
* Shelley Marie Berner
H Alaisa Simone Bertrand
Nicole Elizabeth Blair
* Jaqueylun Bonnell
Zachary Mark Brotebeck
Lauryn Kennedy Bryant
H* Taylor Busser
H** Shayne Michael Callan
Mckenna Nicole Cameron
Brady William Campbell
En-Ming Chang Sr.
Zoe Audra Chapman
H Richard Keyang Chen
Emily Marie Chmielewski
Kaylee Anne Christensen
Christian Alise Cleary
H* Nathanael Jack Clolinger
Michael Edward Considine
Halle N. Cousino
H Carolann Lyndsey Craig
Zachary Franklin Craig
Austin Michael Curran
Emma Jaelyn Dietrich
Shanelle S. Duncan
* Emma Sophia Dusenbury
Alexandra Helen Eagle
Samantha Lynn Ellison
* Sofia Kathryn Fanelli
Arianna Celeste Farina
* Benjamin Leo Faupel
Sebastian Woodward Feittig
* Jarod Alexander Flagent
** Karli Nicole Flesher
Savanna Rayne Floyd
** Kelly Marie Frush
Adam Matthew Garinkle
Chase Thomas Garland
** Mikenna Nikol Garner
A Madison Taylor Genord
Jacqueline Lee Gingell
H* Madeleine Grace Grainger
Sarah Katherine Gruburg
* Natalie Kay Gretzinger
David Reece Handy
Spencer Michael Heaphy
Adam Jeffrey Herdman
Nicholas Ryan Herrin
Benjamin Charles Hoats
Spencer Ann Horan
Yuxin Hu
Zachary Robert Hubbe
Isabella Ann Jacks
Jacob Ander Jaumotte
Allyson Ruth John
Veronica Kate Johnston
Andrew S. Jones
Rachel Leah Kady
H* Erin Patricia Kaye
Alex J. Kim
Kyle Joseph Kish
Riley Lynn Kloosta
Jonathan Michael Kmiec
Macinze Nichole Knuth
Elizabeth Helen Ko
Alexander John Krear
Brendan Joseph Kuczer
Hales Sherry Larkin
Colin Lee Latta
Kelly Marquette Leavy
H* Brooke Lynn Leep
Marchella Elizabeth Leone
Elizabeth Megan Liber
Holly Marie MacLean
Ryan Joseph Magee
Mary Elizabeth Maher
Alexandra Young Maiuri
H* Haley Maria Weitz
Hannah Laura Mattes
Sarah Nicole Maynard
Joseph Colin McElroy
Celia Meyer McFarland
Benjamin Dean Medlock
Sarah Mene
Josephine Eleanor Miller
Aaron Christian Milley
Robot Joseph Molitor
Kathryn Elaine Moorman
Timothy Ryan Morris
Brent Andrew Mossburg
Maria De Fortuny Navarra
Emma Nicole Negrus
H* Mary Kathleen Nodland
Emma Catherine Noonan
Sarah Elizabeth Osterling
Michael Scott Ohanian II
Delaney Michelle Parshall
Amy Jaylen Patterson
Zachary Hensel Perich
Caroline Jacque Perry
Madison Michele Petrusha
Griffin Patrick Powers
Margaret Ann Powers
Kate Merkel Prysyb
Erlin Elizabeth Rafferty
Margaret Elizabeth Ramonat
Haley Nicole Rathwell
Montana Blake Reagan
Nathan Patrick Reuter
Macy Rae Riutta
H Grace Marie Rochelle
Douglas Charles Roman
Andrew Stanley Rudman
H* Claire Elizabeth Ryan
Megan Elizabeth Sackman
Thomas Richard Sadler
Lauren Nicole Sakosky
Shane Hans Saxton
* Caroline Anne Schlimgen
Andrew John Schmidt
H* Sarah Margaret-Amber Simmet
Luke Joseph Simon
Emma Grace Simone
Monique Lia Sizeland
Aleaha Renee Smith
Ian Todd Smith
Jake Philip Smith
H Sumone Y. Spivey
Mackenzie Jean Sprader
H* Hannah Corinne Starr
Polina Stoppa
John Joseph Sullivan
Annette Jean Sumler
Joseph Patrick Supernos
* Anne Teressa Tallman
Maxwell F. Tanau
* My Ngoc Thi Tran
Benjamin Michael Traub
Torri Quinn Tullio
* Garrett James Tyrell
* Kathryn Elizabeth Van Haaren
Lucia Palencia Villalba
* Eve Noella Voci
* Karishah Elise Watkins-Martin
Alissa Angel Weatherford
* Jacob Robert Weinzapfel
* Mark Anthony White
* Sarah Elizabeth White
* Jacob Patrick Widlits
Daniel Abraham Wolfe
* Yasmine Yehia
Zhenghuain Yi
Justin Hong Zhang
* Gracen Emily Zetter

Supply Chain Management

* Eldon M. Adams
H Elizabeth Faye Ahl
* Rachel Kathleen Alffen
Husnaa Ali
Skyler W. Allen
Christie Anto Amalraj
Breanna Marie Amine
Benjamin Christopher Anderson
Nicholas R. Atchison
Caroline Vivian Audette
Shane Donald Avichouser
* Alec Michael Bageris
H* Zachary John Battershell
Kenneth Michael Bayne
Claire McBrien Bersford
* Vishal V. Bethamcherlia
Hafsa Bilal
* Heather Campbell Blair
Noah Allen Bluestone
Supply Chain Management (cont.)

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Julia Griessel
Marinne Elise Grider
Megan Elizabeth Greig
Mary Elizabeth Graves
Christina Jovanka Golusin
Stefan Robert Gligor
John Porter Gillespie
Daniel Fulea
Qi Fu
Emily Marie Frost
Mason Richard Freeman
Rachel Nicole Fortin
Joseph Andrew Fontana
Ryan Alexander Flores
Brandon Garrett Fenech
Caleigh Anne Feeley
Ling Fang
Brianna Mae Elizalde
Erica Lynn Drobny
Andrew Nolan Denk
Krish Abhijit Deodhar
Rebecca Scout Grippio
Yutong Guo
Yuzhen Guo
Joao Paulo Salvador Do Amaral Gurgel
Alison Mary Gust
Corey James Gustad
Joseph Tony Haddad
Cody Juergen Halle
Justin Tyler Hannemann
Alyssa Antoinette Hanpeter
La Mar Tyrone Harris II
Sean Reilly Harris
Alexander Joseph Hazelton
Addison Ann Healey
Natalie Rose Herrington
Caleb Deway Ho
Julia Marie Hojnsaski
John Louis Honey
Kathryn Cory Horovitz
Shelby Rae Howe
Zixuan Huang
Shannatlie Mona Hudson-Bridge
Hannah Stevenson Hughes
Alexander Frank Irafiatre
Kathryn Vernier Irwin
Eric Matthew Jacobs
Devin Michelle Jaqua
Thomas Robert Jogan
Jaden Luke Jaeche
Justin Daniel Karbel
Danielle Kaschak
Kent Michael Katsuda
Karsyn Ariana Kellstrom
Brayton Roy Kelso
Brendan Robert Kemp
Morgan Kindwald
Connor Kenneth Klopfenstein
Emily Marie Knox
Ethan Nicholas Kowert
Catherine Jackie-Shirley Krier
Rutvik Anand Kulkarni
Joel Patrick LaBruzzy
Weiqing Lai
Julienne Elise Lash
Cade Alexander Lawitzke
Emma Alexandria Lee
Lauren Hannah Lee
Christopher Michael LeMiere
Francesca Jeanne Leone
Jarrod Joseph Lincoln
Yize Liu
Kyle David Livingway
Hannah Joann Lozon
Greg Jerome Lukas
Michael Anders Lundwall
Jie Luo
Julia Catherine Luttig
Jingwei Ma
Dylan Gregory Mackey

Jonathan Edward Maier
Anuj Arvind Malavia
Savanna Taylor Malinowski
Jacob William Marciniak
Denise Madeline Marino
Hallie Nicole McCaughy
Tess Marie McManaman
Patrick Joseph McNealy
Claire Virginia McPherson
Samuel Joseph McTaggart
Ryan Thomas Medley
Andrew Jason Menke
Samuel Joseph Minke
Benjamin David Miller
Brooke Caroline Milis
Jared Matthew Minimi Jr.
Courtney Lin Monge
Brendan Moore
Noah James Morris
Rachel Christine Mourad
Reagan Hollis Mumford
Brandon Anthony Munn
Madison Marie Murphy
Neal M. Nadkarni
Ash a M. Narayan
Namratha Nataraj
Thomas Joseph Nawrocki
Holly Nicole Neuens
Johnny Quang Nguyen
Patrick Nielsen
Xinyi Nong
Maxwell Cain-Giunti Nylander
Thomas David O’Hanian
Christian Mark Olson
Nicholas Vincent Orr
Doreen Pang
Christopher Joseph Pankey
Nathan Zachary Pate
Anjali Mahesh Patel
Cameron Joseph Pendleton
Justin Jerome Penna
McKenna Lynn Petack
Jonathan C. Pettinger
Jenna Elizabeth Pettek
Roman Gabriel Pilchota
Christian Edward Pudlo
Irina Jivkova Raykova
Olivia Susan Reilly
Linda Reyes
Ashley Marie Reynolds
Abigail Kathryn Rhodes
Emma Nicole Robitaille
Jonathan Patrick Rogowski
James Contreras Ruotsala
Jacob David Russell
Alyssa Lynn Salloum
Rachel Brittaney Samet
Hannah Elizabeth Sauer
Kate Aileen Schafan
Travis Edward Schaniel
Austin James Schoch

Dylan Jasper Schwalm-Willey
Nicholas Richard Sexton
Michael R. Shada
Zachary Lee Shafer
Sarah Marie Shankle
Zhaoxuan Shi
Brandon Robin Shigalics
Alexander Joseph Shimoon
Jack Matthew Shore
Jinhao Si
Hamzah Mohammed Siddiqui
Stephanie Claire Sills
Mason Matthew Skinner
Lauren Marie Smith
Logan Thomas Smith
Taylor Elizabeth Smith
Nathan Frederick Snyder
Olivia Paige Spaulding
Tyler James Spigarelli
Shelby L. Stanton
Olivia Hawthorne Statler
Christopher John Steiner
Isa Leanne Stinach
Hayley Nicole Stump
Ruby Sumbal
Muning Sun
Qingqing Sun
Caroline Joan Szabo
Aaron Thomas Szczepanski
Victor Michael Szymanski
Theodor Constantin Tanase
Malik J. Taylor
Michael John Tucker
Jesse Michael Van Fleet
Olivia Grace Vander Tuin
Andrea A. Vortriede
Charles William Wade
Ashley Nicole Wander
Daniel L. Wang
Mackenzie Anne Warner
Jeremy Michael Webb
Risa Rochelle Wethington
Lydia Mae Whipple
Whitney Lynn Wilson
Mackey Conant Withey
Yunfei Yang
Zhenming Yang
William Yeung
Joyce Yu
Nikita Zemlyanoy
Madison Lou Zettler
Ke Zhang
Qichen Zhao
Siyuian Zhao
Xiangjiang Zheng
Charles He Zhou
Frederick Angelo Ziemian
Jack A. Zwierzchowski
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional

Welcome

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
  Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greetings

Greetings from the Provost
  Teresa K. Woodruff

Address
  Prabu David, Dean
  College of Communication Arts and Sciences

Senior Class Address: Video
  Amanda Hackbardt
  Media and Information

Looking Back and to the Future: Video

Senior Class Gift Presentation: Video

Conferring of Degrees

Recognition of Graduates

Alumni Acknowledgement: Video

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
  MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Prabu David, Dean

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

**Advertising Creative**
Natalia Antwonette Avery
Bryce Eugene Baringer
Brynn E. Barringer

* Kaitlyn Elaine Bernatowicz
* Kylie Breeze Buckfire
Alison Mary Buckman
Grace Grant Burns
Rachel Renee Campbell
Spencer Harrison Cantor
Bradly Richard-Warne Carlson
Lauren Isabell Case

Lauren Christine Champion
* Brianna Jade Cohen
* Evelyn M. Dahmer
Grant Carl Dehner
Karín Michelle Desai
Jonathan Paul Douglas

* Taylor Carson Estler
* Hope Ann Flores
Mary Elizabeth Flores

** Madison McKee Fox
Alexa Garcia

* Katherine Lynne Godfrey
Madison Elizabeth Grady
Lucas Carl Gustafson

* Kathryn Suzanne Harmer
Zoe Van Hell
Madison Marie Hovey
Alexander William Krueger
Marcus A. Lane

* Hana Delaney Lee
Juliana Rosamond Lindquist
Emily Katherine Markham

* Julia Marie Marshall

* Nickolas D. Massey
Liam Joseph McGreedy Baker
Elias Issam Naddaf

* Megan Rae Neibert
Charlotte Lynne O'Keefe
Chang Hoon Oh
Ean Phillip Otis
Victoria Elaine Pierce

Yulin Qi
Jordan L. Ross
Zoe Emma Ryder
Noah N. Saad
Max Edward Sarkisian

* Kyle Thomas Saubier
Kate Sauve
Camryn Ann Schaap

* Elia Marie Signs
Emma Katherine Simon
Clayton Delmar Smith
Brianne Rose Steiner

* Mackenzie Claire Stoy

** Madison Paige Stoy
Ta-Hsuan Ting

** Maya Grace Trowe
* Isabella Natalie Wood

Mouna Dehghan Zarghami
Baowen Zhang

**Communication**
Alyssa Marie Anderson
Hanna Marie Attig
Erica Elizabeth Aousthof
Ashley Kathleen Ayers

* Ellen Taylor Bartush
Carolyln May Berg
Margaret Rae Blunk
Kathryn Victoria Bors
Elaina Beth Broadwell
Samuel E. Bryant

Michelle Elizabeth Buhmester
Robert Theodore Butterson
Lauren N. Cain

* John Scott Carlin
Daniel Thomas Charboneau
Jeffrey Owen Collins
Morgan Elizabeth Cote
Taylor Brooke Coyer
Brad Matthew Deanton II

Aaron Nawroz Danish

* Rachel Ann Dauer
Rachel Dearing

Drew Markus Dishinger
Yuanfang Du
Anela Marie Dudash
Margarette Ann Duff
Gerald Raymond Ear-Davis

Bridget Catherine Eusebi
Jeninah Lindell Evans

H* Emma Rebecca Evo
Alexa R. Fabyan
Isaac Anthony Farmer
Robert Joseph Farrell III

Madelynn Farrell
Margaret Elizabeth Fenger
Noah Richard Fetternhoff
Marissa Nicole Fitchett

Emily Louise Flaharty
Meredith Suzanne Friend
Keith Kentrell Frierson
Victor Justice Gamble

Emma F. Gassman
Autumn Marie Gesierich
Chloe A. Glazier
Kayaun Alyssa Gray
Taylor Elizabeth Gray

Harlesa Hairston
Julia Madeleine Hatcher
Malaya S. Hayes
Connor Jordan Heyward

Hunter Edward Hilton
Emmalie Marie Hoffman-Wiegand

Jackson Fredrick Hoiberg
Michael Joseph Hollis
Riley Ann Howell

Andrew Hunt
Marissa Ann Immel
Joseph Leo Johnston

Syed Ridwan Khalid
Andrew Bryson Kiddle
Juliana Margaret Kiger

Emina Kijamet
Emilee Grace Koenig
Erin Josephine Krause

* Perry Catherine Krause
Brayden Law

H Justine Elizabeth Lawson
Amy Kathryn Liesveld
Karina Lynn Lloyd
Madison Logan Long

Leonardo Lucchesi
Kaumudi Mahajan
Jordan Rae Markowski

*Mallory Marisa May
* Bonnie Elizabeth McCal
Lily Ann McGrath
John Christopher McGraw

Alex Ryan McNalad
Madeleine Elizabeth Mifsud
Keaton David Mitchell
Farhan Ali Mohamed

Nicholas Ian Mondragon

Joshua Gabriel
Montgomery-Patt
Keighen Delaney Morley
Kyaia Marie Neace
Jacob Peter Negri

Kyle William Neibauer
Myles G. Olson

Monique Victoria Pagacz
Stacey Paige Partain
Erin Louise Pawlik
Eric Dean Price

Grant Alan Prinzing
Daly Victoria Rafferty

Morgan Elizabeth Rahrig
Samantha Nicole Reagan
Thistlein Ellen Reuschlein

Austin John Foster Risley
Jack Thomas Ritchie
Emily Kathleen Michele Robinson

Erica Lane Robinson
Nathan J. Robinson
Julia Isabella Roca

McKenzi Paige Rohe
Conner Douglas Rose

Chloe Corinne
Santeau-Herriman
Emily Jean Schulz
Kathryn Ann Shanahan

Abhiraj Singh
Jordan Ashley Smith
Jacob Ryan Spiess

Joseph John Spousta
Cameron J. Stinzi
Josephine Marie Stummer
Ava Marie Sucha

Elia Blu Suliman
Charles Joseph Szwewals
Joni Lois Tadgerson
Raymond Robert Tadgerson
Mengxin Tao

Michael Thomas Tracy
Jacob Wesley Dee Tucker
McKenna Mary Ulnick
Kong Nao Vang
Bradley Michael Varady Jr.

Emma Nichole Veldhouse
Mackenzie Grace Wass

* Audrey May Wassner
Brandon Tyler Weaver
Ciara Daysha White
Olivia Michelle Wiegars

Luke Williams
Benjamin MacArthur Wiseley

Lee Jethka Workum
Chandler Marie Young

Shenghao Zhang
Bryan Patrick Ziolkowski

** Academics Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor

H* Games and Interactive Media
Jiaxiang Mu
Andre Lester Popovich
Joseph Walter Sak

Diego Adolfo Vazquez Gutierrez
Tyler Luke Wilcoxson

** Information Science
Parker Anthony Bommarito

* Catherine Elizabeth Davis
Zhaoming Li

Mila Angela Murray
Philip David Squire

Jaylen Amiel Thomas
Justin Raymond Zmich

** Journalism
Jakkar Markeithe Aimery

Chloe Ann Alversen
Truelove A. Arhin

Eli Asher Attenhofer
Alexis Reyne Ayala

Eric David Bach

* Emily Jeanne Bevard
Samuel Lain Britten

Nyjah Anise Bunn
Ryan Joseph Collins

Matthias Joseph Copeland

Ella Jeannette Cunningham
Joseph Michael Dandron

John Christopher Dolan
Emma Katherine Dowd
College of Communication Arts and Sciences

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Journalism (cont.)
Brandon Keyshawn Drain
Joseph Frederick Freihofer
Taylor Guilianit Gattoni
Alec Anderson
Gerstenberger
Benjamin Chase Goldman
Taylor Rose Haeltmer
Jasmine Rose Hall
Kyle Frederick Hatty
Michael John Hrit
Lacie Drake Hudson
Tyra Jenaie Hunt
Bryanna Helen ldzior
Rian Lavore-Antoinette
Jackson
Evan Anthony Kelley Jones
Steffany Y. Kim
Meghan Elaine King
Briania M. Lane
Zewei Li
Jacob David Lothamer
Gia Christina Mariano
Lea Simone Mitchell
McLain Grant Moberg
FoIashade Anna Moore
Mila Angela Murray
Madison Faith O’Connor
Tessa Elizabeth Osborne
Imani Leean Patterson
Jordan James Phillips
C’Era Chanelle LaJoyce Powell
Constance Evangeline Rahbany
Katrianna Elizabeth Ray
Kaitlyn Kamryn Marie Romano
Madison Alyn Rzepka
Matthew Thomas Schmucker
Elena Brianne Shklyar
Elizabeth Ann Smiley
Allison Parker Smith
Connor Douglas Smithe
Alexandra Claire Soro
Allison Elaine Telfor
Emily Carolyn Towns
Austin Matthew Winslow
Jonathan Allen Zinn
Haley Jane Zmuda

Media and Information
AdekolaWole Aradoluwa
Adeniji
* Lukas William Adgate
Anthony Michael Ajilouny
Pierre Deshaun Ashby
Justin Edward Baker
** Amanda Christina Barberena
Korrane Armon Bateman
Julien Haining Bazin
Jack Raymond Belden
Courtney Blohm-Hunter
Shiyan Jacaur Bong Sr.
Anthony Tyriq Bowen
David Odel Breckenridge Jr.
Madelyn Shane Bream
Alexander Michael Broughal
Nukus Sebastian Brown
Shane Thomas Bryans
Jillian Nicole Burger
Marisa Michelle Bustamante
Yuyang Cai
Brendan Matthew Carter
Junyu Chen
Richard Keyang Chen
Shuai Chen
Gina Maria Coppola
Dylan Glenn Curtis
Kierra Mykal Damone
Benjamin Michael Davis
Alexander Christian Dawisha
Armand Luis Dilisio
Zachary D. Dubay
David Blake Dunning
Shiqi Fan
Dengkun Feng
Linmiao Feng
Scott T. Findley
Martell Xavier Fletcher
Taylor Marie Fiewelling
Brendan Christopher Flum
Tanner Francis Fred
Ethan Randall Gettings
Daniel R. Glynn III
Jamie Guo
Amanda Katherine Hackbardt
Nicolas Hankes
Jordan Paris Hatab
Benjamin William Heberer
Andrew Robert-Jan Herner
Himashi Hewagama
Alex Vincent Hoffmeyer
Joshua Hornstein
Isaac Nathaniel Houston
Chenfei Huang
Weixiang Huang
Zheng Huang
Brian Joseph Huber
Casey Ann Iles
Nnamdi Ezugwu Iroha
Spencer David Irvine
Da’Vier Demond Jackson
Keer Jiang
Wu Jin
Brett David Johnson
Blake Julius Kaufman
Changyu Ke
Justice A. Keech
Brendan Scott Kelly
Steve B. Koo
Lakon A. Korchmar
Kaitlyn Marie Kramer
Jacob Michael Kurnat
Finley Matthew Lambouris
Brea Benet Latham
Julianna Xi Xi Lavey
Rachel Renee Lazzaro
Junghoong Lee
Minshen Li
Tianyu Li
Yuhang Li
Zhikai Liang
Lu Liu
** Vincent Michael Love Jr.
Mark Thomas Lunetta II
Guannan Luo
N’Dah Joseph M’Po Yeti
Xiao Ma
Joseph Christopher Manganelli
Jinze Mao
Bridget S. Martin
Alexander Joseph Mayer
Travis George Mayfield
Trevor Joseph Mayfield
Joshua Connor McGee
Molly McKenzie
Kaitlyn Elizabeth McQueen
Brandon Anthony McSawby
Armando Milkint
Matthew J. Neumann
Karen Robin Nguyen
** Mackenzie Marie O’Connell
Shu Pan
Abigail Claire Pearson
Joseph Alexander Pernecky
Casey Jacob Petersen
Jack Alan Peterson
** Jacob Lang Phillips
** Adriana A. Prakken
Will Lukas Prin
Yujing Pu
Sean Alexander
Reid-Sanders
Naim Aquil-Khalid Rhodes
Robert Allen Rittenhouse III
Armand Vidal Saavedra
Kristian Julian Savich
Trevor Patrick Scharf
Sara Seryani
Mengzhao Shi
Evan Joseph Shoup
Natalie Amanda Silber
Shane Matthew Sokolosky
Ziran Sun
Evan Anthony Surace
Brett Arthur Swanson
Christopher Conrad Sweeney
Imaad Thasin
Brandon Montrell Thompkins
Gengwei Tian
Kendra Nicole Trader
Phuong Ha Truong
Chengmin Wang
Chenlong Wang
Lei Wang
Weimin Wang
Yihao Wang
Kyle Stephen Waskin
Jeffrey Stephen Willis Jr.
Kelly Kay Winters
Ellison Hagle Winterstein
Dylin Joseph Wolschleger
Lena Chen-Chien Wood
Ariana Gordon Woodside
Rachel Elizabeth Wright
Yu Xiao
Yu Xin
FeiFan Xu
Zhengyu Xu
Zhilan Yao
Menglong Yu
Huanchen Zhang
Weiyi Zhang
Yucan Zhang
Zixuan Zhang
Jiayi Zhao
Shihui Zhou
** Sarah Elaine Zube
Miyun Zuo

Media Arts and Technology
David Thor Tucker
College of Communication Arts and Sciences

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Advertising Management

Patrick R. Abraham
Sophia Rose Abramovich
Jacob Hanson Alexander
Anithia Janai Allen
Lauren Catherine Alshab
Devin Anderson
Joao Pedro Ardenghy Schames
Aaron Xavier Arwady
Brooke Barbara Austin
Anthony Michael Bagnasco
Ryan Jeffrey Barnes
Nicholas Anthony Bean
Jack Harold Becker
Max Evan Belizzone
Bailey Nicole Berendict
Oliveia Marie Benintende
Nash M. Bennett
William John Berndt
Mitchell Berson
Meghan W. Bessert
Cara Ann Betz
Sanika Abhijeet Bhusari
Andrew Michael Bill
Ethan Joseph Bobowski
Lauren Elizabeth Bonarek
Trevor Connell West Bonney
Justin Michael Bratford
Fernando Samuel Briones
**
Ashley Elizabeth Brys
Madalyn Grace Buzby
Hailey Rose Byers
Frank Joseph Cannistra III
Carlie Alexis Capuzzi
Victoria Ashley Caron
Matthew William Carrick
Joao Claudio Carvalho
Connor Michael Caswell
Jake Jeffrey Chambers
Chance Josef Chatman
Kierstyn Emily Cheladyn
Chong Chen
Jun Chu
Riley Min Chung
Seth Austin Cohen
Hunter Nicholas Conley
Patrick Joseph Conroy
Allison Elizabeth Conway
Amber Rachel Cooper
Alexander James Cortis
Darian Rose Craft
Brandon R. Crawford
Samuel Matthew Cross
**
Jessica Rose Czajka
Jillian Honey Davis
Scott Alexander DeFeo
Elle Maryellen Denison
Elizabeth Rose Desmarais
Brendan Richard Desmet
Jordan Spencer Deutsch
Mary Clare Devine
Bianca Diaz
Sydney Grace Donnelly
* Sarah Nicole Donohoe
Yueqin Dou
Therese Mary Drettmann
Sophie E. Driesen
* Nathan Andrew Dziekan

Jonathan Robert Ebmeyer
Cameron Joseph Eckert
William David Eckles
Miah S. Ellis
Bridget Ann Ellis
Andrea Elizabeth Engemann
Gianluca Cesar Militano
Esteves
Erin Kathleen Evans
Cole Patrick Falbo
Malik Sijuade Faronbi
Caitlin Louise Farrand
Yu Feng
Olivia Madison Ferraro
Marc Anthony Filippelli
Andrea Nicole Findley
Thomas Leo Finneran
Abigail M. Fleming
Nicholas Anthony Floramo
Serena Maureen Foote
Frank William Forbes Jr.
Erik Foster
* Alexander O’Brien Franczek
Kenedy Lee Franks
Kelsey Rae Furton
Victor Justice Gamble
Marisa Rose Garlin
Clay Bradley Gilling
Nicole E. Glyn
* Emma Lynne Gorman
* Avery Kirsten Graf
Heather Marie Graham
Tiana Marie Grant
Alexander Gideo Greco
Samantha Marie Greco
Louis James Guarino
H
Gabrielle Amelia Guerra
Kendall Marie Gulau
Benjamin Scott Hadad
Eleanor F. Hague
Kharon Joseph Hall
Sakeebul Haque
* Alexa Madison Harris
Emma Eileen Hartigan
Ziaoh He
Taiyewa Jame Henry
Thomas Alfred Hernandez
Lauren Nicol Higgins
Thomas Leonard Hines
Sierra Hole
* John Harrison Holme
Ruiyu Hu
Lauren Simone Hullman
Nicholas James Iannuzzi
Shenyu Jiang
Cheng Jin
Colin Kristof Johnson
John Patrick Johnson
Kyle J. Kahut
Hannah M. Kalil
Francesca Kapaj
Cassidy Faye Karlin
Elisabeth Jeanette Kassab
Mackenzie Lisa Keiser
Joseph Kirk Keith
Justin David Kelly
Stephanie Munda Kenneh
Hadley Ruth Kerr
Jordan James Kiss
H
Thomas K. Kittler
Theo Braxdon Kizer
Jenna Elise Koch
Yukika Kojima
Samuel H. Koretz
Kirstin Joan Kortberg
Gabriella Kostadinovski
Nana Akosua-Serwa Krahn
Sawyer Daniel Kulman
Brendan James Kushner
Meagan Kirsti Laaksonen
Samuel Alexander Laihti
William Laidlaw
Matthew Patrick Lane
Jenna Riley Largent
Jack Edward Larson
Jack Parker Lefurgy
Lauren Olivia Lewis
Dongyue Li
Jiayi Li
Mingyang Li
Arthur Jerry Lichomsky
Sara D. Lindhout
Yi Ling
Dahai Liu
Oliver Kennedy Livingston
Anthony Wayne Loverdi III
John Michael Lown
Yun Luo
Christopher Terrance Lynch
Baraka Kahiga Macharia
Grace Elizabeth Mackey
Hannah Marie Madis
Emils Juris Magone
Brendan Louis Malmstead
Allison Rachel Mancall
Jillian Conroy Mansour
Katherine Emma Martinek
Joshua Lynn May
Nicholas A. May
Connor Patrick McCarron
Jack William McKenna
Lauren Ashley McQueen
Allem Mekonen
Henry Mazer Mendel
Nora Micakaj
* Margaret Patricia Michaels
Logan Scott Mierzwa
Michael Jay Miller
Trey Samuel Mitchell
John Joseph Mobley
Maxwell Crooks Moore
Grace Irene Morton
Brenden Murden
Jack Strother Murphy
James Carl Nachtigal
Lauren Olivia Najera
Sophia Antonia Nardicchio
Rachael Alexandra Nemic
McKenna Marie Oberlin
Matthew J. Olin
Brianne Rose Olszewski
Paige Elizabeth Otto
Audrey L. Painter
Hongyuan Pan
Dixon Caleb Parker
Samuel Domenic Pascarella
Jeriel Alberto Perez
* Matthew Martin Perl

Julia Rae Pescari
Bailey Russell Peterson
Kristen Marie Philotis
Sydney Elizabeth Pitynski
* Rachel Lynn Pollock
Madison Lee Postal
Charles Herbert Proctor IV
Yimin Qi
Caroline Kendall Radecky
Emma Rose Rafferty
Christian Leonel Ramirez
Alicia Marie Rasmussen
Jennifer Lynn Redoutey
Ashley Tioni Reed
Bricker Robert Reed
Robert Lawrence Reid II
Shannon Lee Reilly
* Kathryn Hannah Remy
Alison Elizabeth Rhen
Colton James Richardson
Kai’Wan Quantezz Richardson
Stephanie Summer Richey
Camed Rittenhouse
John Thompson Roma
H
* Jules Marie Romeo
* Max Alan Rosenfeld
Ethan Ari Rosenstein
Max Tomlin Rosenthal
Alyssa E. Roslanska
Mason Ronald Rozman
Anthony Russo
John Charles Ryan
Karlene Kristyn Ryckhyl
Amari Jo Saa
* Emily Margaret Sabrosky
Peyton Rose Sarah
Alyssa Marie Schaller
Kasey Rose Schultema
Emma Katherine Schulte
Greta Grace Schuster
Blake William Scott
Carter Rindge Scramlin
Abigail Elizabeth Scroggie
Colton Chase Sefton
Ziting Shen
David Julian Sheptovitsky
David Jesson Silver
Victoria Lynn Singleton
Lydia Jaye Skoink
Gabrielle Lynn Smith
Jake Evan Snyder
* Christina Rose Sobotka
Alexander Richard Sottrel
Jack Anthony Splendore
Conor Larkin Srenberk
Rostyslau Stakhura
Abigail Elizabeth Stevens
Samuel Jacob Strobel
Joseph David Strother
Chang Su
Haley Catherine Sutlif
Loren H. Suttmiller
* Sydney Victoria Swindle
Evan Bernard Joseph Swint
Molly Kaye Swint
Emily Jane Tattam
Hayleigh Reese Thornton
Aaron Matthew Titton
Aaron Gene Troilo
## Advertising Management (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yuwei Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Jane Warburton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Ethan Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryson D. Watkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kala Camille Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Wesley Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yibo Wei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Harrison Weisbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Frederick Wexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Joseph Whinnery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor Ryan Whipple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anneka Mae White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justen K. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik David Wideman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Lauren Wikol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Vidal Wilczewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Dane Wirtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Paige Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Roger Woznicki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilin Xion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanlin Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongbo Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Matchard Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheng Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heng Yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Zambrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Kolleen Zeiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoran Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanan Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Michael Zinser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efe Riza Zorlu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Akash Kamlesh Vaghasia
* Emma Mackenzie VanDeberg
* Katherine Elizabeth Vernier
* Natalie Ann Walker
* Bria Lynn Wallen
* Jiaxian Wang

---

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
  Pomp and Circumstance

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
  Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
  Teresa K. Woodruff

Senior Address to the Class of 2021
  Anamaria Lopez, Education Degree Candidate
  Mary Curran, Special Education Degree Candidate

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Recognition of Graduates
  Board of Trustees’ Award
  Outstanding Academic Achievement Awards
  Members of the College of Education Class of 2021

Conferring of Degrees
  Robert Floden, Dean
  College of Education

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
  MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Education

Tiffany Marie Adams
Evelyn Daly Albertson
* Hanna Mary Anderson
* Olivia Grace Aurand
H* Sarah Margaret Azzarello
Elizabeth Anne Baratta
Emma Alina Barnes
Bailey Arianna Bauer
Taylor Rae BeDen
* Blaney Patricia Bell
Katherine Rose Benjamin
* Danielle Nicole Berry
H Ariana Caroline Beutler
Nicole Beth Borovskky
* Alexander Lynn Borseth
Brooke Elizabeth Boyer
Hayley Lynn Brennan
H* Gillian Herling Cain
Kelsey Marie Calton
Shane Katherine Cannon
Molly Elizabeth Carlin
* Haley Jennifer Caryl
* Bethany Claire Caswell
H* Laurin Ashleigh Cereske
Julia Christina Chapman
Neha Chellury
Olivia Louise Chick
Melissa Nicole Clarlone
Aubrey Elizabeth Cogswell
Lydia Lyn Cole
Kaeley Anne Coleman
Noah Scott Coppo
Owen Courcy
Emilly Lynn Crawford
** Samantha Christine Crawford
Jennifer Marie Danaj
H** Annka Julie Danielsen
Alison Marie DeBoodt
Natalie Elizabeth Delamater
Heidi Guadalupe Delatorre
Regina Marie DeLoach
Meagan Anne Deluca
Ania Denise Dew
Emily Frances Elrick
* Elena Rose Faber
H* Morgan Michelle Fawcett
* Haley Madison Feldpausch
Rachel Lynn Fillip
H Rebekah E. Fischer
Kathryn L. Fortman
H* Hannah Noel Friend
* Claire Frances Furman
* Marie Elena Gagliardi
* Juliana Zhongyao Gao
A** Taylor Madison Garber
Sophia Jean Gerdes
* Jessica Elaine Gianvillle
E. Riley Grossman-Lempert
* Alexia Marie Guild
Nia Hall
H Hannah Jo Hammond
Abbigale Baxter Hill
Sydney Mary Houstina
Jared Anthony Immel
Valentina Isliam
Kendyl Lynn Jarski
* Silvia Corinne Jarvis
** Kara Anne Juvensville
Remmi King
Alysa Jo Klein
Gretta Mae Ling Kohls
* Rebecca Ann Koskiewicz
H* Meghan Kathleen Kwederis
** Lauren Elizabeth Lancaster
H* Alexis Louise Leferve
Fei Li
Lingshan Li
Yueer Liang
Anamaria Jasenka Lopez
Qianyuue Lu
Madeline Michelle Mann
* Autumn Elizabeth Manzo
H Jennel Mead

Olivia Grace Mears
Courtney Ann Mestdagh
Anna Katherine Mikkelsen
Mary Emma Miller
H** Danielle Elizabeth Moran
Laura Elizabeth Muggio
Meaghan Helen Mulvihill
Abby Elizabeth Neveling
Natalie Lynne Oestrech
* Karly Sue Ora
Sarah Emily Overton
* Madison Ann Payne
H Annie Lynn Pendola
H Spencer Lee Price
Brook Mianaene Rake
* Sarah Ann Repovz
H** Florence Anna Rhodes
H** Emma Grace Robinson
* Kiara Joyce Robinson
* Sloane Geyer Rodriguez
Allysa Marie Schubert
Jingyao Shao
Lauren Elizabeth Stasiak
* Hannah Sophie Stein
H Hana Joy Steinebach
Mary Elizabeth Stout
Nathan Armand Strong
H* Miranda Belle Stuart
Brooke Michelle Swejekoski
Shelby Lynn-Frances Tate
H Rosie May Taylor
** Ellory Rose Thill
* Lauren Nicole Tippie
Katrina Rae Tracz
* Cullen Christopher Turner
* Stefani Jin Urlaub
* Evan Larie VandePutte
Taylor Danielle Villareal
Elizabeth Marie Walsh
Mackenzie Margrethe Weaver
H** Sarah Lynn Westman
* McKenzie Ann Winne

H* Sarah Michelle Woodstein
* Lauren Gail Yezbick
* Pejja Zeng
Guoli Zhang
Kailin Zhang

Special Education-Learning Disabilities

Nicolas Jonathan Androttew
* Taylor Leann Arnold
Olvia Leigh Barbour
Samuel Adam Benschoter
Stephanie Marie Braun
* Sofia Nicole Brenner
Eleanor Clay Buckley
* Elizabeth Claire Burmis
Mary E. Curran
H** Anna Grace Domka
Katelyn Michelle Falocon
Rachel Alexis Hisrich
Taylor Marie Itsell-Olson
** Grace Estelle Joseph
* Alexandra Rae Klein
Marion Elizabeth Kott
Bridget Sullivan McConnell
* Kathryn Elizabeth McLaughlin
Camrynn Marie Nystrom
Alyse Louise Omillian
* Maxine Osnorio
Maria Kathleen Paluzzi
H Brittany Nicole Perreault
H Sawyer Brittany Bosnell Post
* Madeleine Elizabeth Ross
Nicole Rose Sarginson
Nicole Rose Schafer
H* Meghan Jo Siler
Kelsey Marie Smith
* Lindsey Townley
Karlie Marie Walraven
* Hanna May Wilking
Xiangxiu Zhang

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Athletic Training

Selena Maree Brennan
Josie Lynne David
Jack David Eno
Joel Robert Erickson
Hunter Lynn Gantos
Elizabeth Cassandra Kingma
Isabel Marie Kolanowski
* MacKenzie Elizabeth Rose McClelland
H** Madison Rose McWethy
Mary Jeanne Reuber
* Griffen Tyler Rohr-Clark
Catherine Marie Sandberg
** Jack Victor Scodius

Jiakai Wang
Jenna Renee Woods
R'Ciera Calynn Batts
H** Autumn Lee Bennett
Jessica Lynn Bennett
Riya Bhutani
* Morgan Chelsea Birchmeier
Kristin Gabrielle Bouchard
Marissa Jean Brandly
* Kaitlyn M. Briggs
** Tyler Brown
Dallas Matthew Burger
* Alyssa Anne Burns
Ayiana Chanel Byrd
Cassidy Noelle Calmen
Julia Ann Calnen
Zachary Thomas Capua

H* Christina Elizabeth Carolan
* Sabrina Anna Mei Lin Carr
* Courtney Rae Casper
* Clayton Miles Charbeneau
Maria Elena Chene
Bryan Joseph Collier
Leah Samantha Cousino
* Claire Elizabeth Craig
Emily Kay Crawford
Shannon Marie Creed
Jack Michael Crowley
Marin Alyssa Cruz
Nicolette Rose Dallas
Mikayla Elizabeth Davis
Brittany Alyssa Day
College of Education

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**Kinesiology (cont.)**

Soledad Manuela Delgado Rodriguez

H* Mark Christopher DeMartini
  * Marie Lynn Dickson
  H* Mason Wesley Doree
  * Alyssa Grace Drozd
  * Andrea Marie Dudek
  Emily Grace Eggleston
  * Wadeo Y. El-Chaer
  * Blake Malcolm Ely
  Riley Kay Erlenbeck
  Mackenzie Marie Eschberger
  Marlen Escobar
  Morgan Marie Ewald
  * Jesse Keikilani Fannon
  Aidan James Farley
  Melissa Agnes Farnen
  Jackson Morahan Farrell
  Juliana Danielle Figueiredo
  Natalie Beth Fleming
  Hailey Marie Flynn
  McKenzie Kristian Ford
  Rachel Anna Forsberg
  Jennifer Lynn Fodick
  * Cara M. Gabriel
  Allie Rose Garrecht
  Kendall Paige Gillen
  Catherine Lee Glaser
  Caron Andrew Glatz
  Miah Victoria Godbolt
  Abigail Jane Goebel
  Lauren Ashley Golden
  * Helena Moore Gryzenia
  Maya Anna Gualtieri
  Mitchell Robert Gum
  * Michael John Gussert
  * Matthew Lee Hagaman
  Cole Douglas Hahn
  Taylor Alexa Hall
  Morgan Sianna Ham
  Allison Hailey Hansel
  Morgan Ashley Harmon
  Cheyenne Danai Harris
  Christina Carol Hayes
  Jordan Renae Hebert
  Elizabeth Ann Heide
  * Bruce C. Helman III
  Naiyah Imani Henderson
  Benjamin Arthur Henke
  * Nicole Adashya Herring
  John Walter Holly II
  Leah Therese Holman
  Kaitlin Danielle Houghton
  Kaye Elizabeth Hubbard
  Cassondra Marie Hunter
  * Alexandria Hoal Linh Huynh
  Sabrina Ivezaj
  * Gabriella Rose Januszewski
  Elizabeth Grace Jefferson
  ** Hannah Renee Johnson
  Tashiana Alexus Johnson
  * Katelyn Elizabeth Jones
  Taylor Rae Jones
  Hannah Marie Joslin
  Rashi Kakar
  Sydney Victoria Kalina
  Karan Girish Kataria
  Marie Kelly
  ** Madison Margaret Kenrick
  Walter Erwin King
  Hallee M. Kirshman
  Isabel Marie Kolowski
  Erin Nicole Kowal
  * Samantha Rose Kowalczyk
  Nickolas James Kramer
  Kyle Christopher Krucki
  Katie Patricia Krumm
  * Nicole Christine LaFrance
  Grace Irene Lamerson
  Clare Maureen Langenderfer
  Barbara Ann Laushan
  Darnisha Marie Law
  Terrance Wayne Grant Law
  Victoria Grace Lee
  Cameron Michael Lenneman
  Lauren Nicole Lentini
  Reagan Antoinette Lesko
  Anika Lee Linzmeier
  ** Elizabeth Katherine Mack
  Morgan Amanda Mahlebashian
  Alexandria Michele Malcolm
  Kelsey Catherine Malven
  Lauren Christine Manzo
  Carlie Elizabeth Martella
  Logan Scott Martens
  ** Mallory Arlaine Martlock
  * Madeline Riley McIntyre
  Shannon Colette McKenney
  Margaret Grace McKolay
  Avery Elise Medina
  Kaylin Elaine Meehan
  Lauren Mary Meisel
  * Makayla Ann Merony
  Meghan Julia Miller
  Madison Love Mirabitur
  * Erin Elizabeth Mitchell
  * Megan Montgomery
  ** Logan Allen Moore
  ** Madeleine Marie Motloch
  * Anthony Leon Mrocz
  Kyle Austin Napier
  * Karolina Anna Niemiec
  Larysa Nona
  H* Madison Jane Noom
  ** Katherine Ann O’Connor
  Kayla Ann O’Kray
  Wyatt Thomas Offman
  Jarret Scott Olson
  * Alexa Joan Owens
  Ashley Sarah Palmer
  Kenadi Elizabeth Parise
  Emma Marie Parkin
  Zachary Keith Shady Pearson
  Justin Trevor Pedersen
  * Amanda Lynne Perry
  Alexandria Grace Peruski
  ** Shelby Ann Petersen
  ** Amanda Nicole Piotrowski
  Taylor Lee Porter
  Karis Poszywak
  Abigail Grace Powell
  Katherine Elizabeth Preikszas
  Myranda Elaine Pugh
  SeoHyyoung Pyo
  Allison Marie Range
  Sophie Anne Rash
  * Emerson Avery Reed
  Susanna Lynn Reed
  Kevin Christopher Reese
  Carly Alyssa Reo
  * Griffen Tyler Roeh-Clark
  Hailey Kristine Rozelle
  Anthony Thomas Rush
  Joseph Allen Sant’Angelo
  H** Sarah Marie Schultz
  Alexis Brian Schwartz
  Marc W. Sclabassi
  Adin Avery Lee Shank
  Sammy Shelbaya
  Olivia Raye Shinrock
  Harmandeep Singh Sidhu
  Claire Elizabeth Smalley
  Jillian Rose Smigels
  Jessalynn Ann Smith
  Paris Elizabeth Smith
  Madison Katherine Sokol
  Jacqueline Ann Spencer
  Alexis Paige Springfield
  Angela Lee Stefani
  Jessica D. Stoltzsiadis
  Brenna Charmaine Stotlemeyer
  Brooke Ashley Strawas
  Sevia Marin Suit
  Emily Suzanne Suitka
  Jessica Marie Taylor
  Isabelle Anna Theut
  Alexandra Paige Thomas
  Annie Michelle Thoresen
  DeArt Marqua Todd
  Iman Monique Tripp
  Tiffany P. Tsou
  Breyanna Grace Turnipseed
  Emma Elizabeth Valtkevicius
  Lucas Clifford Van Hoven
  Cole Christopher Varvatos
  Alexandra Isabela Vasile
  Matthew David Visel
  Corrine Alexandra Vukasovich
  Kennedy Marie Wait
  Erikson Michael Walter
  Megan Rose Weingartz
  Jacob Alejandro Wenzel
  Jessica Juanelle Whelpley
  Brandy Lee Whitted
  Logan Rae Willette
  ** Megan Elizabeth Williams
  Davis Edward Wong
  * Bethany Marie Wood
  * Zacary James Wright-Fisher
  Mingjie Yang
  * Joeee Rachel York
  * Macie Kathryn Zack
  Samantha Christine Zonca
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional

Star Spangled Banner (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome
Leo C. Kempel, Dean
College of Engineering

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Senior Class Address
Heidi Theisen
Mechanical Engineering

Senior Class Gift Presentation

2021 Claud R. Erickson Distinguished Alumnus Award
Michael Milligan
Electrical Engineering, B.S., 1983

Special Recognition
Outstanding Student Awards

Conferring of Degrees
Leo C. Kempel, Dean
College of Engineering

Recognition of Graduates
Dean and Department Chairpersons

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Closing Remarks
Leo C. Kempel, Dean
College of Engineering

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Leo C. Kempel, Dean

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Applied Engineering Sciences
Anelia Marie Alexopoulos
Varun Bajaj

** Andrew Jon Barton
Taylor Rose Battaglia
Brendan Michael Bauer
Michael Anthony Bucholtz
Anna Christine Buku
Shiqi Chen
Xi Chen
Cody G. Church

** Antonina Claire Cinnamin
** Katherine Mary Cousino
* Christina Crane
Anna Mae Grace Crowley
Allana Huttonlocher Cunha

H* Grace Kathleen Deerwester
Oliver Albert DeYoung III
H Davis Charles Dickier
Jorge Dominguez Rodriguez
Joshua Michael DiMasia

H** Aidan Michael Fox
John Patrick Fry
Megan Jordan Greer
Aleksander Grishaj

* Tucker Thomas Haegele
Andrew Hamel

* Nicole Danielle Harmsen
* Alyssa Kathleen Harvey
Trevor David Hopman
Brandon S. Imirovitch

H Ayodeji Isaiah Jubrell
Sophie Jean Kanar

* Urara Kaneko
Alexandra Maria Kocevski
Kauhish Kothakonda
Ken Jordan Krollicki
Noah Scott Krupicezewicz
Victoria Lynn Lankton
Grant Austin Laramee
Montserrat Lewin Mejia

H* Hunter William Lukes
Sarah Ly

* Alexandra J. Emma McFall
* Steven L. McPeek
Jacob Michael Murphy

H Cole Joseph Nelson
Ikechukwu Obi Nnamabu
George Constantine Panoutsos
Jonathan James Pereira

* Grant Michael Peters
Caleb Carson Randall

H Louis Jonathan Rolland
H* Joseph Douglas Schultz

H Emily Ling Schutt
Adam Charles Sellers
David John Setterlun
Matthew Joseph Sinelli
Manmeet Kiran Singh
Richard C. Smallidon

H* Austin Channing Smith

Alexandria Janette Soule
Austin Michael Tanner
Angelia Tisma
Shannon Rose Torpelyn
Nicolas Carson Underwood
Caleb Charles Van Loon
Kyle Christopher Veitch
Julie Danielle Walzak
Andrew David Walker
Qianchong Wang
John Charles Watza
Katherine F. Wescot
Alej David White
Weston Reed Youngblood

H* Sarah Elizabeth Yee
** Alicia Ziegler

Chemical Engineering
H* Austin Edward Koo Alexander
Alaa Ali A. Allai
Abdulrahman Faisal Almuaiqel
Mohammed Abdullah Alqarni
Abdulrahman Ahmed Altaibi
Lubna Amer
Katheryn Mary Bailey
Hope Emmalone Baldwin
Evan Chester Bara

H Nathan James Barish
Noelia Noelia Barso

H* Emily Ling Schutt

H* Matthew John Billette
Sydney Nicole Brown
Vinh Phuc Bui

H* Sarah Marie Caldwell

H** Taylor Lauren Carto

H Jack Garrett Chauvin

H** Matthew William Chymyck
Ryan Michael Cindric

H* Jacob Ryan Coiner
Sean Crockett

H Kaitlynn Marie Dunn

H* Nicholas Jerome Ditommaso
Garrett Michael Douglas
Erik M. Ehrle

Abigail Susan Eitnleer
Dillon Michael Ellsworth

H Benjamin Michael Farris
Casper U. Gate

Kristin Cynthia Hansel
Alexander Harcourt
Jessica Amber Havlik
Benjamin Thomas Hedlund

H Emily Marie Hoban

Jacob Franklin Iwankovitsch
Alexandria Jane Janda
Leacadiia Elizabeth Jay

Austin Robert Jenner
Joshua Huston Johnson
Jacob Michael Keiser

H Kyle Robert Kierzyk
Joshua James Kimball
Brandon Keith King
Peter Michael Kramer
Justin Tyler LaBelle

Gregory David Landis

H Hannah Jo Landosky

H* Jacob Franklin Litch

H* Sarah Marie Mocni

** Alicia Ziegler

H Allison Marie Mason
Kaitlyn Maryann McWilliams
Michael Nika Micakovic
Lauren Mikkala Mitchell

H Garrett James Moody
Taiha Muhammad Imran Uddin

H Kellie Elizabeth Mullany
H James S. Netherland

H Long Nguyen
Joshua Thomas Nickerson
Joseph B. O’Mara
Joshua Michael Orr

Zarah Osmani
Jina Park

Mitchell Jay Pellow

Anthony Charles Peters III
Ryan Michael Pittel
Tyler Christopher Placher
Tyler Joseph Pressley
Amanda Kay Pucher

Nicholas Edward-Todd Quebbeman

* Sydney Danielle Renihan
Ryan Christopher Renkiewicz
Megan Rachel Richmond
Kenneth Lewis Riggis

Daniel Anthony Robey
Taylor Easter Rodriguez
Kimberly Jo Romph

* Emily Regina Sanders

H** Ian Paul Schepfer
Tracy S. Schluckbier
Leslie Anne Schuchardt

Dillon J. Schultz

Marlah Jane Seybold
Chanel Falah Sitto
Jessica Claire Skam
Nicholas James Sotiroff

Justin R. Thompson
Jacob Michael Trogan

Christina Valmire
Theresa Waeltermann
Lake Benjamin Walters

* Sarah Joy Wang
Cassandra Faye Ward

** Jeffrey Nicholas Whalen
Julian Terrill White

* Andrew John Wisniewski
Christopher Richard Wolfe

Sydney Joanna Wright

* Jimmy Jia Ming Yan
Shuting Yang
Kevin Yao

Civil Engineering
Nazeef Alam Abdul Razak
Jayson Koad Ambiho
Victor Matthew Anchley
Luiz Angel Arreguin
Bryan Matthew Carie
Caitlyn Kaye Cavicchiolo
College of Engineering

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Civil Engineering (cont.)

H** Matthew Robert Chiavetta
Caitlin Commissaris
Austin Scott DeFries
Rodney Gerald Emerick
Jackson Friend
Gabriel James Gaskin
Katherine Patricia Grant
Matthew Doyle Hagan
Steven Augustus Heinrich
Ryan E. Heleski
Philip Martini Henricks
Aaron J. Hipshier
James Justus-Jamal Hunt
James Logan Jordan
Alexander Michael Kepeos
Joseph Roman Lawnicki
Noah Ashton McNulty
Ethan Andrew Nida
Dakota Kelly O’Neill
Kwadwo O. Oppon
Michael Zachary Osaoer

H** Collin John Parker
Jarod Amos Parker
Justin Joseph Pauken
Jillian Camille Pelzer
Quinn Riley Phelps
Angelina Pia Placido
* Michael James Porcaro
Jennifer Elizabeth Pozanc
John Louis Pynnonen
Jason Robert Seegert

H Anthony Daniel Sperrazza
John Christian Thompson
Joel Patrick Thorne
* Mitchell Joseph Walton
Tyler S. White
Zihao Yao
Sercan Yildiz
Morgan Paige Zainea

Computer Science

Komia Messan Afoutou
Ritu Kaur Aliwulla
Anthony Michael Aljouny
Mohammed Al-Tameemi
Matthew Francis Alex
H Rachel Jane Allen
Akhil Ramananda Alluri
Mohammad H. Almoamen
H* Osama Altwil
Ahmed Abduhnaser Altauiri
Minhal Masud Ansari
Malik Arachiche
* Jacob Atisha
Avni Avdulla
H Jordan George Bakke
Yirong Bao
Connor J. Barker
Trent James Belanger
* Tyler Sean Benyuks
* Alexander A. Black
Liam Thomas Bohl
Alyssa Mary Bossman
Jacob Riley Bourelle
Jewelwian WD Bradley
* Mason Hadley Brouwer
Jennifer Katherine Browning
Madelaine Rose Brownley
* Cody Corbett Carter
Spencer Duncan Cassetta
Thomason M. Catrambone
Sai Kishore Chava
Ahjong Chen
Xuchang Chen
Guansing Chen
* Marc Anthony Colucci Jr.
Jeremiah Paul Arcebid Cortez
* Deland Mathews Davis V
Dean Jesse Dawson
Tanner John Debben
Simran Charles Dias
H** William David Dixon
Yuxuan Du
Caleb Fredric Duchan
Anthony David Ficara
Shea Flannery

Anthony Albert Flattery
Kevin Herschel Friedman
Anthony Thomas Froman
Ethan Andrew Fulcher
Michael Alexander Giovinazzo
* Akash Milind Godbole
Jonathan Christopher Matthew Gorman
Lindsay Ann Guare
Ruchika Gupta
Nicholas Richard Guthrie
Hani Nabeel Habhab
Amanda Katherine Hackbardt
Erich Hairston
Melanie Harju
* Mitchell Gordon Hawkes
David Michael Hefty
** Emma Christine Hettinger
H* Sydney Kay Hickmott
Nathan Mark Holdom
Kenglung Hsu
Brandon Li Hu
Junwei Hu
William Anh-Kiet Huynh
Andrew Michael Jalbert
Allen Peter Jansyka
Carlisle C. Jenkins
William Hunter Jones
Ruchika Milind Joshi
Seung Chul Jung
Shobith Kalal
Kilosho Mike Kamwana
Benjamin Steven Kandel
Nicholas Adam Katarzynski
Swapnik R. Katkori
Joseph Michael Kelly
** Gabriella Annamae Kelsch Bledsoe
Anoop Singh Khera
Jihwan Kim
Callie Elizabeth Kimber
Kevin Kimmel
Clare Elise Kinery
H Parker Owen Kirby
Alan Michael Kish
Leonard Lev Knoblock
* Ari Mitchell Kohl
Suneth Akshar Korlepara
** Kyle Michael Kraski
Christopher M. Kulpia
Xiongzhong Li
Thi Famil Li
Xinyi Liu
C. Lu
Ao Ma
Jacob Gerald MacBrien
* Scott Thomas Macpherson
H Quincy Miles Manson
Daewoo Maurya
* Megan Kelly McCartney
Charles William Mcintire
Charles Kenneth Meissner
Olivia Mikola
* Marcus Nicholson Minardi
Jack Kellen Moran
H Shafee Mustafa
Ammullah Naalwala
Silayman I. Naji
Scott James Newhard
* Christopher Matthew Nosowsky
H* Spencer Novick
* Reid Andrew O’Boyle
Destiny Ong
William Yingcheng Pan
Sai Pujitha Panguru
Anna Lynn Pastyrnak
Deven Piyush Patel
H Kathryn Nicole Pereira
Oliver Pope
* Shawn Michael Pryde
Ryan Christian Purrenhage
Chen Qin
H Xander Christian Quiton
Palkin Rampal
* Andrew James Rebts
Brendan Anthony Rizzo
Peter Ro
H* Sawyer Allen Ruben
Sumanth Varma Varadaraju
* Jacob Christopher Sak
Sara Seryani
Reid Anthony Shinabarker
Evan Joseph Shoup
Avani Shrivastava
Logan Graham Shuck
H* Scott Allen Shumway
Jorel Joseph Singleton-Cochran
Andrew Thomas Smigielski
* Nicholas A. Snider
H Joseph Carroll Stafford
H** Hannah Elizabeth Striebel
Yu Sun
H** John A. Svigelj
Daniel Arthur Tan
Zilong Tang
* Tan Tao
William Henry Tekip II
* Emily J. TenBrink
Justin Hieu Tu
Dakota Villar Tyrrell
Eric Anthony Tyson
Brendan Daniel Walsh
Shihao Wang
Yiou Wang
Tyler Weisner
Kyle James White
* Andrew Drysdale Wilson
Adam Taylor Young
* Miaoyu Yang
Junke Ye
Alessandro Michael Zakolski
* Calo Zhang
* Yiteng Zhang
Yufan Zhang
Xinyu Zhang
Zhehao Zhou
Brendan P. Zuk

Electrical Engineering

Khalid Al Mahmeed
Breanna S. Allen
Madison Paige Kong Ampunan
* George Michael Andraous
** William Kevin Balfour
Camron Joseph Barksdale
Morgan Russell Beadlecomb
Forrest Allen Bennett

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
* With Honor
** With High Honor
College of Engineering

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Electrical Engineering (cont.)
Nicholas Alexander Boblet
H* Ana Flavia Borges De Almeida Barreto
H** Jacob Theodore Buys
Ronald Edward Carr II
Dillon Tobias Carrington
Brian Robert Daugherty
Drake Connor Davis
Timothy Cullen Davison
H* Sean Frederick DePaalma
Rachel Lorae Dersch
William Lee Devaney
Daniel Bryan Dodge
H Kyle Patrick Downey
Nicholas James Flammmini
Jugan K. Ghuman
Sean Sugimoto Hansen
Joshua Justin Kalich
H* Lauren Marie Kaliszewski
** Claire Maureen Kendell
H Brennan Richard Koehler
Nicholas Jayiakoh
Paul Joseph Leo II
Steven Lu Liang
Peter Coleman Litsey
Calvin Liu
James Madrey Lock
H Brendan William Luecker
Thomas Michael Lynsky
** Dong Hae Mangalindan
Jodi Marie Meads
Anwar Nagi Saleh Mohamed
Patricek Terrance Moran
H Sriman Srinivas Matherom
Ahmed Nasher
Nathan Boris Nicevski
Zachary Pierce O’Connor
Daziah Monet Parker
Mark Joseph Poirier
Aditya Anand Purandare
H* Ethan William Regulinski
Isaac Salinas
Jingyi Shen
H Cody Chester Sich
Jason Michael Spaulding
Jessica Lynn Stevons
Avit Tailor
Junqin Tang
Gregory Adam Tarnowski
Mitchell Elliott Tetreau
H Evan Lawrence Vorwerck
H* Shukai Wang
Justin William Watkins
Matthew Schramm Watson
* Dorukan Ege Yildirim

Environmental Engineering
Michael Daniel Anderson
Alexandra Kathryn Burt
Adrienne Ann Conigliaro
H* Emma Claire Davis
Abigail Anne Deweerd
Avery Briar Dykman
H* Borguinin Remi Romuald Gonety
Grace Marie Kelbel
Kalyssa Rae Krausing
Tyler Joseph Koch
Darren James Langendorf
Jack Matthew Lawton
Sam Stone Malatesta
H** Aurora Ingle Msna
Alexia Jane Nagy
Matthew Ryan Paquin
H Hannah Lisa Castro Pascual
Kelsey Eryn Pratt
Griffin James Sheline
Callaghan Tyson Mayer

Materials Science and Engineering
Mohammed Ahmad Alkaroubuy
Karen G. Arafat
Sarina Brooke Basset
Matthew Neill Vincent Brown
Sky Mitchell Bunker
H* Kayla Yen-Nhi Chuong
Katherine Ann Diederich
H** Alexander Patrick Hughes
Kairi Li
Matthew Edward Mann
Benjamin Robert Oak
Paul Donald Sacharski
Maysam Nader Seif
Samah Abdou Shoubah
Aaron Jacob Smith
Parker Ray Smith
Jordan Anthony Thorpe
Karabo Tshwenyagae
LeeAnne Marie VanHevel
H Michael David Vezmar
H Brian Michael Walrad
* Zipeng Xu
Yi Yuan

Mechanical Engineering
Ahmed Abdus Alhosanii
Jack Michael Aman
Junchi An
Sarah Reilly Angold-Stephens
* Garrett Daniel Armock
Vikram N. Athreya
H** Aloc Michael Bailey
Arjun Balakrishnan
Carl Banerian III
Julia Beach
Jamie Beck
Denny Edward Blasckho II
Natalie Renee Bobowski
Matthew Davison Bradford
Thomas Michael Brandell
Michael James Brooks
Jacob Harold Bruner
Brody Sager Burke
** Taylor Joseph Burris
Jack William Campbell
Nathan Douglas Cascarelli
Cody Patrick Chalk
* Adam Hall Childress
H Luke Richard Chrisman
H* Joshua David Ciacco
H* Thomas Andrew Corner
* Thomas Richard Coughlin III
H Jack Walsworth Dailey
Jenna Paige Dalrymple
Marissa Rose DePolo
Alexandria Marie Dewey
H Matthew Robert Donahue
Derek Christopher Donnelly
Mark Richard Esper
H Ryan Gregory Garman
Haram Gil
Kole Anthony Gilbert
H** Anna Joy Graffeo
* James Matthew Graham
Marissa Beth GrazioI
H** Robert John Gustke
Brett Thomas Hahne
Samantha L. Halaby
Evan Lovell Hardy
Zachary W. Harwood
Michael J. Hayward
Houdao Austin He
Michelle Mae Herrin
Nicholas Andrew Holda
H Nathan Robert Holloway
Enrique Infante
Hannah Marie Jacobs
Christopher Matthew Jakubik
Daniel Uriah Jansen
Colton Charles Jennings
Griffin Eric Jones
Nattida Jubju
Sloan Naomi Kanat
Aaron Samuel Kaplan
Nicholas Kevin Kerby
Nathan Hugh Kinner
Devin David Kotal
Kaushik Kothakonda
Tyler Jacob Krawczyk
Nicholas Hunter LaCross
* Jenny Zi San Lam
H* Ethan Joshua Lau
* Emily Rose LeBlanc
Anson P. Leung
Scott Alan Lohan
Dominique Austin Long
Adam Kurvin Lyons
Michael William Maes
Jacob Arthur Martin
Nolan Anthony Martin
Abner Jorge Martiniano Barbosa Junior
Shaya Lenae Master
Savanah Rachel Matras
Matthew William Mayer
Patrick Steven McCormick
Reid J. McDonnell
** Autumn Kirsten
McLane-Svoboda
Jarod Robert Miller
Dante Joseph Minatel
Annah Marissa Mullinax
James Israel Muscato
Jacob Jay Nelson
* Daniel Raymond Nicklowitz
Sarah Elizabeth Nold
** James Anthony Nold
Jacob Jeronimo Ochoa
Thomas Monahan O’Connor
* Alex Rosete Otero
H* Alex Smith
Jared Voss
H* Stephen Ward
* Emily Elizabeth Washburn
** Patrick Steven Wu

Zachary Robert Petroelje
Brandon Minhduc Phan
Scott Tyler Pinkham
Sarah Reilly Piotrowicz
Adam Joseph Piper
Zhiyuan Qu
H Preston Rashkov
** Derek Joseph Raymond
Matthew Cameron Razz
H Carter Thomas Reeds
* Sydney Alissa Rehr
Austin Lee Rhodes
Adam Paul Richards
Jacob Tyler Richmond
Chase Carson Rojeck
H Joshua Adam Saluk
andrew Michael Sare
Gavan Alexander Sarrafian
Shalvi Manish Save
Blake Matthew Schmidt
Kyle George Schreur
Hannah Rose Scott
Yutao Shen
Alexander William Sicklesteel
Mark Anthony Socol
Andrew Jacob Skedel
Alexander Francis Smerage
Calvin Thomas Won Woo
Smith
Adam Lawrence Speaks
Abdullah Mahmood Sribaya
Jacob Thomas Staal
Christian Paul Stack
Ryan Kendall Stawara
Christopher Crane Steers
Connor Jay Steffens
H Anthony Su
Emily Elizabeth Suchoski
H Nathan D. Sudan
Matthew Stephen Terry
Heidi Beth Theisen
Harjasraj Thind
* Kyle Jerome Tomaszewski
Katelyn Elizabeth Treloar
Patrick Quinn Tucker
Jacob Christopher Turner
Emily Rose Valentine
H* Mark Joseph VanBuskirk
* Alaura Skye VaneNest
Ryan Anthony Wade
Jacob James Wallace
* Julia Christina Walter
Qinda Wang
Yiming Wang
H Nathan Robert Ward
Grace Katherine Warmann
Madeline Audrey Warner
Travis D. Wesley
H Lena Nicole Wuensch
Brian William Yemc
Yingfan Zhang
Siqi Zhao
H Evelyn Virginia Zielinski
Valentin Zilkovski
Cody Craig Zorn
James Madison College
Linda Racioppi, Interim Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome
Linda Racioppi, Interim Dean
James Madison College

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

James Madison College Alumni Association Message
Jeremy Blaney
JMC Alumni Association Board of Directors

James Madison College Faculty Congratulatory Message

Student Speakers
Abii-Tah Chungong Bih
International Relations
James Madison College

Claire Ronan
International Relations
James Madison College

Shiksha Sneha
Political Theory & Constitutional Democracy
James Madison College

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Presentation of Candidates
Professor Amanda Flaim
James Madison College

Conferring of Degrees
Linda Racioppi, Interim Dean
James Madison College

Charge to Class of 2021
Professor Sherman W. Garnett
James Madison College

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
### Baccalaureate Degrees

**Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021**

**JAMES MADISON COLLEGE**

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS**

#### Comparative Cultures and Politics

| Name                        | Degree                     
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christian L. Atkken</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Saed Ali</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie M. Almassian</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ally Irene Beshouri</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Alexandr Cruzan</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Amy Futter</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Catherine Gebbie</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Shabazz Gueye</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Noelle Heystek</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Linnay Jay</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Taylor Klemetson</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian William Knapp</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Josiah Owen Leach</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Hunter Lenard</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Elizabeth Lewis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Delaney Norma McDermott</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Olivia Mertz</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Madison Lee Nacker</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Joseph Page</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Katherine Pearl Paulot</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Rodriguez</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Perry Ryan</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Ezra Moss Kremer Serrins</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Raine Shereda</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra Emiline Wieber</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Ahmad Nabi A. Abdelrahman</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant S. Barnett</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Paige Behrenwald</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Abi-Tah Chungong Bih</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Marie Bishop</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Alicia Gabriella Boos</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Kerekes Boyce</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Lawrence Bristol</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Caroline N. Burdick</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Mario Cappussi</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Maxwell Carey</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Bruce Carlson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Sophie Clausen</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwenneth Elizabeth Clise</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Courtney Conrad</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elizabeth Cranson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Frances Lenore Davis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Francis De Tar</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giani Arrigo DiTrapani</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper James Dobies</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma L. Dodd</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Doptis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Edwin Duffy</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Mary Elachkar</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Margaret Eugenio</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Kathleen Marie Fallon</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eysusale Zefzum</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Marie Fries</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sean Robert Gibbons</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### International Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varela</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Mackenzie Ronan</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Maria Paula Salazar Valiente</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Maximilian Scholl</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Aminatou Cecile Seydou</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moumouni</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea S. Sova</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Evan Alexander Suttell</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Marie Teagan</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Trotsky</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobias Raphael Valentino</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicola Vassallo</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakob Allen Veldhuis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Victoria Virgini</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payton Reece Williams</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Hailey Ann Wolf</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachlan Drew Woods</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Eve Wright</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Peyton James Wyatt</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Reid Zylinski</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Political Theory and Constitutional Democracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>† Quentin James Abbott</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Duvall Adair</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Nicholas Anthony Andolino</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas John Antishin</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaxon Alister Bumbaugh</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Parker Burmeister</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annaclace MacLean Censoni</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Caleb Cholody</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Joseph Dalrymple</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Lawrence Desantis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Eriksen</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Erin Ertl</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Kathleen Flynn</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Alexander Ford</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Aaron Francis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Mary Graff</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Allison Grossman</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alannah Courtney Herfi</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Grace Humphries</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Dalton Jasukaitis</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Michael Kaastra</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Tressa Kemple-Johnson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Ryan Kennedy</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Rosemary Klassen</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Anthony Kowalski</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden Quinn Kuhnert</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Howard Lindquist</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena Grace Luplow</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Albertini</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin-Vanderryn</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Mary McLaughlin</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Lynn Miller</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale Wayne Mize III</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Maureen Moore</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Austin Nessel</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Elise Preresnik</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Christopher Prior</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Benjamin Daniel Raab</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micaela Shea Rigley</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Allen Robbins</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Lee Ross</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivienne Ross</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Chloe D. Scholten</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Francis Scullion</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Richard Skendzel</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Henry Skrok</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiksha Sneha</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Carl Sosulsiki</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† John Rosen Stern</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Isabella Anna Thelen</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Lynn Van Natter</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle David Vickery</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Joseph Walsh</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Joshua Woodbury</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin David Wright</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Raymond Zygmunt</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Social Relations and Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>† Brianna Christine Aiello</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica R. Albo</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Claudia</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarmiento - Alvarez</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Nicholas Andrews</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Claire Asuncion</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary James Beculheimer</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra Anna Makuch Brown</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexius Delores-Lee Burg</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Jean Butash</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Joseph Catalano</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Elizabeth Chase</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Alexandra Cleveland</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Felice Contorer</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Madison Alexandra DeLacy</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Maia Helen Donahue</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarice Noel Farina</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizmary Fernandez</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Grace Fisher</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mijanay Juyl Fowlkes</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Adrian Frick</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Fuller</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas J. Garcia</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Kayleigh Rae Gerber</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devonte Keandre Henderson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonah Rene Hill</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Grace Hills</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica G. Hopson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Janet Ibarra</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asseel Khansa</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimsey Paige Kuttik</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth K. Lancaster</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maverick Benjamin Levy</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantal Vannessa Lopez</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Marie Loy-Alberta</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maketa Lea Mattimore</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Joshua Gabriel Montgomery-Patt</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Rachel Ann Moore</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Megan Marie Nalazek</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isah Sharad Nigam</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Gerald Oseleit</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Adair Ouellet</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ty&gt;Astia Jashon Peoples</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gino William Piccinni</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Pischel</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Rose Reynolds</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Savage</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Renee Schultz</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellie Morin Sims</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian William Skazalski</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Gregory Silwinski</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Natalya Anna Swartz</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arifa Ifillikhar Syeda</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Jeffrey Thein</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Richmond Tyson</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel J. Voelker</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Emma Margaret Way</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysa Janell Wiggins</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lyman Briggs College
Kendra Spence Chéruvelil, Interim Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Welcome
Kendra Spence Chéruvelil, Interim Dean
Lyman Briggs College

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Senior Class Address
Hamza Kaakarii, Neuroscience and Honors College

Senior Class Gift Presentation

LBC Alumni Speaker
Tamika D. Payne
Principal Consultant, Ending Payne Consulting Services

Recognition of Achievements and Awards
Georgina Montgomery, Associate Dean for Teaching and Learning

Senior Award Recipients
Victor Dirita, Noah Lubben and Taya Smith

Conferring of Degrees
Kendra Spence Chéruvelil, Interim Dean
Lyman Briggs College

Charge to Graduates

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Kendra Spence Chéruvelil, Interim Dean

LYMAN BRIGGS COLLEGE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

**Actuarial Science**
- Nathan William Flowers
- Cameron Jarrett Fuentes
* Matthew Thomas Ross

**Animal Science**
- H Danielle Lynn Allison
- Maria Judith Decator
- Audry Anna Gerber
- Daria Nicole Wedeven

**Astrophysics**
- H** Aaron Paul Kruskie

**Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**
- * Noah John Adams
- H Onyebuchi Charles Amanze
- Casey Palmer Borowsky
- Siwei Cao
- Adam Michael Lynch
- H** Benjamin Alex Mitchell
- H Jake Ryan Petish
- Lauren Marie Rosquin
- Benjamin John Salva
- John Seger
- Zachary Scott Shepard

**Biochemistry/Biotechnology**
- Faruq Abimbola Agboola
- Hope Alexis Meyers
* Harrison Paul Plummer

**Biological Science**
- Grace Olivia Cardellio
H** Nicole Marie Hefty

**Biology**
- Shereen Naomi Daniel

**Biomedical Laboratory Science**
- Hilda Herrera-Reyes
- Kayla J. Hogan
H Shelby R. Hogan
- Kunjal V. Patel
- Ashleigh Nicole Tindle
- Trevor Lee Varner
** Michael Robert Wischer

**Chemistry**
- Nicholas Jason McCauley
- Confer
- Celeste Czarnecki
- Claire Elizabeth Duncan
- Owen Leigh Farber
- Shanna Michelle Hilborn
H** Kathryn Madalyn Hoegeman
- Anya Ilieen Malchie-Inman
H* Emily Dolores Simonis
H* Jacob Anthony Stamm

**Computer Science**
- Emily Lauren Bishop
- Kristian Brucaj
H* Sameed Ahmed Khan

**Environmental Biology/ Microbiology**
- Sean Christopher Burke
- Kaden Patrick Dennis

**Environmental Biology/Zoology**
- Joseph Michael Challflour
- Nicole Marie Cubba
- Andrew Michael Duquette
- Elizabeth Krendykdy
* Gabriela Marie Meitler
Harry Nguyen

**Environmental Geosciences**
- Julia Mackenzie Bassier

**Environmental Sciences and Management**
- Grace Elizabeth Doyle
- Shanna Michelle Hilborn
H Margaret Grace Jones
- Natalie Ann Masopust
- Kyle Thomas Schiel

**Food Science**
- Ethan Vincent Van Gorder

**Genomics and Molecular Genetics**
- Noah Allan Aurand
H** Emily Nicole Babcock
- Lili Lin Bacon
- H Cameron England Bennett
** Jason Thomas Blondeau
- Jacob Thomas Bloom
- Mary Katherine Burzycz
* Corey John Grassmeyer
H* Kaitlin Muriel Gratti
* Allison Nicole Hartwick
* Danielle Elaine Hohman
H** Jacob James Jensen
- Devani Anna Rose Johnson
* Daniel Matthew Kashy
- Andrew Aaron Levine
H Haaniya Mallick
H** Abigail Wen Pan Otwell
H Roshan Mukesh Patel
H** Darian Isabel Petrescu
* Kayla Renae Schisler
- Lindsey Ann Stafford
* Samantha Ann Vader
Renuka Wagha
- Kimberly Rae Watson
- Nichelle Aaliyah Wooden

**History, Philosophy and Sociology of Science**
- Dhaval Gandhi
H* Benjamin Alex Mitchell
- Darius Savon Wells

**Human Biology**
- Ali Elsadad Ali Abdel Magid
** Serene Abu-Hamdan
- Annabellia Maria Akouri
- Nagib Hassan Ashabi
H Adam Blake Barrett
- Brooke Elizabeth Bassett
H Brennen Boucher Baudeloue
* Allison M. Bauer
- Brandon Robert Bigelow
- Nicholas David Bourbeau
- Kai Kia/Meesha Brown
- Emma Rose Burke
H** James Andrew Burtka
- Keegan Scott Byrnes
H** Camryn Gloria Cather
- Madelyn Chapman
- Brenda Cheung
H Dev Dayal
- Roswell George DeDekman
- Amy Elizabeth Dedoyard
- Maria Justine Dessinger
** Nidhi Durganli
- Cassandra Ann Eddy
H Julia Marie Evanski
H** Jeremiah M. Feiner
- Avery Patrick Felt
- Emily Danielle Fox
H Pooja Gadihya
- Carly Madison Goldring
H* Jessica Renee Heyer
* Sylvia Katherine Jennette
- Devyn T’kara Johnson
- Joshua Stuart Kam
H** Sameed Ahmad Khan
- Chris Min Kim
- Michaela Christine Kizy
* Shagane Nicole Kotcharian
- Alexandra Valerie Kotsonis
- Grace Ann Kuza
* Hannah Catherine Lalone
- Olivia Therese Langenfeld
H Anlin Joy Larson
- Steven Edward Levick Jr.
- Sydney L. Loughbridge
- Noah Riley Lubben
* Charles Wieber Mahoney
- Mohamed Mallah
- Reema Mody
H** Saiteja Lakshmi Mogasala
- Irushi Angelee Mugalide
* Peter Ryan Nelson
H** Ria Garifalia Nikolaou
* Ireland Maria Papa
H* Neel Vijay Patel
H** Lisa M. Pereira Sanabria
H Nicholas Adams Piner
- Kameron David Porter
* Kyra Elizabeth Powers
* Rachael Marie Powers
A* Blerta Prenaj
** Emily Louise Provencer
- Safiyah Quraishi
** Brendan Ryan Rawlings
H Priya Razdan
- Evan Mitchell Riley
H Tyler Scott Robertson
* Kathryn Marie Rogowski
H* Caitlin Marie Ryan
- Marie-Soleil Chantal Sawka
H** Morgan Ashley Schafer
- Isabella Maria Schena
H Eric Van Scoik
** Zachary James Sexton
* Ryan Douglas Shafer
- Kanpreet Singh
H Shaveena Sivapalan
- Molly Rose Sochor
- Ethan Yale Stav
* William Kester Stefani
H** Catrina Stephan
- Shannon Marie Stevens
- Zarshed Supkonkulov
- Demetrios Thompson
- Ryan Patrick Tomaszewski
** Neha Vallabhaneni
* Taylor Jade Van Deer
H Heem Vishwas Vaniawala
H** Ananya Varre
- Paulina Velasco Flores
* Kiersten Elizabeth Walsworth
H* Huda Sacid Warsame
- Matthew Stephen Williams
- Julia Grace Witek
H** David Wojciechowski

**Mathematics**
- H Taha Muhammad-Ali

**Microbiology**
- Austin David Chase
- Karina Ciesiak
- Audrey Jeanette Downs
H Terrance Donald Duncan
- Lauren Isabelle Eldred
- Joshua Elie Elkhawand
H** Emily Ruth Hawker
* Grace E. Joachim
- Nicole Anne Lipcaman
- Emily Diane Nastie
- Joseph James Pastori
- Josephine Elizabeth Randels

**Neuroscience**
* Mahmoud Fadi Ajine

**A Academic Scholar**  **H Honors College**  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
Lyman Briggs College

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Neuroscience (cont.)

H** Pedro Henrique Barbosa-Machado
H* Kaely Minati Bolio
H* Naomi Ruth Boonzaaijer
H** Gagan Sindhur Borra
H* Molly Elizabeth Crusoe
H* Pooja Kamal Dave
H* Cassandra J. DeGroat
H* Alexis Feledy Devries
H* Victor Di Rita
H** Reshma Dukkipati
H* Julia Marie Evanski
* Johanna T. Feiner
* Samantha Ann Finkbeiner
** Stephen Matthew Fong
** Dhaval Gandhi
* Vatche John Gilbert
* Jalen Scott Green
H** Samantha Leigh Gregoire
H** William Johnathon Griffith
Romano Giovanni Sylvia Grossi
H* Zakkir Athar Hamzavi
H* Hanaa M. Hayat
H* Morgen Gayle Henry
H* Alena Lisa Herwig
H* Elie Dara-Marie Huez
H** Hamza Kaakari
H* Trishul Kalapuram
H* Manwinder Kaur
H* Sarah Noelle Kerr
H* Usher M. Khan
* Valerie Michelle Khaykin

John Minh Le
H** Christine Elizabeth Lee
H* Anna Belle Lin
H* Raywa Balakrishna Masti
H* Dia Melhotra
* Sara O. Moussa
* Nataleigh Kay Muscott
* Aadiithya Sai Nalla
H** Luke Christopher Noah
H* Anthony Nyamira
H** Abigail Wen Pan Otwell
H Neeraj Padmanabhan
* Nikhil Chetan Patel
* Odette Nicole Peters
H Deni Maqua Peterson
Prachee Pravin Pingle
H** Ankita Punia Rao
H** Christopher Allan Reeves
H Skylar Kay Richardson
* Jacob Samuel Reeves
H** Allana Miri Schoener
H* Gabriele Karl Seilo
H** Madison Sewick
H** Megan Renee Seyerle
H Hannah Marie Shorey
Ciara Rose Sramek
Madison Lauren Vanden Berg
Emma Ann Verlinden
H** Benjamin Philip Walters
H Chrismaria Joseph William
H Sean Pierre Williams
H Mackenzie Meika Wilson
** Kaitlin Elise Ziadeh

Nutritional Sciences

* Anita Anguelova Anguelova
* Leah Noel Braucher
Jessie Lynn Carlson
Isabella Marguerite Davidson
* Shannon Denise Doane
H** Natalie Rae JaBaay
Shefali Viren Merchant
H** Saileja Lakshmi Mogasala
Katelyn Rae Murphy
** Frank Paul Ruffino IV
H* Taya Pearl Smith
Phelan Rebecca Wolf

Physical Science

H* Patrick Walter Clouse

Physiology

Andrew Evan Brooks
Sean Cannon
H** Matthew Robert Cederman
* Jeremy Andrew Cuff
Mallory Anne DeMott
Nitya Shashikant Deshpande
* Hannah Nicole Dygert
* Monica Fan
H** Shelby Danielle Fenn
H** Kennedy Quinn Franklin
H* Neil Garg
H* Casey Anna Gerlach
Mohamad Bashir
Khatib-Shahidi
* Braden Daniel Kilpatrick

Statistics

Andrew Aaron Levine

Zoology

H** Rachel Christine Alcorn
** Angelica Perez Cabatu
Alexandra Grace Heffner
Yuya Nishida

* Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
College of Music  
James B. Forger, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance March No.1, Op. 39 No. 1, composed by Edward Elgar  
MSU Wind Symphony, Kevin Sedatole, conductor

Welcome
James B. Forger, Dean, College of Music

America The Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)
Composed by Samuel A. Ward  
Will Johnson, tenor  
Jasmine Harry, piano

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Commencement Address
Craig Murray  
Bachelor of Arts, Advertising, Michigan State University  
Founder & CEO, MOCEAN

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Senior Class Address
Sequoia Snyder, Jazz Studies

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Special Recognition

Conferring of Degrees
James B. Forger, Dean, College of Music

Closing
James B. Forger, Dean, College of Music

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)
MSU Shadows, composed by Bernard Traynor  
MSU Graduate Choral Ensemble, David Rayl, conductor

Recessional
Victory for MSU  
The International Chamber Soloists, Dmitri Berlinsky, director

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
James B. Forger, Dean

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Music
* Lydia Ann Carey

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Composition
Daniel W. Martin
* Emily Diane Mitchell

Jazz Studies
Clara Frances Connolly
Samuel Henry Corey
** Theodore-Austin Huber
Muthyala
H* Sequoia E. Snyder
* Joseph H. Vanable
* Kathleen Alice Millican Yedor

Music Education
Andrew Paul Barnhart
Lauren Nicole Cichocki
Daniel G. Dade
* Sho Matthew Dembinski
* Brendan John Dunavant
Adam M. Epler
Joseph Stephen Essenburg
Cameron Gerald Hall
Katherine Laura Hill
Isabella Catherine Kercorian
** Lisa Renee Lachowski
* Ryan Curtis Malburg

* Ian Carroll McKimmy
Juliana Jamie Rowley
Jack Douglas Tallman Jr.

Music Performance
* Connor Richard Bulka
H** Matthew Joseph Burdick
* Emily Elizabeth Demski
H Zoe Nicole Dittman
H* Elena Crystal Harroun
Christina Marie Hazell
* Savannah Taylor Hegyi

H* Adam Christopher Huston
William Arthur Johnson
Matthew J. Kokotovich
** Lisa Renee Lachowski
Ryan Edmund Learned
Aaron Christopher Plegue
Casey Laurie Sherwood
Sandro Sidamonidze
H** Stephanie Pearl Sowers
Jiale Wang

Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
  Pomp and Circumstance

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome from President Stanley
  Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
  Teresa K. Woodruff

Moment of Reflection

Student Speaker
  Shamya Harris
  Graduating Senior
  Biomedical Laboratory Science
  College of Natural Science

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Recognition of Honors/High Honors
  Phillip Duxbury, Dean
  College of Natural Science

Alumni Speaker
  Shannon Morey
  College of Natural Science Alumni

Conferring of Degrees
  Phillip Duxbury, Dean
  College of Natural Science

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
  MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Phillip M. Duxbury, Dean

COLLEGE OF
NATURAL SCIENCE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry
Betoul Ali
Emma Josephine Clouser
M. Glotzbach
Jalin A. Jordan
Miles Nathan Miller
Nina Natla
Christopher Anthony Salas
Sridev Sreedhar
Jillian Lee Marshick
Sydney Noelle Shaw
Yuchen Wu
Qinying Hu
Chi Dao Lam
Kyle Timothy McCollum
Zijing Pan
Qianqian Zhang
Songhua Zheng
Shaoqing Zhou

Mathematics
Yuncong Cai
Emma Nicole Craig
Wenzhuo Feng
Yifei Han
Nathanial Scott Ingraham
Jacob Nguyen-Loi Kahn
Jessica Anna Kula

Computational Mathematics
Aiji Guo
Emma Christine Herrera
Yubo Xing

Statistics
Samson Haile
Jacob Austin Haywood

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Actuarial Science
Maxwell James Christians
George Lucas Diakantonis
Jack R. Henrichs
Jordan Grace Gorskowitz
Ryan James Huizinga
Hope Lauren Lewis
Fanghan Li
Xuehang Liu
Robert Michael Lys
Kevin Hieu Nguyen
Marcos Stephen Quintero Sr.
Wenting Ran
Johnny Than Tran
Emma Rae Whitcomb
Hsiang-Yu Yang

Astrophysics
Christian David Fike
Samantha Catherine Gunter
Benjamin Louis Holstad
Jessie M. Miller
Pranav Nalamwar
Erick Moises Olguin
Jonathan Ruane Sheehan
Sarah Kathryn Watson

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Alexis Q. Akey
Megan Nicole Backe
Christopher Stephen Bailey
Michael Christopher Cadigan
Rachel Lynn Clark
Connor Stefan Crowley
Diana Bassiem Dawood
Nicolas Conrad Fuller Ebner
Alec Thomas Elzinga
Adam Jeffrey Fillion
Michael Gregory Flynn
Emily Nicole Graves
Lindsay Ann Guare
Adam Joseph Hafner

Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Biological Science
John Andrew Enerson
Kari Louise Fogarty
Kelly Renee Gilbertson
Gabriella Ann Hardy
Katelynn Rose Jackson

Biomedical Laboratory Science
Abdulrahman Ibraheem
Alharthi Sr.
Wesley William Bird
Alexander Scott Bradshaw
Samuel Will Braxton III
Jingnan Chen
Andrew John Davis
Mikayla Jade-Matimba Gmitter
Shamya Nadisha Harris
Olivia Rose Hoggard
Ziqing Huang
Maryellen Alexis Kilroy
Stephanie Anne Lankfer
Junhao Ma
Alasia Miller
Dacia Munteanu
Kieu-Vi Thi Nguyen
Matthew Parks
Mitchel Hunter Phlypo
Milad Atteer Sadik
Vincent C. Sanchez
Rebecca Joy Snyder
Thasirini Mannathu
Chia-Yun Tai
Jared Allen Thompe
Hainite K. Tuitupou
Denghua Wu
Yifan Wu
Narae Yang

Chemical Physics
Samantha Jane Johns

Chemistry
Sydney Lynn Anway
Brian Marshall Bocklund
Rebecca Ann Boyce
Kyle Michael Brandt
Benjamin Michael Farris
Yilong Feng
Savannah Elizabeth Finley
Richard Carter Fox
Alexandra Grabowski
Destiny Semira Noelani Kalei Hunnicutt
Shane Ambroze Johnson
Charles Walter Karbon
Christopher David Kiap
Jessica Rae Kline
Thanh T. Lai
Sidney Noel Lipovsky
Zachary Todd Ronald Nurnberger
Thomas Lee Thompson Jr.
Madison Mackenzie Worth

Computational Mathematics
Mohammad H. Almoamen
Tianhao Cai
Ethan Michael Clifford
Jessica Chiara Fu Ji Delaney
Chenyi Ji
Lingkai Jin
Matthew John Kowalski
College of Natural Science
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Computational Mathematics
(cont.)
* Xilong Liang
Yingguo Liu
Shania Joy Luk
Keren Lyu
Yushi Ma
Thilakarat Niramol
Travis Phasoukwong
Eric Ropeta
Himanusha Vidhushekar Zambare
Weichong Zhang

GRADUATES / CANDIDATES

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor

Genomics and Molecular Genetics
* Kelly Jo Madigan
Raven Daisy Norris
** Kristina Marie O’Connell
Andres M. Palenque
Ishani Pandya
Jack Ryan Przebienda
Emma Nicole Rawsky
** H Shubhangi Sharma
Ivorie Si’Mone Simpson
H Tharaini Swaminathan
Quentin Allen Switzer
H Savannah Rose Tanner
** Haley Anne Velisek
Gretchen Lydia Walker
Holly N. Wright
Savannah Elise Wright

Environmental Biology/ Microbiology
Daniel S. Faski
H Morgan T. Fleck
Donovan Prince Smith

Environmental Biology/Plant Biology
* Hazel Jane Anderson
Lucas George Croese
Kelsey Jo Doud
Jerimiah Leon Johnson
Kate Morgan Kelly
Marissa Ilene Nufer
** Sidney Connor Sitar
Amber Danielle Soliday
William Patrick Squire

Environmental Biology/Zoology
H** Annica J. Brocker
Sierra Kaye Davis
Louis Bennet Eible III
H Anna-Katherine Fournier
Lyndsey Kathleen Hagy
H** Virginia Zens Lindberg
Taylor Ann Reynolds
H* Kendal Rose Tinney

Environmental Geosciences
Melissa Barba
Max Spencer Fierro
Justin Alexander Honer
Trevor Andrew Kohne
Yvonne Marie Krimmel
Katie Danielle Reynolds
Robert Reeve Yarger

Human Biology
Sylvia Danso Adjei
** Mario Charles Agosta
Mustapha Akhdar
Hana Jasem Al-Ali
** Paul Richard Alex
Fatema Abdulrahman Nagi
Aljably
Sarah Abdulrahman Nagi Aljably
H** Emily Marie Anderson
Alexander Theodore Angelas
* Emily Christine Anibal
H* Hanneke Jawad Aqel
* Daria Hannah Arton
H** Yeonglong Albert Ay
Mohamed Y. Babiker
Erika Loretta Mae Ballinger
Mitchell Scott Ballinger
H** Julia Rose Baizer
Anna Caroline Belden
Aarati Bhattarai
H Pietro Giuseppe Biondo
Brooke E. Blasen
* Olivia L. Bodnar
Sarah E. Bowler
Hannah Marie Bulinski
Eternity Burton-George
Stephanie Cajar
H* Philip Andrew Calhoun
Nicholas Josep Candela
Cameron Andrew Caswell
Adam Peter Cervone
Nelli Rose Chalem
** H John Takeru Chen
Brittany Raquel Clark
H Katrina Marie Collins
Sarah Elisabeth Conley
Justin Michael Cooper
** Matthew Paul Corsi
Anthony Frank Cox
Jonah Hugh Cribbs
Natalie Cruz
Hiba Dafki
** Nina Renee Darwich
H** Alanna Grace de Sibou
Gina Grace DeAngelis
** Mackenzie Rae Deters
Janki S. Devdhara
Evan Lee DeYoung

Paolo Enrique Diola
Jacob Anthony Donnelly
Adam Mitchell Doran
Brooklyn Stark Douglas
* Olivia Grace Duffy
Aileen Joavanna Duran
Alexandra Valentine Eick
Austin Chase Evans
Madison Clare Everin
Kathryn Marie Fandrick
Christian David Farnsworth II
Ryley M. Farwell
Hassan Mohammad Fayz
Jocelyn Kay Figures
Grace Katherine Fischer
Haley Katherine Folbaum
Halle Grace Fortier
* Sailheja Gadde
Calvin James Garber
** Hailey Whisper Garcia
H** Nolan Marvin Gersabeck
Patyk Golebskiw
Kendall Blair Graczyk
Shannon Rae Grew
Usaydh Habib
* Noa Pearl Hamer
H** Simrah Nadeem Hamid
Kaitlynn Mac Hammond
Kelsey Rae Harrison
H Jason Allan Hart
H Hayle Marie Hayes
H Delaney Jae Hergott
Taylor Nicholas Hicks
Brandon Garrett Hosey
Kathryn R. Howard
Conner Harrison Howey
Casi Kaylin Hudak
Emily Nicole Hudgens
Emily Kay Hutchison
Nasro Adan Isak
Laurel Jean Jacomain
Shivani Jain
Reena Emily Jankowski
Maleena Tszhanna Johnson
Nicole Anne Johnson
Vasiliki Thomae
Kanellopolous
H** Kwame Kanneate-asibu
Amelia Noel Kasqorgis
Kevin Alexander Kempt
Eric Khurana
Joshua Alan Klein
Paige Elizabeth Klett
Waleed Kojan
* Carley Elizabeth Koski
* Rachel Marie Kubiak
* Alana Marie Kugelard
* Jordan Elizabeth Lockhart
** Tony Lee
Jordan Elizabeth Lockhart
Jordyn Traci Marshall
Danna Beth Maryakhin
Joshua M. McCaghy
Rachael Christine McCally
Bridie Afrikah McClusky
Gabrielle Camryn McDonald
Sylvester McIntosh
Lauren Nicole Meador
* Joseph Elias Mekani
Brielle Kathryn Minor
Hemali Mistry
Nicholas Paulo Moran
Mark Asim Munir
Cortney Cecile Munro
Vada Brooke Murray
John Daniel Naaman
John William Nagel
Joseph Michael Nagia
Lenore E. Namou
Mariam Elizabeth Nazjoo
Ashley Ann Newsome
Isabel Rose Nowak
Quinn Patrick O’Connor
Reid Michael Paffhausen
Emily Theresa Paganes
Angelica Rose Parker
Andrea Carol Cecilia Parks
Diyा Paresh Patel
Gabrielle Grace Patkowsky
Francis Basim Pauls
Sophia Antonette Perrelli
Natalie Ann Phillips
* Rachael Anne Phillips
Cameron Stuart Pickard
Deja LaShone Pittman
Sydney Elizabeth Prescott
Nicholas Raymond Quasara
Pamela F. Quintana-Salazar
** Sofia Rose Rad
Moshiur Rahman
H Avery Kate Ralston
Elizabeth Lauren Ranck
Erika Leigh Ranck
Mark Allan Rasak Jr.
** Justin Bradley Rebock
Taylor Marie Reed
** Emma Beatrice Rhodes
H** Alexi Lauren Richardson
H* Carly Elise Romanowski
Lyric Imani Roper
Alexander Nikolai Ross
Marisa Nicole Rowland
Envera Sabovic
Lauren Dominique Sadik
Hannah Bailey Saleg
Cooper Charles Sanford
H* Laura Elizabeth Sansoterra
H* Jason Robert Sassack
H* Jamie Ann Sato
Brendan Schneider
Ahmer Semna
Leedeya Yemengu Senbeta
** Cirus Kauveh Shiran
H* Samantha R. Shook
Katherine LaRayne Singer
Shubhamdeep Singh
Morgan Theresa Smith
Nichole Lynn Smith
Elizabeth Antoinette Solans
College of Natural Science
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Human Biology (cont.)
Cassandra Lee Solberg
Mia Marie Sterchele
H Kiara Unique Stevenson
H* Tania Yvonne Styma
H** Caroline Joan Szabo
* Sunny Tam
Kanedra Atasia Thaxton
Danielle Elizabeth Thomas
Olivia Julaine Thomas
Jona Lei Toniacrema
Linda Tran
Jasmine Arielle Truly
H Alejandro Uribe Luzardo
Madison Lynn Van Winkle
* Lindsey Nicole VanHeusden
* Grace K. Vaughn
* Anthony Salvatore Vecchio
H** Andrew Leland Waack
Jessica Anne Wacley
Benjamin Alan West
Jaquia S. White
H Andrea Jeané Williams
Andrew J. Williams
Sarah Elizabeth Williams
** Jillian Clare Winarski
Megan Katherine Winter
Sevar Bashar Yalido
Hoi-Lun Yu
Jack Yun

Integrative Biology
Gabrielle R. Azzam
Carly Marie Barrett
Amy Starr Glod
Jose Armando Hernandez
* Hannah Grace Landstrom
Ashley Brooke Simmons
Olivia Christine Simons
Kelsey Anne Stachowski
H Ashley Nicole Stull

Mathematics
 Tanner Drew Bahlow
Chen Chen
** Junyu Chen
** Jacqueline Lee Conrad
H** Brandon Michael Cook
H* Matthew Steven Cook
Hanyu Duan
** Charlene Ladell Dukes
Junixu Fan
Crystall Farris
Chandler T. Ford
Yaochen Geng
* Xiaotong Guan
Zhanao Guo
* Ryan Michael Hermes
* Matthew Evan Hertel
Jonathan Gia Kiet Huyhn
Joshua Klein
* Sophia Marie Kurcz
Angela Louise YuRui Lampert
Jongho Lee
Haonian Liu
Qianyu Liu
H* Jack Henry Mueller
H Margaret Mary Ozias
Lyu Peng
H** Zachary Lee Pohl
Antonio Paul Possanza
Camille Arlene Rivett
Karl Schwark
H** Xinning Shan
Pranav Sharma
Zehao Shi
Barbara Raquel Storbhall
Frank Emmanuel Tatchum Todem
* Rachel Elise Van Proeyen
Aitiya Mianna Whitehead
Chang Xie
Yuan Xie
Junke Ye
Gabriela Joy Zawodny
Shutao Zhai
Yue Zhang
* Yue Zhang
Yuyue Zhao
Hongzhan Zhu

Mathematics, Advanced
H** Noah Alexander Ankeny
H** Noah Kelvin Dean
H** Matthew John Kowalski
H* Mark Paul Landry
H** Luke Reynold Wiljanen

Medical Laboratory Science
Nicholas Andrew Barron
Zachary Jordan Cutlip
Megan Elizabeth Fox
Leah Catherine Heiss
Halley Logan Taddionio

Microbiology
Kendrah Renee Baker
Conor Louis Bertucci
Emma R. Chrzansowski
H Morgan T. Fleck
H* Angelos Rhys Gogonis
Lijie Han
** Jacob Edward Hieber
Ellysa Knott
Emily Ann Lavey
Thomas Patrick Lynch
Shaun Robert Malt
Sophie Neale
H Erin Marie Neely
H* Katherine JoAnn Powell
H** Roya Elizabeth Rochell
Jose Martin Sanchez
Taylor Lynne Shaw
H* Mary Claudia Vondra

Neuroscience
H** Christine Nicole Alexander
Sura H. Ali
Brayden M. Armstrong
H* Brinda Avutapalli
Brittany Nicole Bankes
Kyle Jeffrey Beatley
H Jakob Christopher Chin Becker
H** Nikita Kaur Bhangu
H* Priyanka Gowri Bhoopathi
H* Allison LaRue Bradley
Sara Michelle Brett
Nicole Rose Bucalos

Physical Science
David Fredric Kogut
Michelle Catherine Saumier

Physics
Brennan Joseph Arnold
Thomas Joseph Bertus
H* Emma Catherine Brann
H* Thomas Patrick DeMasti
Sean David Dzubinski
Patrick McElroy Gan
Adriel S. Hardwick
* Michael John Holmquist
Christopher Martin Jones
H** Matthew John Kowalski
H* Jessie M. Miller
Taylor Allan Murphy
H* Pranav Nalamwar
Le Viet Nguyen
Joshua William Noorly
* Andrew Bradley Pype
Kevin Raju
Jared Patrick Robinson
H Pranav Sharma
** Simon A. Sundberg
Jiaqi Tu
H* Nicole Marie Verboncoeur
H Maya Marie Watts
Hayden Ross Weiss
Julia Frances Marnie Willison
Yue Yu
Yukun Zhou
Yuhan Zhu

Physiology
H** Christina Maria Rosales
Aiello
Maria Nicole Akery
Lucy Fay Ammerman
H Joseph J. Burrill
College of Natural Science
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**Physiology (cont.)**

Alice K. Cheng
Joshua Heo Choi
Alyssa Joy Chronowski
H Gabrielle Margaret Encinas
Mackenzie Christine Flynn
H** Areezah Forouzandeh
H Mia Elizabeth Gaines
Morgan Elizabeth Galer
Gabriella Grace Garcia
Erica Marie Gavalier
H* Christina Nicole Gonzalez
** Adam Daniel Grabowski
H** Camryn M. Gregor
Joseph Michel Hanna
Allia Kay Hayes
Alexis Rose Jenkins
* Jackson Elijah Joseph
H* Alissa Mae Kainrath
* Adam K. Kapp
H** Rida Nusrat Khan
* Cameron Charles Koons
Justin M. Lafferty
Jasleen Kaur Lalia
* Madison Jean Landon
H Jarred Rahshaan Lenoir
H** Brittany Taylor Lipcsik
Yongcheng Lu
* Mitchell Bradley Lumsden
H* Tracy Bernard Markray II
Abdoul Mbengue
Christopher Yoshiki Motowski
Blake Andrew Naso
Maxx Michael Nichols
H* Gregory Allen Olsen
Hannah Elizabeth Osenieks
Lauren Marie Plasky
H** Morgan Rose Porter
Victoria T. Robinson
Connor Joseph Rogers
Michael Salloum
** Mitchell Todd Selin
* Morgan Rose Shellady Setzen
Amanda Nichole Sherry
Cara Lynn Smith
Keeler James Ellsworth Steele
* Pauleana Louise Stevanovski
H** Brent William Strong
** Hailey Brooke Sygiei
Emily Michelle Tatum
Ashley Nicole White
Rory Nolan White
Joshua Lawrence Wiesemann
Makaylyn Adel Williams
* Ryan Michael Woelf
** Michelle Rita Zydeck

**Plant Biology**

Elizabeth Marie Christensen
H Megan Renee Gendjar
H* Thomas Michael Zambrasi
Yuhao Liu
Caitlyn Christine Locke
Zhicheng Ma
Dylan C. Mather
Lindsey Jean McCann
Senxiong Mo
Nguyen Nguyen
Donald Grady Pinner
Xinning Shan
James Edward Stratton
Gerald Xhemal Sula
Yicheng Sun
Jessica Marie Uganski
Lintao Wang
Maxwell Lozier Waun
* Bin Wen
H Addison Philip Wood
Zibiao Wu
Jingyu Xiong
Haiyun Yang
Jiayun Yang
Kairunnisa Aimi Zaki
Qicheng Zhang
Jiayi Zhou
Xiaobin Zhou

**Statistics**

H* Jennifer Ann Abel
Mary Maroun Anid
Lauren Nicole Belknap
** Junyu Chen
Brad Chenier
Joshua A. Dix
Branden John Knorr
Yifei Li
Weinan Liu
Yiguo Liu

**Zoology**

Gina Marie Aschettino
Abigail Elizabeth Bodemann
Alexis Marie Bonwell
Celaina Jo-L Boylan-Castilla
** Samantha Kristine Brooks
Hanna Elizabeth Burton
Ryan Glennon Connors
Megan Ruth Craven
Kaylyne Olivia Dennis
Ashley Nicole Dunn

Lydia Leo Fehrenbach-Wells
Carson Linn Fleckenstein
Shannon Nicole Frank
Elizabeth Eileen Freidrickson
Nathan John Gozdor
Aalayna Rae Green
Lauren Alexis Haeger-Montino
Piper Quinn Hurlburt
Hailey Rose Iglewski
Jennifer R. Johnson
Katylnn Marie Kroll
Emily Lynn Maiorana
Sarah Jean Martin
Delanie Sue Miller
Paryn Marie Norman
Jiyun Park
Anna Christine Polk
Estrella Lynn Ramirez-Matias
Candice Jakai Rivers
Anna Tali Samson
Shae Noel Frances
Schreckengost
Brooke Elizabeth Steele
Alexabelle Fleur Talbot
Brianna Leigh Taylor
Tiffany Rose Thurow
** Arianna Sophia Troia
Deaujia L’ Jehannah Grace Turner
Sarah Ruth VanArdsdaleHoot
Loren Elizabeth Vigneau
Kailey Margueritte Wahrer
Kathryn A. Waters
Allison Nichole Yackley
Hannah Noell Zabicki
Kayla Marie Zielinski
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp & Circumstance

Welcome
Randolph F.R. Rasch, PhD, RN, FAANP
Professor and Dean
MSU College of Nursing

America The Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Moment of Silence

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

Opening Remarks
Randolph F.R. Rasch, PhD, RN, FAANP
Professor and Dean
MSU College of Nursing

Keynote Address
Kathleen L. Bobay, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN
Vice President, Alumni Board
MSU College of Nursing

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Conferring of Degrees
Randolph F.R. Rasch, PhD, RN, FAANP
Professor and Dean
MSU College of Nursing

Student Awards and Recognition
Leigh Small, PhD, RN, CPNP-PC, FAANP, FAAN
Professor and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
MSU College of Nursing

Student Speaker Remarks
Jessica Smith
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
MSU Class of Spring 2021

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Closing Remarks
Randolph F.R. Rasch, PhD, RN, FAANP
Professor and Dean
MSU College of Nursing

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Randolph F. R. Rasch, Dean

COLLEGE OF NURSING
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Nursing

Alexandra Alcamo
Ally Colleen Alfaro
Jaylon Wade Angel
Fenta G. Asfaw Sr.
* Erin Isabel Berger
Alexis Lynn Bonnee
* Josie Marie Brehm
Sarah Grace Budnick
Taylor Anne Bullard
Taylor William Campbell
Shubing Cao
Olivia Michelle Chivas
Julia Michelle Cornacchia
H* Maria Ann Cotts
* Jessica Lynn Dawson
* Emma Grace Dean
Rodrigo Delgado
H* Hailey Rose Dickens
Samantha Jo Drake
Nicholas Frederick Elgert Jr.
* Lindsay May Estes

* Cameron James Face
Emily Margaret Gallagher
H* Bethany Ann Geldersma
* Veronica Soledad Gonzalez
Kayla Amber Graham
H* Lisa Rae Gross
* Lauren Elizabeth Hammond
** Rachel Rose Hawn
Abbie Corryn Hillman
Sara Annabelle Hosmer
* Aubrey Faye Kapala
Alexis Marie Kelly
H Sarah Marie Kessler
** Savanna Kay Knoll
Mikayla Michelle Kobylarz
* Madeline Cass Koziol
H* Kelsie Alice Krauss
Kiplan Alan Lambie
Sydney Victoria Lushin
Lauren Danielle Martin
Alexandra M. Martinez
Bianka Matoski

* Emily Margaret Maurice
Nicole M. Mooney
** Taylor Anne Myers
H* Megan Elena O'Brien
** Kennedy Mary Ososkie
* Abby Marie Ottenhoff
Kara Helen Panos
* Morgan Marie Plummer
Michael Joseph Prosi
H* Nicole Erin Pumper
** Danielle Sage Pung
* Brooke Nicole Rambo
Abigail Jane Reich
Nichole Marie Richardson
** Lauren Rose Roovers
** Leslea Nichole Rose
Molly Anne Rowe
Sydney D. Rucker
H* Grace Ashlyn Rumler
** Payge Marie Salenbien
** Tresa Nicole Sell
* Tia Yvette Sessine

Elizabeth Michelle Shotkin
H* Joan Amanda Sirigiri
Deja R. Smith
* Emma Gillian Smith
Jessica Marie Smith
* Brianna Janette Steinbauer
* Camryn Riley Strong
H* Paige Elizabeth Suchevits
Taylor Jean Swartz
H Kara Lydia Thomas
* Nolan Ryan Tollefson
Catherine Quynh-Nhi Tran
Teta Linca Ukundwa
H Julia Vicik
H** Christina Thai Vu
H** Riana Chantal Watkins-Martin
* Morgan Marie-Lyn Wojcik
H* Emma Anne Wright
* Joseph Paul Zelenka

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
College of Social Science  
Mary A. Finn, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp & Circumstance

Welcome
Mary A. Finn, Dean  
College of Social Science

America The Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Welcome from President Stanley
Samuel L. Stanley, Jr.

MSU Board of Trustees Greeting

Greetings from the Provost
Teresa K. Woodruff

Recognition of Academic Achievements
Mary A. Finn, Dean  
College of Social Science

Senior Class Address
Selva Haidar  
Political Science & Human Capital and Society

Senior Class Gift Presentation

Conferring of Degrees
Mary A. Finn, Dean  
College of Social Science

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Recessional
MSU Fight Song

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Mary A. Finn, Dean

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Anthropology
Carla Priscella Castillo
Arielle Elyse Creps
Caitlyn Christine Danforth
Ashley Grace Dickins
Brielle Elaina Durrance
Jennifer Lauren Gianetti
Caitlin Marie Hebert
H** Isabel Patricia Hershey
Riley R. Johnson
Gabriella Alexis Leroux
* Elizabeth Lula Nestor
** Emily Shannon Pell
Kailyn N’Shae Williams

Child Development
Grace Nicole Agabedis
Jaimee Brooke Armstrong
Angelica Gail Austin
* Jenna Craven
** Liwel Fang
* Haley Madison Feldpausch
Nicole Jordyn Kriegel
** Yexi Liu
Demi Lynn Oliver
Zhengyu Shen
Aiyanna K. Smith
Gracie Phelps Snyder
Brooke Renee Whiskin
Ye Zhang
Qingxuan Zheng

Criminal Justice
Kelly Elizabeth Abt
** Alexis Benét Adams
Isaac Robert Alexander
Hailey Lynn Arnold
Nataniella Asmaro
Colin Alexander Beggs
Michael Andrew Bejin
David Andrew Bellinger
Spencer Alan Benn
Brooke Elizabeth Besford
Audrey Jo Bevacqua
* Hayvn Lindsay Boike
Colin Austin Bonesso
Tatum Ryan Bostain
Zarria Alexandria Broner
* Caitlin Morgan Butcher
* Brian Daniel Campbell
Logan F. Carl
H Lucy Murray Ching
Nazifa Islam Choudhury
Areonna LaShay Clark
Alexander Joseph Cohen
Dylan James Conway
Nicholas Loren Cooper
Cameron Kari Dahl
Nekiya Davis
Ryan Christopher Dennany
Jade Amaya Dettoff
Brittney Nicole Dick
Makenzie Riley Doubek
Kendall Alyssa-Leann Droste
Ryann Mackenzie Dunkeson
Logen Garrett DuShane
John Peter Florczac
Destiny Nicole Franklin
Nathaniel Robert Galen
Alexandra Marie Gormely
Madison G. Gowell
Ashley Renee Greene
Jenna Griffin
Giselle Guadiana
Jack Porter Gutekanst
Blakie M. Harper
Desiree Nitease Hart
Summer Sa’Mar’ia Haynes
* Josie Marie Herman
** Hannah Brooke Hicks
Darinisha M. Hill
Jack Christian Hill
Kacee Anne Howe
Raghad Jameel
Matthew David Johns
Elijah Kwizzi Jones
Baylie Virginia Kaiser
William Lawrence Kenney
Mustafa Mohammed Khaleefah
** Rachel Lynn Laurita
Cody Alan Leffer
Chase R. Lietz
Zhao Cong Liu
Abigail Julia Machesy
Emily Marie Malcolm
Savannah Nicole Malkin
Maci Lee McCadney
Kyle Patrick McCann
Maxwell Christopher McCrory
Ryan Edward McGraw
Allison Jurs Medley
Nathan Alexander Miller
Nyrobia Lashi Mitchell
Hannah Marie Mix
Dildar Sadig Mizori
Alfred Hans Moll
Antonio Vincent Monteleone
* Raul Antonio Mora
Lillian Grace Moylan
Emily Kate Musson
Jacob Pierre Nahed
Izabella Joy-Marie Novak
Caleb Paul O’Brien
* Elizabeth Mae O’Dell
Emily Frances Olson
Allexa Naso Otto
Nicholas Alan Parraghi
** Sarah Nicole Peterson
Margaret Alexis Petrov
Leandra Gabrielle Piner-Pareda
George Edward Reid
Jackson Conrad Renicker
Alyssa Marie Roberson
Noelle Christine Rohde
Wesley August Scallions
Jamie Lynne Schmidt
Dante Alexander Schwartz
Caryn Alisabeth Shannon
Kelsey Ann Sherman
Makenzie Smith
Alexander Mathias Sponsler
Logan Michael Spurgeon
Talon Winfield Steinhoff
Peter Joseph Stumpo III
Miles Devon Sullivan
Rowan McKenzie Thom
H** Elizabeth Morgan Thomas
Emily Margaret Tolf
Madison Paige Tuscany
** Priya Marilyn Archina
Voruganti
Sonja Ashley Walker
Keozena Darshay Whitsett
Samuel Michael Williams
** Jessica Ann Wiltse
Brendan P. Zuk

Economics
Paige Schaefer Baccanari
Kyle Walter Barger
Kevin Barragan
Samuel Louis Bedford
William Jeffrey Blodgett
Kellen Merkl Branoff
Royal Byrd
Oscar Jonathan Camacho-Alvez
Torry Beth Carmans
H Xin Tian Chen
Yihan Chen
Xinyu Cheng
Bryce Conner Claypool
Clement David Walsh Clerou
Andrew Ernest Cline
Cameron William Cochran
Shibo Dai
Christian Morrow Danstrom
Ronnie Edward Dawson II
Alphonse Joseph Deebey IV
Jiaying Ding
Zachariah Abel Dittenbir
Carson Stephen Dobozy
Matthew Robert Donahue
Jacob Downey
* Ian A. Drummond
Zexin Du
Sebastian Gabriel Eardley
Nolan Brennan Eckler
Wall K. Elias
Lauren Ashley Falls
Chutian Fang
Lillian Marie Fannon
Kian Fayz
Andrew H. Filipps
Preston Blaine Filla
Guozheng Gao
Graham Worden Garrison
Lizvette Garza
Marsello Gashaj
Nolan Erskine Geraghty
Owen Michael Goddu
Joshua Jaden Goyke
Noah Jordan Grant
Gavin Ross Gray
Devaryan Gupta
Gabrielle Elise Harger
Ian Robert Hawthorne
Colin Michael Hendrickson
Nicholas Matthew Hiller
Junning Hong
Nathan Schirmer Hora
Yuqing Hou
Keith B. Hudson
Nikolas Rodger Huizen
Nathaniel Danik Hymson
Can Jiang
Ziang Jiao
Thomas William Johnson
Gwagjiae Jung
Kyle B. Kaufman
Mary Martha Kennedy
Paul Joseph Kiernan
Demaris Edward-Thomas King
Prajwal Prasad Konanur
Dale Austin Kruithoff
Max James Kubiak
Conrad Scott Landis
Youngmin Lee
Christian Curtis Leibold
Zidong Li
Moira Ndela Liddell
Shuqing Lin
Yuwei Lin
Kyle Kenneth Lindsey
Ruoding Liu
Yuhan Liu
Benjamin Jon Lytte
Vianu Uma Magaswaran
Spencer John Robert Magee
Gabriel Souza Malta
Alokandara Manna-Ray
Gavin McQueen
Ryan McQuillen
Maxwell Robert Miller
Bryan E. Miller
Maxwell Robert Miller
Wyatt William Moll
Raul Moreira
Guy Mokovich
Xavier Christian Munoz
Darrin Lesley Newlin Jr.
Nancy Ngoc Nguyen
John Aktaand Nielsen
Eric M. Ninmann

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
College of Social Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Economics (cont.)
Nicholas Andrew Noonan
William G. Oldford III
Xia Ouyang
Duncan Anthony Paradiso
Haejin Park
Anjali Jaynibhai Patel
Madhav Mohan Dhrupesh Patel
Blake Finlay Perkins
Dominic Joseph Perrone V
Michael John Pezzetti
Dominic John Pirrone
Andrew John Ponczocha
+ Elizabeth Louise Price
Alicen A. Pushman
Lin Qian
Jameson Jack Rabideau
Viktor Konrad Radzieta
Nicole Chelsea Ramos
* Qingzhou Ran
Benjamin Hyunsuk Raseman
Shikhar Kumar Ratnam
Michael Joseph Robert
* Max Joseph Rohn
Conner Alan Sankbeil
Kylie Anne Schram
Austin John Serna
Peter Shema
Harmandeep Singh Sidhu
Justin Ikechuku Simeon
Dildar Singh
Akarsh Solanki
Josep J. Stazzone
Zhihui Su
Kai Feng Tan
Feiyang Teng
Tommy Van-Thanh Tran
Edward Alexander Trippett Jr.
Ethan Scott Truelove
Vanessa Renee Veersma
Benjamin Joseph Vigil
Sasidhar Reddy Vinta
Tzu-Chuan Wang
Joshua Isaiah Webb
Zachary Joseph Weers
Tingyu Wei
Boyuang Wen
Kane Joseph Williamson
Haochen Wu
Yilin Wu
Annie Lu Xiao
Shuren Xie
Ziang Xie
Moxuan Yang
Zhihan Ye
Changming Yu
Jinghan Yu
Jiahao Zhang
Liangchen Zhang
Jiahui Zhao
Devin Michael Ziegler
* Conner Thomas Ziparo

Nancy Tumbarell

Global History
Nyla Shamim Ahmed
+ Nicolas Denton Czarnecki
H* Madison Paige Pehringer
Emily Ruta Zvirbulis

History
Eric M. Baylis
* Matthew John Bednariski
Devon Gaylen Bosom
Benjamin Brian Brewster
James Thomas Brockway Jr.
Ira Simon Brown
* Dane Adam Clement
* Cameron George Wallace Crawford
Dylan Miesel Debekal
Vincent Samuel Fazio II
Matthew Ryan Hansen
Ashley M. Highland
* Katelin Kelly Ivey
* Ethan J. Loch
Rocky Lombardi
Christopher Joshua Mitchell
* Abigale Jane Mumby
Riley E. Musson
Abigail Frances Rhoades
Katie Danielle Root
Kylie Nicole Snyder
Jessica Kelly Sterna
Matthew Michael Stopper

History Education
Dillon Patrick Brummel
Nicholas Clark Campbell
Jaiden Olivia Cots
Jessica Mary Forman
Andrew Mark Gordon
Andrew T. Hassell
Brooke Elizabeth Helms
Sarena Grace Lanyon
* Benjamin Michael Smerdon
* Emily Frances Vaillancourt
* Nicolas Valderrama
Brooke Lauraine Veneman
H** Michael W. Vorwald

Human Capital and Society
Jonathan Cameron Ambler
Kaylee Margaret Andrus
Elise Launey Antleau
Rylie Kennedy Becker
Joseph Daniel Boismier
* Charlotte Nichol Bouwma
Arlene Morey Bradford
Alberto Cruz Jr.
Holly Elizabeth Cunningham
William Roy Davis
Theodore Allen Day
* Matthew Edward DeMarois
Andrew Julian DeMoss Jr.
Nathan Kent Ellis IV
Jacob David Elwood
Cameron Thomas Gaffke
Stephanie Joyce Haliburton
Graham Ashton Hamilton
* Yifei Han
Isiah Christian Handsipke
Kamiah Elaine Jackson
Zachary Benjamin Jennings
Gabriela Grace Jodzis
Autumn Joy Kemske
Erica Kiger
Conor Christian Kindred
** Megan Suzanne Lee
Andrew Evan Lester
Tuoya Liu
Xinyi Liu
Allyson Paige Lunay
Ava Marie Mankiewicz
Karleigh Alana Marable
Grace Anne Martin
John A. Mattucci II
Rory John Mckelvey
Anthony Scott Miller
Jasmine Lynn Misovski
H* Lauren Susanne Moffitt
Krista M. Moos
Bakari Murrie
Julia Jade Nasiatka
Marlin Ndreu
Jacob Panasiuk
Rachel Sue Pikulski
Linda Jean Raynard
Mackenzie Nicole Robinson
Jack Patrick Ryan
Kyle McMonah Asselin Sanders
Connor Daniel Schlitt
Nayla A. Sheikh-Ali
H Jack Thomas Skidmore
Alia Sloan
H** Madeline Therese Smith
* Julia Rose Snizek
Adam Joseph Taylor
Sara Delaney Townsend
Justin Allen Vassallo
Sydney Nicole Vickers
Jieyi Wang
Meilin Wang
Hao Wei
Meng Huan Wu
Siwei Yan
Madalyn Marie Zalac
Isabella Ann Marie Zarka
Bailey Marie Zielle

Human Development and Family Studies
Abdullah Alkassab
Damaris Chavez
K’Von David
Taylor A. Davis
Talia Lucille Eisenhauer
Carly Rebecca Gartenberg
Emma Ann George
Elyssa Diane Greene
Marnie Rachelle Hackman
* Sarah Elizabeth Osterling
Xinhong Pei
Rose Catherine Roboski
Matthew G. Santos
Courtney Thomas Smith
Emmerson Elyse Unger
Sifan Yang
Xueying Zhou

Human Geography
Thomas Joseph O’Brien
Dustin L. Rademacher

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science
Olivia Anne Argeros
Erykah Noelle Benson
* Jordan Marie Bowen
Alicia Josee Brown
* Abigail Elizabeth Carney
* Simone Christine Coverly
Jacob Allen Crawford
Zyrus Kingston Curry
Alise Nicole D’Luge
Nicholas Leonard Dudley
Bailey Benjamin Endres
Mason Andrew Erlia
Claudia Gonzalez-Rivas
Tanner Edward Hallcock
Matthew S. Hamon
McKenzie Marie Harrison
Brittany Nicole Jimenez
Jasmine Renee Johnson
Jillian Marie Kirk
Ann Marie Leiprandt
Mitchell Carl Loeffler
Hannah Isabel Margolis
Grant Emanuel Marmaduke
Rebecca Alejandra Mezquital
Bethany Grace Nardo
* Sarah Elizabeth Osterling
Xinhong Pei
Rose Catherine Roboski
Matthew G. Santos
Courtney Thomas Smith
Emmerson Elyse Unger
Sifan Yang
Xueying Zhou

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science: Social Science Education
Alexandria McKenna Bosnac
Nadji Armen Butris
Kellie Ann Farren
Dillon Scott Guilfoil
Haley Owens Hinzmann
Tristen Edmund Jansheski
Makena Adriana Krieger

GRADUATES / CANDIDATES
College of Social Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science: Social Science Education (cont.)
- Kathryn Nan Litka
- Olivia Renee Mobley
- Courtney R. Parker Jr.
- All Lynne Peak
- Gracie Nicole Puford
- Taurean M. Resseguie
- Adam Christian Schwanzl
- Gregory Alva Stevens
- Chloe Joan Vansickle
- Autumn Charisma Ann Wortham

Political Science
- Bianca Collette Berger
- Alicia V. Churilla
- Sophia Alair Clothier
- Devin William Dudley
- Joseph Patrick Durnell
- Noah Aaron Eastman
- Marc Robert Ellis
- Hector Andres Garcia Rivera
- Jacintha M. Glover
- Annabelle Marie Greseth
- Selva Haidar
- Afreen Hashmi
- Matthew Kevin Hebert
- Matthew Ryan Hensen
- Nathan Schimmer Hora
- Brady William Jensen
- Griffin Joseph Johnson
- Jasmine N. Jordan
- Kofi Safo Keteku
- Gabrielle Therese Kindig
- Jake Ryan Komer
- Kevin Daniel Lincoln
- Ryan M. Mellado
- Jasmine Lynn Misovski
- Said Ali Noor
- Fawaz Qutbeddeen
- Meredith Cecilia Renzulli
- Matthew P. Roth
- Mustafa Rubaii
- Bassam Wicas Sayegh
- Andrew Jeffery Searl
- Maysa Chen Sitar
- Emma Marie Smyth
- Domanic Paul Spagnuolo
- Colleen Louise Squanda
- Samuel Thorpe
- Bailey Donnannes Tjolson
- Leonardo Vallejo
- Eric R. Vandervest
- Melissa Anne Weinberg
- Cole Matthew Williams
- Alice Yeung
- Zachary Dale Zyla

Psychology
- Faith Lee Adams
- Savannah Adler
- Luwah Jassim Alhajj
- Max Jordan Appelblatt
- Hannah Simone Baker
- Charlotte Rose Balkus
- Brianna Lynn Behrens
- Samantha Michelle Berman
- Melissa Tyler Bien
- Emma Lauren Bishop
- Andrew Colin Biskup
- Cydni Bonds
- Riley Siobhan Boomgaard
- Noah Danielle Boonstra
- Alexxie Lynne Borrell
- Alexis Ellen Bowman
- Amanda Beth Brock
- Mitchell Patrick Burke
- Lily Alexandra Burkhardt
- Jordan Lee Carlson
- Taylor Rae Carlson
- Natalie Christine Charron
- Megan Leigh Ciem
- Brandy Lee Coates
- Iyana Danielle Coobs
- Mackenzie Lee Combs
- Molly Joy Costantino
- Olivia Michelle Custer
- Zachary Bray Davis
- Erin Elizabeth Debono
- Jasmine Amyle Dettloff
- Olivia Nicole Dinkins
- Lauren Marie Dix
- Erynne Camille Dixon
- Kendall Airlines Leann Droste
- Justin Bryan Duby
- Emily Grace Dudlets
- Margaret Kay Duisterhof
- Mariana El-Tawil
- Leyla Erhan
- Madison Tyler Evans
- Elizabeth Daisy Fernau
- Larifa Kristen Ferrie
- Scott Theodore Fletcher
- Sophia Fortino Franklin
- Taylor Diane Gerkin
- Sarah Elizabeth Gesik
- Aditi Prasanna Ghanekar
- Andrew Duncan Graham
- Jiaying Gu
- Ravin McChaela Hardaway
- Gurleen Gina Harisinghani
- Katlyn Louise Hemp
- Joseph William Hogeboom
- Emma Noelle Israels
- Caitlyn Anne Jamieson
- Abigail Therese Joritz
- Doona Jung
- Natalie Lyric Kago
- Ilke Kavusturan
- Claire Catherine Kelly
- Gabrielle Therese Kindig
- Jeannie Marie Klaczynski
- Riley Elizabeth Kluck
- Macy Renee Laririere
- Kejing Li
- Zidong Li
- Kailyn Nicole Lindskog
- Xiaoyan Liu
- Samantha R. Lupo
- Jordyn Traci Marshall
- Taylor Anne Matlock
- Amber Rose Mayrand
- Michaela Camille McCully
- Dustin R. McKimmy
- Ryan C. McLean
- Caitlin M. Meredith
- Aditi Mittal
- DeShawnae LaChelle Moore
- Samantha Lynn Mosher
- Morgan Rae Mowry
- Adeline Grace Nelson
- Erica Bryanna Newby
- Ashley Marie Nuzio
- Katie Anne O’Malley
- Sydney Marie Ostafin
- Sydney Alexis Padgett
- Camryn Elle Paladino
- Jinglin Pan
- Amanda Nicole Papo
- Alexandra Julia Pawlaczky
- Danielle Nicole Petras
- Sylwia Joanna Piskorowski
- Isabella Rose Polizotto
- Angelina Giuseppe Raco
- Delia Rebecca Raymond
- Austin James Richards
- Alison Drew Richter
- Hannah Marie Roll
- Felicity Roman Pelvas
- Nicole Christine Ross
- Taylor Sutter Schmid
- Calle Ann Shannon
- Sparha Sharma
- Amber Venia Silva
- Keaton Grey Smith
- Madeline Therese Smith
- Abigail Gilberta Solis-Almaguer
- Megan Aimée Southworth
- Lauren Paige Spicer
- Donald Arthur Stewart IV
- Kieyana Shantell Stewart
- Caroline Bekman Strauss
- Jenne Marie Stibple
- Grace Marie Sweeten
- Gervon Dijlas Tucker
- Taylor Michelle Unrath
- Al-Nisa Imoni Mesha Vaughan
- Kayla Michele Walker
- Alyssa Nicole Waters
- Emily E. Watson
- Olivia Marie Whitney
- Anna Lyn Wierda
- Hayli Autumn Wilcox
- Tamira Alana Williams
- Ziang Xie
- Mackenzie Taylor Young
- Tasha Lashon Young
- Yuxin Zhang
- Bofeng Zhao
- Kristen Melynn Zylka

Public Policy
- Imani A. Cole
- Natalie Patricia Kalass
- Brooke Juliet LaDouceur
- Kevin James McKerr
- Grace St.Claire Morton
- Jenna Lynn Rainey
- Fatima Saeed
- Andrew Joseph Sevic
College of Social Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Social Work
Aja Mykell Bagley
Jasmine Alyce Bailey
Lesley Marie Bell
Divino I. Briseño
Nikeba Brown-Joseph
Holly McMasters Cusick
Ashley Amber Draper
H* Madeline Suzanne Elliott
Grace Ann Ellul
** Sophia Saige Epstein
Katherine Marie Fedurek
Lily Giancaspro
Clayton Hayes Gilbert
Torianna Toyneice Gorden
Olivia Manuela Hinterman
Caroline Mae Hodge
Mary G. Howard
Alexis Chantelle Johnson
Amanda Louise Johnson
Tyler Lauryn Jones
Caroline Talada Khombe
Eugene Kim
Alyssa Marie King
Joel Michael Kotyk
Erin Kathleen Kramer
Sophia I. Meidt
Brianna Jacalyn-Renee Monaghan
Idalia Miyume Moore
Suong Anh Nguyen
Erica Ann Rand
*Caledandra J. Reichel
Patrick Weaver Reichel
Michel Adreana Rein
Kailyn Rose Richards
H Britanni Shaniece Ricks
Keith Martin Rodgers Sr.

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anthropology
H* Haley Nicole Alligeyer
Kelsey Renee Detoledo
* Rebekah Anne Dobski
Isabella Green
* Savannah Renea Holcombe
Andana Michele Irving
H Emily Rose Loder
Caroline Nguyen
Samantha Jane Ott
H*** Aliana Miri Schwartz
* Ahmer Semna
Emma Ann Verlinden

Economics
Max Hanback Brenner
Alexander R. Doyle
Yanfei Du
* Alison Paige Ferer
Mallory Anne Gault
H* Maura Michael Glynn
Qiting Guan
Mengdongxue Han
Ayane Hasegawa
Stefan Dudiak Huebner
Danish Jain
Babur Kocaoglu
Seunghyun Kong
* Wenquan Lai
* Zewei Li
Kyle Benedict MacLean
Nicholas Matthew Marini
H* Hailey Rose McDonald
Michael David Milne
Daniel Franklin Moore
H* Jack Henry Mueller
Alana Nicole Nickman

Human Development and Family Studies
Matthew Allen Beck
Kailie Nicole Bowen
Lauren Destiny Bowens
Brianna Marie Calderon
* Meghan Aileen Donovan
Deasia Kiara Eason
Madison Clare Gietzen
Lindsay Paige Hall
Tiffany Sierra Hudson
Imani Michelle Jefferson
Kaitlynn Megan Kibble
Lisa Bethia Leal
Amari Cheyenne Lee
Chelsea Nicole Lewis
Mallory Marie Macksoud
Elin Elizabeth Redmond
Talundra C. Royal

Psychology
Avery Claire Allen
* Dania Rashid Alsabeh
Alexis Shawntel Amos
Ar’Brianna C. Anthony-Baker
Elise Lauryn Antieau
Maia Nicole Vanderheide
Baldwin
Kelsey Lynne Barbato
** Madison Catherine Bartula
Autumn Bascon-O’Connell
Samantha Janie Bass
Ireland Kennedy Bebee
H Kayla Kim Behm
Adrian Alice DeBellus
Rachel Marie Beining
H** Himali Bhandari
Marissa Ashley Bollinger
Catana Alisse Brooks
* Anannah Kathleen Brown

Sociology
Clarence Earl Abby IV
Aaron Ari Burbridge
Reid Laurence Burton
Nicole Rene Carlsone
* Rico Trevon De Mario Curley

Eyerusalem Fezum
Toby Charles Gebben
* Daisy Lee Genson
Quintyn Storm Harrison
Sean DeAndre Hodges II
Rachel Paige Kircus
Brittany Lauren Malaga
Imani Janee Mitchell
Matthew Okaiye
Samiksha Prakash
Alante Lajuan Thomas
Yixin Xu

World Politics
* Andrea Nicole Bair
Mia Ashley Hilliard
Chidendum Nnachaehe Nweze
* Marc Wagner

Economic Geography
H* Benjamin Nicholas Andrews
Heather Nicole Hoeve
Andrew John Kline
Mitchell Joseph Knedgen
Rachel Louise Martell
Ketelelo Moapare
Yancy Yarnell Wingard II

Environmental Geography
Nicholas Robert Collevichio
** Taylor Scott Dudley
Davney Holley
Alexis Rae McGuire
Dalton J. McKinstry

Geographic Information Science
Ava Camille Gawel
Chase Sanderson Haverberg
Daniel John Hickey
* Ryan Nicholas Snider

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science
Wenrui An
Anthony Ching
Elise Thresa Dishman
Karsan Monette Dzierwa
Eva Joy Fink
Taylor Paije Henderson
Sabrina Y. Kao
Maria Lamena Knott
Alvaro Mercado
Lillian Grayce Meyer
Alyssa Marie Morse
Nathan John Peterson
Alexandria Rose Trosko
Treven Jamar Vaughn
Asia P’Trece Walker
Jazmine Patrice Walker
Rebecca Leigh Woodbury
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DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Psychology (cont.)

Sarah Anne Kajdasz
Amy Kalaja
Alyssa Kaminski
Madelyn Mariyah Karoub
Carolyn Grace King
Babar Kocaoglu
Benjamin C. Kohlmeier
Fanwen Kong
Taylor Marie Konwinski
H Brooke Allison Kraeszig
H** Patricia Kathryn Krause
Luke D’Hondt Lastella
Kelsey Alexandra Lee
Claire Gao Li
H** Annika Lee Linzmeier
Meredith Ann Luebs
Madalyn Celine Mackowski
A. Meister
H* Nathan Lucas Meram
Ramsey Mark Mishack
Samantha Ann Maria Monacelli
Kaylee Ann Mullen
Erika J. Nagel
H* Andrea Sarah Patsalis
Airin LaShawn Pearson
Nellie Josephine Pence
Rachel M. Pham
Jasmine N. Porter
Antonia Nicole Poulos
Sarah M. Rabine
Zainab Raza
Adrian Paige Rizqallah
Sophie Lynn Roeder
Maya Isabella Rosen
Ethan Nicholas Round
Lauren Nicole Ruttenberg
Max David Sandler
H Morgan Marie Sanford
H** Emily Marie Saxon
** Jaclyn Ann Schutzbach
H* Julia Sedatole
Maria-Louise Elizabeth Smith
Kamila Iman Stephens
Daniel Douglas Stone
Danielle Marie Sullivan
H* Jordan Michelle Swigart
H Brianna LaShon Thomas
Jaiyah Thompson
Alexis Gabrielle Turner
Robert Kristo Vangel
Madison Brooke Waters
* Mackenzie Kate White
* Kaylie Alexis Williams
Mark Sijuade Williams
Celeste Elisabeth Worley
Qin Xia
Xiaoqin Yan
* Hannah Grace Yestrepsky
** Yuxuan Zhang
Emma Layne Zichi
Erica Lynn Zuniga

Sociology

Bethany Rose Chiero
Thomas Peter Kwiatkowski

Urban and Regional Planning

Abdulla Sultan Obaid Al Zaabi
Samuel Brasher Burtlick
Wei-Han Chen
Khalil D. Davis
Nathaniel Joseph DeRoos
* Jason Lee Derry
Dingning Du
Kailey Guan
Steven Richard Hemgesberg
Margaret Yuemeixin Huntley
Wesley S. Kouza
Lauren Henderson Marshall
Jared A. Maurant-Bonney
Sax Avery Morgan
Lejla Poljak
Kelsie Elizabeth Stuber
Meng Wang
Kaijun Wen
Birgit Puschner, Dean

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Veterinary Technology
Melissa Ann Brick
Olivia Mary Crummitt
Autumn Rose Granger
Zoe Lisen Hicks

Emily Ann Jean
Erin Lynn Johnson
Kathleen Dora Krane
Rebecca Kathleen Leroy

Molly June Mora
Samantha Nicole Orban
Nicole Elizabeth Picchi
Bryanna Marie Porter

Sarah Ryann Shafer
Sarah Louise Strohschein
Ashlee Elisabeth Webster
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RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

AEROSPACE STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisitions</th>
<th>Dylan Mrla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combat Systems Officer</td>
<td>Ryan Hermes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting</td>
<td>Logan Guenthardt, Stephanie Richey, Rowan Thom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CORPS Developmental Engineer
Sean DePalma, Brian Walrad

Health Professions Scholarship Recipient
Gregory Olsen

Logistics Readiness
Benjamin Miller

Missile Operations
Matthew Hebert

Pilot
Tyler Blythe, Cameron Cochran, Caylen Dyni, Collin Reed, Jacob Simon

MILITARY SCIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Caitlin Marie Hebert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army Nurse Corps</td>
<td>Jessica Marie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Dieu Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation</td>
<td>Terrance Wayne Grant Law, Genevieve Maryann Martin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chemical Corps
Celeste Elisabeth Worley

Corps of Engineers
Michael Zachary Osaer, Jennifer Elizabeth Pozanc, Joseph Allen Santangelo

Field Artillery
Nicholas Russell Lake, Andrew Patrick Zuhl

Infantry
+ Jackson Frederick Friend, Jacob Pierre Nahed, Alexander Fritz Strang, Carl Davis Young
+ Distinguished Military Graduate
++ Distinguished Military Graduate

Medical Service
Alexander Scott Bradshaw, Angelica Rose Parker, Jeremy Isaiah Stass

Military Intelligence
+ Matthew John Bednaski, Jonah Levi Grand

Military Police Corps
Lucy Faye Ammerman, William Lawrence Kenney

Transportation Corps
+ Gavin Bernard Hubbard

Unassigned
John Walter Holly, Callista Jadwiga Keller, Johannah Elizabeth McCarty, Madison Brooke Waters

These students have completed their Reserve Officers Training Corps education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army.

+ Distinguished Military Graduate  ++ Distinguished Military Graduate
GRADUATE DEGREES AND GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

- Notable discoveries include homogenization of milk and the anticancer drug cisplatin
- *U.S. News & World Report* ranks MSU first in the nation for the last 22 years for graduate programs in elementary and secondary education
- *U.S. News & World Report* ranks MSU first in the nation for graduate programs in nuclear physics, organizational psychology, and rehabilitation counseling
- MSU was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, a more than $700 million facility that will advance understanding of rare nuclear isotopes and the evolution of the cosmos and provide research opportunities for scientists and students from around the globe

DOCTORAL DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Welcome
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

*America the Beautiful* (Lyrics, page 12)

Presentation of Keynote Speaker
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

Address
Iwan Syahril
Director General of Teachers and Education Personnel
Ministry of Education and Culture
The Republic of Indonesia

Remarks
The Honorable Dianne Byrum, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Acknowledgements
Teresa K. Woodruff, Provost

Conferring of Degrees
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

Concluding Remarks
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

*Alma Mater* (Lyrics, page 12)

Graduate Names
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Doctoral Degree Ceremony

IWAN SYAHRIL

MSU alumnus Iwan Syahril is Director General for Teachers and Education Personnel in Indonesia’s Ministry of Education and Culture. He earned his dual-major Ph.D. from the College of Education in 2016 in curriculum, instruction and teacher education and in educational policy. He has written that his work is defined by the search for understanding about what it takes to produce high-quality teaching and learning for all students, in which having quality teachers is the main component. His special focus is preservice and beginning teacher development, and the sense-making of policy agents in comparative and international education contexts.

Dr. Syahril champions student-centered education, which he sees as a pathway for Indonesia, the globe’s fourth-most-populous nation with nearly 270 million residents, to become a stronger country.

In Indonesia, he established the Center for Education and Policy Studies, an independent research institute.

Today, he oversees policy for three million public and private school teachers and education personnel. In that sprawling, diverse nation, he pursues a reform agenda of decentralization, teacher support and student focus.
**DOCTORAL DEGREES**

**Educational Leadership**
- Kelly Alice Anderson
- Jessica Lee Bilodeau
- Christopher Dale-Anthony Cadogan
- Sirrtha Renna Darby
- Monica Jean DeGarmo
- Angela Lynn Hards
- Kenneth Wayne Horne Jr.
- Johnita Rae Porter
- Major Professor: C. Torres

**Educational Leadership (cont.)**
- J. Yun & M. Usiak
- K. Cooper-Stein & J. Yun
- T. Venzant Chambers & J. Phelps-Moultrie
- J. Yun & M. Usiak
- C. Torres
- C. Torres
- Major Professor: Todd Andrew Stevens

**Music Performance**
- Mengyao Zhao
- Qian Zhao
- Z. Tang
- Z. Tang
- R. Lorenz
- L. Goeringer
- D. Rayl
- K. Sedatole
- D. Rayl
- K. Sedatole
- D. Berlinski
- D. Moriarty
- R. Sherman
- J. Luloff
- M. Wang
- G. Dease
- M. Kroth
- Adam Edward Graham
- Christian Tyler Green
- Nicholas James Hudak
- Hui-Yi Kao
- Hee Jeong Kim
- Hyemin Kim
- Dimitri Kristalinsky
- Eun Sol Lee
- Connor James Mikula
- Sohyun Moon
- Stefania Neumann
- Ying-Li Pan
- William Carter Smith
- Zaikuan Song
- Qian Tang
- Jadiyan F. Tarver
- Jamel Tavazde
- Colton Lee Wansitler
- Felipe Pedro Weiczorek Villas Boas
- Nathan C. Wood
- Saeyeoel Yi
- Chong Zheng
- Yan Zheng
- A. Ordman
- M. Kroth
- R. Fracker
- E. Nowlin
- M. Shevchencko
- D. Moriarty
- M. Shevchencko
- I. Wang
- J. Luloff
- D. Moriarty
- R. Sherman
- Y. Lam
- D. Rayl
- F. Fracker
- D. Moriarty
- M. Rucker
- D. Moriarty
- R. Sherman
- P. Sinder
- D. Berlinski
- M. Shevchencko
- D. Moriarty

**Nursing Practice**
- Lauren Jean Carpenter
- Mariam M. Cheaib
- Andrew David Deschaine
- Hunter Sue Jurecki
- Rachel Marie Justice
- Elysha Ann Keener
- Major Professor: L. Simons
- D. Hershey
- L. Simons
- M. Smania
- J. Iseler
- K. Schrader
- Nursing Practice (cont.)
- L. Keilman
- J. Iseler
- R. Conner-Warren
- A. Sheehan
- L. Keilman
- P. Crane
- P. Crane

**Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics**
- Takashi Miyahara
- Qi Tian
- Danielle Jayne Ufer
- Asa Watten
- Major Professor: A. Adelaja
- J. Zhao
- D. Ortega Newman
- S. Anderson

**Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics (cont.)**
- Major Professor: Josephat Koima

**Animal Science**
- Logan R. Thompson

**Anthropology**
- Alexandra Organek Conell
- Edward James Glayzer
- Anna Christina Martinez-Hume
- Jeffrey Matthew Painter
- Major Professor: J. O’Gorman

**Asian American and African Studies**
- Clarence George III
- Jaiuan Jahn Maefield

**Economics and Economics**
- Major Professor: M. Muyanga

**Major Professor**
- J. Rowntree

**Major Professor**
- J. O’Gorman
- A. Louie
- L. Hunt
- J. O’Gorman
Astrophysics and Astronomy
Carl Edward Fields Jr.

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Evan Russell Angelos
Quynh Van Duong

Biosystems Engineering and Environmental Science and Policy
Ryan Michael Julien

Business Administration
Xiaoyun Zheng

Cell and Molecular Biology
Donghee Hoh

Chemical Engineering
Qian Chen

Chemistry
Lucas Eric Aebersold
Katherine Louise Childers
Yigitcan Eken
Jia Gao
Morgan Kaylee Geiger
Shuyao Lang
Corbin Kelsay Livingston
Rachele Lubeckyj
Iliai Magoulas
Md Shafaaat Al Mehedi
Nathan Watwood
Matthew Woodhouse

Chicano/Latino Studies and Sociology
Christian Valentin Ramirez

Civil Engineering
Shafkat Alam Khan
Puneet Kumar
Roya Solhimizaei
Steven York Stapleton
Lijiang Xu

Communication
Arram Bae
Brandon Maxwell Walling
Xiaodi Yan

Communication Arts and Sciences-
Media and Information Studies
Nasser Nka N. AlMutairi

Communicative Sciences and Disorders
David Scott Ford

Community Sustainability
Ebenezer Offei Ansah
Patricia Ann McKay

Community Sustainability and
Environmental Science and Policy
Noleen Rutendo Chikowore

Comparative Medicine and
Integrative Biology
Paulo Alex Machado Carneiro

Computer Science
Garrick Richard Brazil
Debayan Deb

Major Professor
S. Couch

Major Professor
F. Brandizzi
J. Bazil

Major Professor
J. Mitchell-Davis
A. Kirca
D. Kramer
W. Lai
A. Wilson
S. Liddick
A. Wilson
X. Huang
D. Spence
X. Huang
G. Blanchard
L. Sun
P. Piecuch
J. Tepe
P. Mantica & W. Mittig
J. McCusker
B. Mullan
B. Cetin
V. Kodur
V. Kodur
T. Gates
W. Lu
J. Meng
S. Smith
M. Bresnahan
S. Alhabash
D. Deliyski
M. Kaplowitz
L. Schmitt Olabisi
J. Kerr
J. Kaneene
X. Liu
A. Jain

Computer Science (cont.)
Joshua James Engelsma
Sixue Gong
Yaojie Liu
Duong Ngoc Nguyen
Yichun Shi
Thomas Sydney Swearingen

Computer Science and Ecology,
Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Alexander Michael Lalejini

Criminal Justice
Michelle L. Malkin

Crop and Soils Sciences
Alexia Maria Elizabeth Wilcombe

Crop and Soils Sciences and Ecology,
Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Jaron D. Adkins

Curriculum, Instruction, and Teacher Education
Erin Anne Bronstein
Brian Scott Durham
Samuel Lucas Evalt
Tamara J. Heck
Alba Isabel Lamar
Rachel Anne Larimore
Peter Matthias Nelson
Christina Maria Ponzio
Krista R. Surratt
Christie Morrison Thomas
Xuejie Yang

Curriculum, Instruction, and Teacher Education
and Policy
Craig Anthony Kohn

Economics
Jeonghwan Choi
Christian James Cox
Yunni Deng
Timothy R. Moreland
Cody Taylor Orr
Bhavna Rai
Giacomo Romanini
Anna C. Terkelsen
Nikolay Ushakov
Christopher Luke Watson

Education Policy
Tanner Santiago Delpier

Educational Policy
Dirk Frederick Zuschlag

Educational Psychology and
Educational Technology
Swati Mehta
Paul N. Reimer
Michelle Kimberly Smith Ware
Kenneth Bret Staudt Willet

Electrical Engineering
Yasir Khudhair Al-Nadawi
Maria L. Castañó
Thassyo da Silva Pinto

GRADUATES / CANDIDATES
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Electrical Engineering (cont.)
Ramón D. Díaz
Vincens Pellumb Gjokaj
Asif Iqbal
Pratap Bhanu Solanki
Heyu Yin
Xiao Zeng

Environmental Engineering
Hongyu Dang
Seyed Mohammadreza Heidari

Environmental Geosciences and Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Lindsay Irene Putman

Fisheries and Wildlife
Amanda Catherine Dolinski
Christopher Daniel Henderson
Claire Frances Hoffmann
Christopher Lee Hoving
Katelyn Beth Shank King
Chad R. Williamson

Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Andrew John Dennhardt

Fisheries and Wildlife and Environmental Science and Policy
So-Jung Youn

Food Science
Bosco Jean Shingiro

Food Science-Environmental Toxicology
Nikita Saha Turna

Forestry and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Clarice Marie Esch

Genetics
Katerina Sibala Lay-Pruitt

Geography
Pouyan Hatami
Aaron Giusti
Zihan Lin
Wei Liu

Geography and Environmental Science and Policy
Qiong Zhang

Geological Sciences
Major Professor
Benjamin Lee Brugman
Mingda Lyu

Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education
Kristy Chene Dumont
Kayon Alecia Hall
Charles Jackson III
Sapna Naik
Trina Lynn Van Schyndel

Hispanic Cultural Studies
Jose Adrian Badillo Carlos

Major Professor
T. Grotjohn
I. Papapolymerou & P. Chahal
P. Zhang
X. Tan
A. Mason
M. Zhang
A. Cupples
A. Anctil
G. Roloff
K. Cheruvil
H. Campa
G. Roloff
L. Bourquin
F. Wu
R. Kobe
H. Takahashi
L. Luo
K. Dahlin
J. Qi
A. Ligmann-Zielinska
S. Grady
S. Dorfman
S. Dorfman
M. Amey
L. Gonzales
R. Shahjahan
K. Renn
M. Amey
M. Amey
M. Gomphos
S. Dorfman
M. Amey
L. Gonzales
R. Shahjahan
K. Renn
M. Amey

History
Joseph M. Bradshaw
Amanda Lynn Brewer
Ryan Alexander Huey

Human Development and Family Studies
Shizhu Liu
Debra Lynn Miller
Morgan Ellese PettyJohn

Information and Media
Weiyue Chen
Abdulaziz A. Mugaddam

Integrative Biology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Darren Charles Incorvaia
Cory Kohn

K-12 Educational Administration
Alounso Antonio Gilzene

Kinesiology
Thomas Brian Birchmeier
William Pastors Burghardt
Madison Caroline Chandler
Ashley Nicole Triplett
Emily Marie Wright

Materials Science and Engineering
David Hernández Escobar
Natalia Pajares Chamorro
Wanyue Peng
Zhuowen Zhao

Mechanical Engineering
Cyrus Ashok Arupratan Atis
Erik Jacob Brown
Korey Robert Cook

Mechanical Engineering and Computational Mathematics, Science, and Engineering
Mehdi Samiee

Media and Information Studies
Hana Na

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Jose Alexandre Rodrigues

Music Education
Amy Belinda Lewis
Jessica Rae McKiernan
Colleen Bartimoccia McNickle

Neuroscience
Natasha Marie Mercado-Iidziak

Nursing
Patricia Marie West

Packaging
Alyssa Lee Harben
Cory Jay Wilson

Major Professor
W. Hawthorne III
N. Wake
M. Stamm
D. Qin
A. Blow
H. McCauley
E. Thorson
E. Thorson
F. Dyer
J. Smith
T. Venzant Chambers
C. Kuenze
K. Pfeiffer
M. Pontifex
C. Kuenze
D. Gould
C. Warren
J. Smith
H. Schock
N. Mueller
A. Benard
M. Zayernouri
E. Thorson
S. Manning
J. Hess
J. Hess
R. Shaw
K. Collier
G. Wyatt
L. Bix
L. Bix

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Physics
Justin Edward Browne
Kuan-yu Lin
Joseph Andrew Lundeen II
Sara Ayoub Miskovich
Alicia Rae Palmisano
Ivan Pogrebnyak
Debra Elizabeth Richman
David Alberto Tarazona
Adrian Weisskopf

Major Professor
J. Linnemann
R. Schwienhorst
K. Tollefson
H. Schatz
A. Spyrou
J. Huston
A. Spyrou
M. Berz
M. Berz

Major Professor
Justin Edward Browne
Kuan-yu Lin
Joseph Andrew Lundeen II
Sara Ayoub Miskovich
Alicia Rae Palmisano
Ivan Pogrebnyak
Debra Elizabeth Richman
David Alberto Tarazona
Adrian Weisskopf

Physiology
Jennifer Leticia Watts

Planning, Design and Construction
Ahmed Said AlHajri
Azad Majeed Hassan Hassan
Gina Marcella Jackson

Major Professor
Jennifer Leticia Watts

Plant Biology
Joelyn de Lima

Plant Biology and Ecology,
Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Christopher Russell Warneke
Scott Matthew Warner

Major Professor
Joelyn de Lima

Plant Breeding, Genetics and
Biotechnology-Crop and Soil Sciences
Natalie Raissa Kaiser

Plant Breeding, Genetics and
Biotechnology-Horticulture
Keivan Bahmani Sr.
Songwen Zhang

Major Professor
Natalie Raissa Kaiser

Plant Pathology
Mikaela R. Breunig
Rosni R. Kharadi

Major Professor
M. Berz
M. Berz

Psychology
Karís Casagrande
Danielle M. Gardner
Samantha M. Schires
Sara Taylor Stacy

Rehabilitation Counselor Education
Jorem Emmillian Awadu
Rosanne Renauer

Rhetoric and Writing Major Professor
Jack Andrew Hennes
Rachel Renee Robinson
Ja’La Janice Wourman

Second Language Studies
Mashael Saad A. Algana

Sociology Major Professor
Jennifer Carman Lai
Jihan Abdullah Mohammed
Yan Zhang

Statistics
Peide Li
Zihuan Liu

Sustainable Tourism and Protected
Area Management
Teguh Amor Patria
Jung Hee Yu

Zoology and Ecology, Evolutionary
Biology and Behavior
Savvas J. Constantinou

Political Science
Stephen Edward Anderson
Nicolas Dimitri Tewfik Bichay
Zuhailb Sheikh Mahmood

Major Professor
J. Conroy-Krutz
C. Houle
B. Appel & M. Colaresi

Major Professor
B. Ingersoll
A. Ryan
S. Burt
I. Acevedo

Major Professor
K. Lee
M. Leahy

Major Professor
D. Devoss
T. Long Smith
W. Hart-Davidson

Major Professor
D. Hardison

Major Professor
T. Maiti
T. Maiti

Major Professor
S. Marquart-Pyatt &
S. Shuster
C. Broman
H. Liu

Major Professor
K. Chung
J. Cha

Major Professor
J. Gallant
Thomas D. Jeitschko, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of The Graduate School

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEGREE OF EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

School Psychology
   Mikeyla Suzanne-Benzinger Agopian
   Katherine Mariada Grenan
   Sarah Marie Musson
   Kathryn Virginia-Tuthill Numbers

Educational Specialist Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021
MASTER’S DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Welcome
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 12)

Presentation of Keynote Speaker
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

Address
Ray Scott
President and Chief Executive Officer
Lear Corporation
Southfield, Michigan

Remarks
The Honorable Dianne Byrum, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Acknowledgements
Teresa K. Woodruff, Provost

Conferring of Degrees
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

Concluding Remarks
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., President

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 12)

Graduate Names
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Master's Degree Ceremony

RAY SCOTT

Ray Scott is president and CEO of Southfield-based Lear Corp., a global automotive technology leader in seating and electrical systems. He is responsible for the strategic direction and operational leadership of the company.

He earned his bachelor's degree in economics from the University of Michigan and an Executive MBA from MSU's Eli Broad College of Business. Underscoring his belief in the value of continuing education, he has also completed executive programs at Stanford University and the Wharton School of Business.

He started at Lear in 1988 and has held a number of positions in Europe and America. Lear is listed by Fortune magazine among its "World's Most Admired Companies." It has embraced sustainability and diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives. It has also responded to the pandemic both by working to ensure the safety of its employees and to support its community.

Mr. Scott sits on the Detroit Regional Partnership board, the Detroit Economic Club board, the Kettering University Board of Trustees and the Broad College Alumni Board. He is also a member of Business Leaders for Michigan.
Master’s Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Ronald L. Hendrick, Dean

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Education
Samantha Jo Ludlam

Environmental Design
Jonah Matthew Hayes
Paige X. O’Keefe

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics
Christina Elizabeth Biedny
Gregory Luke Boudreaux
Caitlin Brooke Lineback
Paul Chimuka Samboko
Carolina Maria Teresa Vargas

Animal Science
Ariana Nicole Negreiro

Biosystems Engineering
Nathan Daniel Dickinson
Fahmi Dwilaksono
Henry James Frost
Andrew Francis Ott
Adam John Smerigan
Jacob Carter Wright

Community Sustainability
Aimee Ann Buckley
Jessica Alex Crawford
Jennifer Anne Gerhart
Manasi Mishra
Linnea Grace Vicari

Construction Management
Ahamed Abdul Azeez
Sree Lekshmi Anilkumar
Harsh Bakliwal
Mark Arend Daniels
Rajashree Dilip Jagtap
Amar Bajrao Mali
Nishchay Pidiha

Crop and Soil Sciences
Kalvin Mark Canfield
Adam Louis Conetine
Ryan Lee Farmer
Brian Wan Liang
Kaleb Arnold Ortner
Allyson Maureen Rumler
Christian Raymond Terwillegar

Entomology
Brianna Joy Aired
Colin Patrick Bailey
Jennifer Zavalinskaya

Fisheries and Wildlife
Aimee Rae Baier
Samantha Jane Betances

Food Science
Wei-Ting Chiang
Srishti

Horticulture
Madeleine N. Dubelko
Michael Abraham Metiva
Daniel Murphey Priddy

Packaging
Jacob Walter-Roe Bahlau
Snehal Vasant Bhor
Eric Joseph Valdecanas
Esther
Akhil Sai Konda
Jennifer Le
Chemere L. Mathis
Aditya Krishna Nair
Madhumitha Natarajan
Jinhi Tao
Tingyu Yuan

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Biotechnology-Crop and Soil Sciences
William Lee Behling
El Jaheeel Hugghis
Selena Rosalia Lopez
William Clayton Thomas Reck
Blake P. Trygestad
Jonathan Dubau Turkus
Melissa Ann Winchester

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Biotechnology-Plant Biology
Sarah Lee

Plant Pathology
Madison Raeann Dobbins
Bryan Ray Rennick
Brice Michael Stine
Kerry Ann Vermeulen

Sustainable Tourism and Protected Area Management
Astri Briliyanti
Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Arts and Cultural Management
Ryan Christopher Duda
Julia Paige Sager
Colton Lee Wansitter

Digital Rhetoric and Professional Writing
Nicole Rae Adams
Benjamin Vern Dougherty
Allison Elizabeth McLary
Gabriela Margarita Morales Medina
Rosa Tobin
Jessi Taylor Wright

Foreign Language Teaching
Joshua Slade Brown
Rebecca Lynn Diaz
Kaleigh Joy Doan
Trisha Jean Funk
Chelsea P. Gordon
Jenelle Monetta Henry-Blackman
Eda Katherine Morlock
Charlotte Lynn Nevin

French
Patricia Alberte Servais

German Studies
Christopher Michael Fleming
Daniel Thomas Nemeth
Abigail M. Schmid

Hispanic Literatures
Margaret Greiner Kennedy

Linguistics
Darby Morgan Grachek

Literature in English
Lauren M. Crawford

Spanish as a Second or Bilingual Language
Martiniano Etchart
Maria Laura Zalazar

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Elizabeth Grace Ablan
Kyle John Hess
Xue Li
Haichi Lu
Tamoha Binte Siddiqui
Ran Su
Valentinus Sikone Taslulu Jr.
Megan Grace Walsh

DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Theatre
Cameron Michael Chase
Sharon Rebecca Combs

Kevin Daniel Craig
Darah D'Olimpio Donaher
Grace Elizabeth Foiles

Eloy Francisco Gómez
Orfila
Claire Elizabeth Wilcher
Aziza Abdrabo-Larson
Fawad Hassan Abid
Mohammad Adnan Alam
Asma Saed Ali
Jennifer Lyn Amori
Brennan Kenfield Andrews
Eric David Aten
Muhammad Talal Azam
Sanchir-Erdene Baatarzorig
Amanda Grimm Barnhart
Luke Barton
Sebastian Barton
Yusef Allie Bazzy
Shanna Bell
Daniel Gordon Benson
Marco Bernabucci
Scott Robert Black
Karim Ricardo Blake
Shayna Leigh Blase
Bianca Eva Bouchonnet
Lindsey Anne Brisson
Alleya Regine Broner
Corey Allen Brown
Christine L. Burgener
Melissa G. Burns
Marco Cesar Carrillo-Zuniga
Yu-Chieh Chang
Danielle Chatman
Diana Chen
Dheepal Singh Chhabra
Elisina Hope Cipcic
Matthew Cohn
David Jerome Colletti
David John Congdon
Ashley Day
Christiane Dutra de Araujo
Erica Danielle Deller
Carla Dey
Sajal Dhiman
Zhijun Dong
Breton Dorman
Antoine Dashawn Douglas
Zachary Dow
Jason Whitney Durrett
Jennifer L. Dyer
Caroline C. Edwards
Cory Eisenhard
Aaron David Engwis
Gabriel Escudero
Joseph Sabre Esho
Bryan John Eubank
Damon Allen Faber
Colin Meade Fitzgerald
Joseph Lawrence Fitzhugh
Brian W. Flahie
Ryan Michael Fox
Brandon Lee Frederick
David Richard Galant
Sahil Garg
Jennifer Monique Giannangeli
Shamille Lewis Goins
Lucas R. Gordon
Lucas Chieus Gosser
Tina Grab
Jason James Grup
Rana A. Haimout
Kelsey Leigh Haines
Kyle William Harke
Taylor J. Hatz
Kaitlyn Bess Hermes
Alyssa Ann Hernandez
Justin Clayton Hill
Brian Matthew Hogle
Justin James Huyser
Danish Iqbal
Justin Lance Isaacs
Lucia Gabriela Jimenez De La Pena
Steven deReyna Jones
Pankaj Maheshrao Joshi
Trevor Kaufman
Navneet Kaur
Kenneth Samuel Kayser
Charles Patrick Kelly
Robert Alvin Kercher II
Simon Kerr
Katherine Marie Klein
Mindy Elise Kline
James Frederick Knapp
Ishwardeep S. Kohli
Dinkar Dattatray Kokje
Anujesh Kumar
David Edward Lau
Brad David Laura
Jerry E. Lean
Aaron J. Lilly
Nicholas David Lochner
Marc Anthony Loding
Chaoyu Esther Ma
Michael Anthony Mansouri
Tracy Marie Marks
Kyle Michael Martin
Frank Martinez
Sarah Ashley Mauragis
Lea Marija Mavar
Corey McCaigue
Wade Thomas McDermaid
Nicholas D. Michalisko
Bryan Evan Mittelstaedt
Amir Mohindra
Bailey Nicole Mollitor
Valerie Gisele Monjanel
David Myzienksi
Ryan Naudi
Cody Jackson Nihem
Adebimpe Olumayowa Omole
Hitarth Urmesh Parmar
Meehika Patel
Dewayne Pickett
Raymond Golden Podvin
Joshua Edward Pozan
Sultan Hani Giblawi
Noah Radtke
Karthik Rai
Shraddha Ghanshyam
Rangnekar
Stephanie Marie Rao
Kacy R. Reed
Stephanie Lynn Reinert
Chelsi Elizabeth Riordan
Erica Rochana
Dominic Ronchetto
Michael Robert Rose
Marc Adam Rosenbrock
Christopher Kidd Royle
Jared Michael Ruiz
Naman Runga
Robert Justin Rutkowski
David Christopher Rzeszutko
Cory W. Sackett
Majed Sarra
Bradley John Chester Sauchak
Sugandhi Sawhney
Brett Schubring
Rebecca Marie Seitz
Rahul Sethi
Joseph Lawrence Shelata
Amit Udayan Sheth
Haiyan Shi
Juventino Sida
Shashank Singh
Bjorn Anthony Skogen
Denzel R. Smith
Mohsen Soleimani
Hunter Parrish Spencer
Savannah Jean Spencer
Matthew Srednicki
Xiaofei Sun
Abigail M. Swanson
Christopher Taylor
Frank Joseph Taylor
Trent N. Thiry
Zayn H. Thompson
Bennett Charles Thomson
Mehul K. Tolia
Gloria Christine Trothen
Sherzod Usmanov
Andrew Michael Valade
Jordan van Rassel
Leslie Yaritza Vazquez
Deeksha Vimmadisetti
Brian J. Volz
Umang Wadhwa
Michael Gregory Wallace
Fangfang Wang
Phillip Marcus Weber
Kurt Wehner
Eric Weinstein
Garrett Wellman
Jovon Winnell
Nigel Wu
Muhammad Younes
Carly Michelle Zeitlin
Chenwei Zhang
Qingling Zhang
## DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

### Accounting
- Justin Andrew Ross Alcock
- Carson Lawrence Alexander
- Swaka Andrew-Wani
- Noa Faye Arlow
- Blake Thomas Best
- Madeline Marija Bird
- Adam Quininen Blanck
- John Edward Bornoty
- Andrew Joseph Brekovsky
- Adam Nicholas Burnick
- Lin Cao
- Dominic Gene Cappello
- Luke Chargos
- Emily Oy Chau
- Ying-Hsuan Chen
- James Chiou
- Won Bin Choi
- Amanda Elise Compean
- Mia Elizabeth Dahm
- Jillian Leigh Day
- David Perry Dillon
- Vanessa Marie DiVincenzo
- Brendan Joseph Dudek
- Anna Grace Durham
- Jonathan Alan Edgar
- Daniel Thomas Erdman Jr.
- Kelsey Anne Groot
- Shiya Guo
- Jacob Steven Hamilton
- Natalie Jane Hay
- Eric Michael Hus
- McKayla Jackson
- Cody Gene Jakiel
- Hunter Steven Johnson
- Lauren Rae Jones
- Michael James Kelley
- Maxwell David Klemish
- Yue Kong
- Kyleigh Marie Kopytra
- Daniel Leo Kraus
- Tyler Michael Lauer
- Gregory Daniel Lauerman
- Peng-Wen Lin
- Alexix M. Lyman
- Jing Lyu
- Kexin Ma
- Brittany Zhi-Jun Mae
- Jillian Collins Mahon
- Paz Marfa Sans
- Michael C. Martin
- Jacob Daniel Mazur
- Natalie Lourdes McKinney
- Bridget Catherine Michaels
- Liliana Vera Mikitiuk
- Siyi Min
- Nicholas James Moore
- Noah Taylor Pazera
- Jack Anthony Pilkington
- Eva L. Reed
- Ian Joseph Russell
- Drew Selfert
- Aaron Walter Shepp
- Yanan Shi
- Jacob Nicholas Skrobin
- Jose Andres Sosa
- Lauren Sydney Symons
- Alexander Dawson
- Szczepanski
- Thuy Linh Nguyen Thien
- Madaline Rose Thompson
- Ryan Richard Tinkoff
- Hsing-Chia Tsai
- Sheng-Min Tseng
- Charles Edward Vanderveen
- Katherine Ann Veit
- Kayla S. Wade
- Chang-Hsing Wang
- Shuran Wang
- James Victor Wentzloff
- Tai-Yu Wu
- Samuel Elliot Yarsike
- Adam Tyler Zakalns
- Beijia Zhang
- Xiluan Zhang
- Matthew James Graziano
- Staci Joseph
- Britanny Justine Killian
- Jennifer Lee Sai LaFave
- Hannah Lindsay Newman
- Tyler Steven Pobocik
- Maureen Janet Rhone
- Katelyn Rose Sypniewski
- Matthew Clement Winkler
- Natalia Marie Wojcik

### Management, Strategy, and Leadership
- Gabriel Maxwell Anderson
- Jeremy S. Anderson
- Michael Robert Botti
- Brock Burket
- Eric D. Burnson
- Brandon Burris
- Robert J. Carnell
- Kristi Caruso
- Astrid Irais Cobaleda
- Morgan E. Crane
- Jennifer Nicole Crowley
- Shari Culver
- Andrea Jean Czapiewski
- Damian M. D’Arienzo
- Juan Fuentes Perez De Arce
- Justin Timoteo DeLeon
- Joseph Dulac
- Seth Kamuela Ehasz
- Thomas Lee Fagan
- Sergio Fanone
- Zachary M. Gray
- Roland Hawkins II
- Erin Mariel House
- Labrit D. Jackson
- Zachariah K. Jacques
- Jammal L. Jones
- David Kazaryan
- Jacob Keller
- Andrew C. Kennedy
- Morgan Kernosky
- Ryan Klemm
- Laine Talene Kostegian
- Bryan Scott Lamb
- Dianne Yvette Major-Olivant
- Daniella Brittany Matlick
- Charissa A. McCullers
- Justin P. Meade
- Michael Hartley Mering
- Christopher M. Meyer
- Kevin R. Mize
- Zachary Alan Naylor
- Shane D. Oltman

### Business Analytics
- Vishal Agarwal
- Prudhi Bellamkonda
- Karon Pranav Dalal
- Neil Rajendra Joshi
- Sakshi Shirish Joshi
- Syed Kashif Mujtaba
- Ramonprasad
- Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan
- Rahul Sivakumar

### Finance
- Pengyu Chen
- Jinwen Tu
- Christopher Nathaniel Williams

### Healthcare Management
- Douglas James Apple
- Cody Bansale
- Robert Edward Bonk
- Andrew Robert Champine
- Amy J. Cunningham
- Laura A. Doss

### Marketing Research
- Lauren Nicole Burns
- Leigh Surugeon

### Supply Chain Management
- Mohamed D. Bangoura
- Kevin Carron
- Matthew J. Chambers
- William Edward Condon III
- Charles Robert Dakin

### Graduates / Candidates

---

### Accountants
- Vishal Agarwal
- Prudhi Bellamkonda
- Karon Pranav Dalal
- Neil Rajendra Joshi
- Sakshi Shirish Joshi
- Syed Kashif Mujtaba
- Ramonprasad
- Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan
- Rahul Sivakumar

### Finance
- Pengyu Chen
- Jinwen Tu
- Christopher Nathaniel Williams

### Healthcare Management
- Douglas James Apple
- Cody Bansale
- Robert Edward Bonk
- Andrew Robert Champine
- Amy J. Cunningham
- Laura A. Doss

### Marketing Research
- Lauren Nicole Burns
- Leigh Surugeon

### Supply Chain Management
- Mohamed D. Bangoura
- Kevin Carron
- Matthew J. Chambers
- William Edward Condon III
- Charles Robert Dakin

---

### Management, Strategy, and Leadership
- Gabriel Maxwell Anderson
- Jeremy S. Anderson
- Michael Robert Botti
- Brock Burket
- Eric D. Burnson
- Brandon Burris
- Robert J. Carnell
- Kristi Caruso
- Astrid Irais Cobaleda
- Morgan E. Crane
- Jennifer Nicole Crowley
- Shari Culver
- Andrea Jean Czapiewski
- Damian M. D’Arienzo
- Juan Fuentes Perez De Arce
- Justin Timoteo DeLeon
- Joseph Dulac
- Seth Kamuela Ehasz
- Thomas Lee Fagan
- Sergio Fanone
- Zachary M. Gray
- Roland Hawkins II
- Erin Mariel House
- Labrit D. Jackson
- Zachariah K. Jacques
- Jammal L. Jones
- David Kazaryan
- Jacob Keller
- Andrew C. Kennedy
- Morgan Kernosky
- Ryan Klemm
- Laine Talene Kostegian
- Bryan Scott Lamb
- Dianne Yvette Major-Olivant
- Daniella Brittany Matlick
- Charissa A. McCullers
- Justin P. Meade
- Michael Hartley Mering
- Christopher M. Meyer
- Kevin R. Mize
- Zachary Alan Naylor
- Shane D. Oltman

---

### Business Analytics
- Vishal Agarwal
- Prudhi Bellamkonda
- Karon Pranav Dalal
- Neil Rajendra Joshi
- Sakshi Shirish Joshi
- Syed Kashif Mujtaba
- Ramonprasad
- Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan
- Rahul Sivakumar

### Finance
- Pengyu Chen
- Jinwen Tu
- Christopher Nathaniel Williams

### Healthcare Management
- Douglas James Apple
- Cody Bansale
- Robert Edward Bonk
- Andrew Robert Champine
- Amy J. Cunningham
- Laura A. Doss

### Marketing Research
- Lauren Nicole Burns
- Leigh Surugeon

### Supply Chain Management
- Mohamed D. Bangoura
- Kevin Carron
- Matthew J. Chambers
- William Edward Condon III
- Charles Robert Dakin

---

### Graduates / Candidates
- Vishal Agarwal
- Prudhi Bellamkonda
- Karon Pranav Dalal
- Neil Rajendra Joshi
- Sakshi Shirish Joshi
- Syed Kashif Mujtaba
- Ramonprasad
- Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan
- Rahul Sivakumar

### Finance
- Pengyu Chen
- Jinwen Tu
- Christopher Nathaniel Williams

### Healthcare Management
- Douglas James Apple
- Cody Bansale
- Robert Edward Bonk
- Andrew Robert Champine
- Amy J. Cunningham
- Laura A. Doss

### Marketing Research
- Lauren Nicole Burns
- Leigh Surugeon

### Supply Chain Management
- Mohamed D. Bangoura
- Kevin Carron
- Matthew J. Chambers
- William Edward Condon III
- Charles Robert Dakin
Prabu David, Dean

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising
Andres Dennis Niederstadt
Madison Frushour Tichenor
Binbin Wang

Advertising and Public Relations
Sonya Demetria Buckner
Natalie Ellen Jones
Jinhuan Liu
Mckenna Lucas
Kartale Lovell Walker
Minyi Zhu

Communication
Rachel Carolyn Barry
Molly Hansen Carlisle
Ruth Jin-Hee Heo
Lucas James Savoie

Communicative Sciences and Disorders
Corinne Amanda Brown
Elizabeth Erin Butterfield
Brooke Nichole Day
Cassandra Ann Feira
Madeline Amanda Gumbko

Health and Risk Communication
Paige Kay-Lou Dotson

Haneen Samer Hamed
Alexandra Elise Hanania
Benjamin Andrew Holleman
Cassidy Hurd
Jabria Tajee Jackson
Anika Kirsten Johns
Melissa Rose Kleinfeld
Chitra Lakshumanan
Jessie Marie Magalski
Jamie Marie Marcyan
Kailyn C. McLeod
Ana Louise Bell Molloseau
Sarah Ashley Moore
Jocelyn Pearl Moraw
Savannah Dianne Murdock
Alexis Susan Novelli
Maya Marie Olga
Kirsten Lee Rockey
Anthony Joseph Strevert
Mackenzie Jo Sturman
Angelica Wozniak
Meghan O’Reilly Yates
Danielle Nicole Zukowski

Nicole Ashley Edmonds
Johanna Ruth Murray
Pingann Oung

Public Relations
Alina Bernice Freeman

Journalism
Shontasia M. Bass
Catherine Emma Marie Brooks
Weiting Du
Yue Jiang
Indri Maulidar
Zholdas Sakenovich Orisbayev
Denise Michelle Spann
Kurt John Williams

Media and Information
Olivia Kathleen Bentley
Xinyi He
Carson Jones
Joshua Kim
Noah Andrew Kler
James Emerson Lawson
Fei Liang
Zifeng Liu
Cindy Yasmin Ochoa
Avisha Mahesh Parwani
Haiying Qiu

Ruoyu Shen
Ziyuan Zhang

Strategic Communication
Alexis Ann Arens
Charisse Fernandez Calalang
Haley Dawn Cook
Miranda Jordan Ferris
Ashley Rose Gibbard
Charlotte Anne Inda
Amanda Jo Jones
Lisa Ann King
Kristen Nicole Martz
Justin W. Ranson
Marc Edward Rodriguez
Anne Marie Rzepecki
Rachel Stone
Alexandra Michele Tekip
Ryan Lee Thick
Frederick Ryan Woodhams
Master’s Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

Robert Floden, Dean

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Applied Behavior Analysis
Mikeya Renee Dunnigan
Allison Margaret Germann
Suzanne Marguerite Hemwall
Isaac Joseph Melanson
David Ray Gutierrez Miranda
Shelby Rae Rosalik
Alexandria Lynn Thomas

Education
Sarah Davis Anderson
Chloe Peterson Becker
Candace Dianne Bill
Travis Paul Bonfigli
Madeleine Ann-Marie Cole
Juan Armando Garcia
Danielle Marie Hart
Sarah Elizabeth Hippers
Joseph Adam Hoover
Christina Teresa Lang
Abigail Lee Monson
Bethany Ann Nelson
Evelyn Ruth Petersen
Anna Marie Romsek
Melanie S. Zaremba

Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education
Dreux Mycal Baker
Miranda Leigh Campbell
Skylar Brynn Carey
Karyn Valerie Darnton
Peter Andrew Haviatka
Heather Ann Inglis
Arielle Kay Johnson
Sahar Mahmood
Jacqueline Ann Martin
Vincent Peter Peril
Jean Catherine Reeth
Rebecca Su Russell
Melissa A. Sortman
Sara Lyn Wagner

Rehabilitation Counseling
Jessica Elizabeth Heim
Mikayla Jane Kuenzel
Dina Novelli
Michael Matthew Yeomans

Special Education
Emily Jane Kuiper
Alexa Marie Mijares
Katie Elizabeth Riddering

Special Education Leadership: Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
Abigail Lucinda Barrett
Victoria Rose Blust
Eleanor Elisabeth Cleveland
Annie Rose Cook
Casey Leigh Crawford
Emily Ann Crawford
Marie Louise Laird
Clare Frances Sutka
Leah B. Zelnick

K-12 Educational Administration
Emily N. Backus
Laura Margaret Catalano
Robert George Coon
Grace Eileen DeLadurantaye
Rachel Elizabeth Dzikowski
Andrew Martin Face
Megan Danielle Fielder
Andrea Elizabeth Gabrion
Kelen K. L. Gailey
Ignacio Andres Gonzalez Rogers
Robert Clyde Haney
Jaymee Brooke Meloy
Heather M. Miller
Danielle Nicole Misovich
Jeena Mary Philip
Sarah Lynn Schemanske
Haigan Rafi Tcholakian
Elise Noel Townsend
Emilie Louise Weaver
Emily Lauren Weiner
Erica Christine Wideman

Teaching and Curriculum
Stephen Ryan Barthlow
Kelly Sue Botkin
Morgan Marie Bridgewater
Alexa Christina Carducci
Yuhang Cheng
McKenzie Clare Chilcote
Megan Marie Chorazyczewski
Shannan Irene Connor
Audrey A. Drayton
Rachel Lynn Engel
Caílin Barrie Ford
Jiayang He
Michelle Lee Jaskolski
Meghan Leigh Justema
Nathaniel Langel
Peng Liu
Laura Beverly Martorana
Amelia Louise Yoon Monroe
Elizabeth Anne Mors
Melanie Caitlyn Nichols
Lucas Collin Nuismer
Megan Elizabeth O’Donovan
Kristin Marie Pebbles
Rachel Michaela Roberts
Nkengé Alberta Robertson
Emily J. Rubinstein
Kiersten Bailey Rutherford
Alexandra Sekulovski
Megan Quynh-Nhi Swank
Whitney Paige Swichtenberg
Emily Jane Yee
Yifen Yuan
College of Education

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Kinesiology
   Elisa Baeron
   Max Peter Benoit
   Aaron D. Clifton
   Guilherme Hebling Costa
   Melissa A. Doozan
   Genevieve Gottardo
   Claire Isabel Huhta
   Lourawls Thomas Nairn Jr.
   Rachael J. Nowak
   Madison Grace Pollard
   Jonathan Lamont Smith

Sport Coaching and Leadership
   Leya Ann Carstensen
   Susan Leigh Currie
   Laura Lynn Gibson
   Andrew Taylor Green
   Blake Myron Hairston
   Bryson Spencer Preddy
   Andrea A. Raysin
   Jenna Nicole Taylor

GRADUATES / CANDIDATES
85
Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biomedical Engineering
Tyler Wade VanBuren

Chemical Engineering
Donald Julian Walters

Civil Engineering
Evan Michael Hanes
Jordan Drew Hankin
Abd-Elrahman Ahmed
Korayem
Phillip Edward Meffert
Xiaocheng Sun

Computer Science
Madison Elyse Bowden
Kenneth H. Chan
Jonathon Emil Fleck
Sean Bemus Kennedy
Camille Renae Lewis
Reuben Timothy Lewis
chang liu
Jacob Keeling Loukota
Titus Isaiah Merriam
Vishesh Sanjaykumar Mistry
Sudarshan Paliwal
Sushanta Kumar Pani
Luke Calvin Sperling
Lai Wei
Luke Mitchell Wiseman

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Liping Hua
Feipeng Jiang
Tuan Dang Hoang Nguyen
Chandler Joseph Panetta
Abhishek Kishor Patel
Navya Tippananapalya
Ramesh

Electrical Engineering
Saad Attilullah S. Alzahrani
Cioran Nathan Hamilton
David Daniel Osinski

Environmental Engineering
Amber E. Brannick
Summer Meadow Haught
Keaton Thomas LeFevre

Materials Science and Engineering
Han Meng

Mechanical Engineering
Matthew P. Gatzek
Dillon Hope McClintock
Brian Patrick Valentine
COLLEGE OF
HUMAN MEDICINE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Emily A. Balcueva
Christina Nicole Darin
Larsa Yako Esho
Margaret Marie Gorski
Natalie Danielle Hlavaty
Alison Mae Johnson
Song Hon Pak
Lisa Marie Peacock
Larysa Maria Radlowski
Maya Narcisa Regalado
Amanda Elizabeth Swider

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Epidemiology
Gabrielle Annaliese Gutierrez
John Adam Oostema
Diana C. Pacyga
Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

James B. Forger, Dean

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Musicology
Andrew David Bobker
Alison Marie Sall

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Collaborative Piano
Elene Kobulashvili

Jazz Studies
Jared Julien Beckstead
Nathan William Bullington
Jordyn Danyelle Davis
Stephen Anthony Grady
Nicholas Hugh Rossler
Patrick Michael Score
James Edward Zito III

Music Composition
Austin Lee Netherton
Daijana Charlene Wallace

Music Conducting
Jack Samuel Rifkin
Randi Lynn Simons-Miller
Brian Patrick Taylor

Music Performance
Nolan Ryan Cardenas
Yi-An Chi
Kevin Thomas Clancy
Ashley Madelaine Cortez
Albert Thomas Daschle
Daniela Alexandra Diaz-Peter
Michael Glenn Ebie
Derek Michael Eliert
Tzu-Shan Fu
Shenwei Geng

Jazz Studies
Jared Julien Beckstead
Nathan William Bullington
Jordyn Danyelle Davis
Stephen Anthony Grady
Nicholas Hugh Rossler
Patrick Michael Score
James Edward Zito III

Music Composition
Austin Lee Netherton
Daijana Charlene Wallace

Music Conducting
Jack Samuel Rifkin
Randi Lynn Simons-Miller
Brian Patrick Taylor

Music Performance
Nolan Ryan Cardenas
Yi-An Chi
Kevin Thomas Clancy
Ashley Madelaine Cortez
Albert Thomas Daschle
Daniela Alexandra Diaz-Peter
Michael Glenn Ebie
Derek Michael Eliert
Tzu-Shan Fu
Shenwei Geng

Music Theory
Charles Herbert Chadwell V
Michael Glenn Ebie
Hanisha Kulothparan
Zachary Lookenbill
Gerardo Lopez
Sebastian Quesada-Ruiz
Nicholas Ryan Schumacher
Samantha Harris Waddell

Piano Pedagogy
Jasmine Olivia Harry
Luyao Xu
Master’s Degrees
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COLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Biomedical Laboratory Science
Nicole Jean Griffin
Jenna Li
Elizabeth Sharon Smerczak

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Applied Statistics
Michael William Hillenbrand
Ye Li
Leo Triet Pham

Biomedical Laboratory Operations
Kathryn Suzanne Dezern

Chemistry
Sophie Katherine Bedford
Emily Nicole Thomas

Environmental Geosciences
Bailey Ann Hannah

Geological Sciences
Allyson Jane Brady
Kaitlynn Mary Burkhard
Jacob Tyler Stid

Industrial Mathematics
Haoyang Chen
Yutao Guo
Ruowei Huang
Wenyan Huang

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Allison Renee Hurt
Michael John Witte

Physics
Jacob August Davison
Rahul Jain
Maria Mazza
Andrew Martin Sanchez

Physiology
Hayden Eric Stoub

Plant Biology
Julian Aaron Liber

Statistics
Kenyon Paul Cavender
Johan Manuel De Aguas Perez
Shiyuan Xu
Xueyi Yang
Yufan Yang
Master's Degrees
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COLLEGE OF NURSING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Lunden Chandler Carpenter
Ethan Edward Esper
Chelsea Marie Hughes

Jessica A. Jarvis
Gary Michael LaDuke II
Jesserie Janelle Lao

Michael Robert Leonard
Aaren Bryan Marecki
Taylor Jo Polidori

Michaela Rose Sluis
Master’s Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Global Health
- Jasmine K. Dickson
- Alyssa Marie Maturen

Pharmacology and Toxicology
- Kelsey Elisabeth Anne Aharon
- Adel Al-Shaikh
- Laura Ann Cucchiara

Integrative Pharmacology
- Kelly Dolores Calabrese

Jeremy Donald Dixon

Erin Nicole Hocker
- Olivia Marie Kile
- Caryn Michelle LaBuda
- Vivian Lu
- Qianqian Ma
- Ryan Stanley Malkowski

Laurel Beth Monismith
- Daniel Dean Sumbal
- Jenna A. Wood
- Edward Xavier Zumaeta
# Master's Degrees

## Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

### College of Social Science

#### Degree of Master of Arts

**Economics**
- Matias Alejo Del Campo
- Asa Robert Brigandi
- Anh Duc Do
- Xu Dong
- Jarret David Hoffman
- Jae-Yu Jung
- Jaeyeon Lee
- Soo Jeong Lee
- Mariama Sow
- Andrew D. VanZytveld

**Family Community Services**
- Cedrina Renee Davis
- Carla D. Nunez

**Political Science**
- Gerson R. Guevara
- Erika Lee Vallejo

**Psychology**
- Josee Marie Alanis
- Alejandro Carrillo
- Linh Thuy Trieu Lazarus
- Jarret David Hofman
- Jae-Yu Jung
- Jaeyeon Lee
- Soo Jeong Lee
- Mariama Sow
- Andrew D. VanZytveld

#### Degree of Master of Human Resources and Labor Relations

**Sociology**
- Nathan Christopher Poirier

**Youth Development**
- Ariel Leigh Kiser

#### Degree of Master of Public Policy

**Law Enforcement Intelligence and Analysis**
- Adam Baydoun
- Alexa Marie Bianchi
- Kylei Elizabeth Brown
- Carly Joanne Graf

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Abigail Janice Cudney
- Alexandra Denise Hyatt
- Angela Maria Rozeboom

**Clinical Social Work**
- Kristen Marie Abbo
- Jade Emma Affeldt
- Lea Brittany Allen
- Matias Amaro
- Jennifer Lee Arbogast
- Brynn Michelle Arnall
- Michele Baldori
- Sonja Becker-Boelter
- Elizabeth Foley Berra

**Forensic Science**
- Otyllia Ruth Abraham

**Geography**
- Elizabeth Marie Spitzer
- Ting Wang

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Abigail Janice Cudney
- Alexandra Denise Hyatt
- Angela Maria Rozeboom

**Clinical Social Work**
- Heather L. Blenkle
- Kristina Bojaj
- Aunica Lorraine Bolan
- Rebekah A. Boothroyd
- Morgan Ann Brown
- Brianna Grace Buehler
- Leann Elizabeth Buffmyer
- Anna Marie Busby
- Sophie-Tessa Grace Butcher
- Meghan Patrice Byars

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Iveth Carmen Cartman
- Valerie Lynn Clanton
- Frank Noah Conrad
- Sophia Marie Considine
- Alexandra Lynn Constantini
- Logan James Cook
- Jessica Marie Darby
- Caron Rene' Darkins
- Caylin Ann Dawson
- Jamie Lee DeKraker

### Degree of Master of Science

**Criminal Justice**
- Hannah Samantha Best
- Eliza Mae Briggs
- Jhaylee Destini Busby
- Kiana Rana Cleere
- Bradley Roger Clegg
- Tiffany Taylor Green
- Benjamin William Herrick
- Andrew J. Jadot
- RachaelAnn Elizabeth Klink
- Lance Jhordan Asquith
- Lindsay

**Forensic Science**
- Otyllia Ruth Abraham

**Geography**
- Elizabeth Marie Spitzer
- Ting Wang

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Abigail Janice Cudney
- Alexandra Denise Hyatt
- Angela Maria Rozeboom

**Clinical Social Work**
- Kristen Marie Abbo
- Jade Emma Affeldt
- Lea Brittany Allen
- Matias Amaro
- Jennifer Lee Arbogast
- Brynn Michelle Arnall
- Michele Baldori
- Sonja Becker-Boelter
- Elizabeth Foley Berra

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Iveth Carmen Cartman
- Valerie Lynn Clanton
- Frank Noah Conrad
- Sophia Marie Considine
- Alexandra Lynn Constantini
- Logan James Cook
- Jessica Marie Darby
- Caron Rene' Darkins
- Caylin Ann Dawson
- Jamie Lee DeKraker

### Degree of Master of Social Work

**Clinical Social Work**
- Kristen Marie Abbo
- Jade Emma Affeldt
- Lea Brittany Allen
- Matias Amaro
- Jennifer Lee Arbogast
- Brynn Michelle Arnall
- Michele Baldori
- Sonja Becker-Boelter
- Elizabeth Foley Berra

**Human Development and Family Studies**
- Iveth Carmen Cartman
- Valerie Lynn Clanton
- Frank Noah Conrad
- Sophia Marie Considine
- Alexandra Lynn Constantini
- Logan James Cook
- Jessica Marie Darby
- Caron Rene' Darkins
- Caylin Ann Dawson
- Jamie Lee DeKraker

**Clinical Social Work**
- Hannah Belle Dennis
- Sarah Joy Deo
- Shannon Lynn Diebel
- Morgan Laurie Dunn
- Lauren Elizabeth Dunsmore
- Annie Alexa Dykstra
- Emily M. Erickson
- Alexandra Catherine Etzin
- KaRhonda S. Fails
- Kallie Nicole Feldpausch
College of Social Science

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Clinical Social Work (cont.)

Andrea Michelle Fowler
Katherine Michelle Fox
Lauren Kristine Nichole Frey
Mary Jo Gallagher
Sarah Elizabeth Garthe
Mariah Rita Giese
Jenna Brooke Gilginas
Breanna Jean Gillis
Breanna Chantele Gleese
Felisha May Glutsch
Analisa Summer Greig
Barbara Ellen Grimes
Christopher Quinn Gulett
Amanda Leigh Gunderson
Ann Marie Hansen
Kaitlyn Michelle Hartzog
Kisha L. Hath
Kaytlin Ann Hiidreth
Chander Brianne Hill
Haley Lee Hill
Emily Ruth Hinsman
Kaitlin Joanne Hodgman
Lisa Ann Holtz
Michelle Nicole Howard
Taylor R. Hunter
Jessica Marion Hush
Kirstyn Nicole Jackson
Shantanique Naquay Jackson
Lori Renae Johnson
Katherine Deneen Jones
Katie Marie Jones
Hannah Isabella Joseph
Dennis J. Kan
Caitlin Marie Keglovitz
Giselle Kendrick
Sydney Sharon Klevering
Kerri Joy Knoll

Karleigh Nicole Knox
Georgiea Anastasia Kolokithas
Nicole Lyn Koziel
Kaya Ann Kreutzer
Peter William Kuhl
Kendra Lea Kunst
Cassandra Rebecca LaLonde
Tamara Lee Lavati
Jaclyn Marie Lavee
Madeleine Nicole Lepore
Susie Rose Lewis
Barbara Marie Littlepage
Alexis Lynn Long
Megan Ann Luczak
Jenna Marie Mahar
Keeliegh Jayne Mahler
Jacqueline Michelle Markey
Kendall Courtney McCarthy
Megan Alyssa McCririe
Megan Eleanor Melvin
Alyssa Joy Meyer
Marisa Gabrielle Meyerson
Kassandra Danyl Millner
Jamie E. Mills
Mackenzie Renee Mitchell
Abigail Ann Moeggenberg
Madison Claire Morgan
Natasha Denise Morris
Taylor Jean Neal
Brianna Janee Neely
Armando Roberto Ozuna
Ryan Lampman Palmer
Telicia Monet Kelley Patrick
Elizabeth Ana Peralta
Kelli Lynne Pettit
Anne Marie Pidek
Laural Lee Pond
Nathaniel Edison Ponder

Celeste Nycole Potter-Zimmerman
Francesca Maria Pratt
Megan Marie Prchlik
Amber Renee Price-Johnson
Mackenzie Renee Prill
Courtney Ann Pyle
Mariann Shantel Randle
Kimberly Marie Redlin
Brandon Jonathan Richard
Jennifer Rebecca-Lynn Richard
Jennifer Marie Ritchie
Ellie Rodriguez
Ravyn Alexandra Rooney
Nicole Renee Rowe
Logan James Rumble
Amanda Marie Russell
Sara Paige Saxman
Michelle Elizabeth Schimpke
Courtney Morgen Schoettle
Kaitlin Paige Schutz
Lydia Renee Seale
Justine Taylor Seelie
Kennebee Faith Semans
Allison R. Shaw
Chelsea Rae Sherman
Emilee Terese Skinner
Andrea Lauren Smith
Taylor Anne Steinbauer
Rebecca Ann Stephano
Jess Matthew Stevens
Tara Marie Stimson
Amanda Marie Sting
Kyle Stephen Stinson
Allison Lee Stockmeyer
Emily Kathryn Szniitzka
Bushra Tayab
Jayda Arione Thomas
Julia May Thompson

ERINNA NICOLE TOODZIO
ALANDRA ARIELLE TOWNER
KRYSYNN NICOLE TRAMMELL
KRISTIN KAE VANDEVOORDE
ASHLEIGH A. VANLOON
BREANNA ANITA VOUMAUX
ELIZABETH JUNE WAYNE
HANNAH LEE WEAVER
AUTUMN D. WEBB
Megan Nicole Wherrett
Aliya Mykesha White
Morgan Rae Wierman
Cameron M. Wolbrink
Elizabeth Ann Wood
Elizabeth Margaret Yesakov
Desiree Lyn Youngs

Organization and Community Leadership

Angela Ann Beebe
Megan Leigh Calvin
Kathryne Victoria Carpenter
Natalie Anne DeVolder
Nichole Elizabeth Rae Frazier
Marcelina Cenobia Fulgencio
Gigi Symone Gardner
Shavonna Endie Greene
Melissa Ann Grondsma
Neisha Nicole Hart
Emma M. Hayes
Amanda Loucks
Kimberly Anne McBryde
Shaina Corinne McKinnon
Fredrika Anggelina Opur
David Richard Ross
Sarina Jana Silva
Jennifer Eve Somsel
Treandra Samantha Thomas

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Kambriana Monique Gates
Gabrielle Christine Herin
Quinn Thomas Kendra

Marah Salamah Maaita
Najma Muhammad
Master's Degrees
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COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Comparative Medicine and Integrative Biology
Wilmer Alfonso Cuervo vivas
Renato May Rossi
Andrew Kenneth Roney
Julie Ann Burkey
Selene Chavez
Job Donkor
Carianne Marie Endert-Klaassen
Hans M. Geyer
David A. Gonzalez
Kelli Dawn Herrera
Pamela Herzog
Alejandra Jimenez
Patrick Frank Kachelmeier
Sarah Jean Kendall
Sun Min Lee
Trace Allen McCune
Samantha Nicole Monell
Mary Morris-Donaldson
Colleen Rene Nyland
Angelica Ornelas
Dominique Marie Pacitto
Sarah Lynn Raymond
Irlena Rivera
Stefany Soesanto
Libby Annette Thoma
Nicolas M. Trautner
Danielle Marie Van Nuland
Erica Sue Waara
Paul David Zeltzer

Food Safety
Lori Ann Bigler
Jessica Rose Brozek
Kelli Dawn Herrera
Pamela Herzog
Alejandra Jimenez
Patrick Frank Kachelmeier
Sarah Jean Kendall
Sun Min Lee
Trace Allen McCune
Samantha Nicole Monell
Mary Morris-Donaldson
Colleen Rene Nyland
Angelica Ornelas
Dominique Marie Pacitto
Sarah Lynn Raymond
Irlena Rivera
Stefany Soesanto
Libby Annette Thoma
Nicolas M. Trautner
Danielle Marie Van Nuland
Erica Sue Waara
Paul David Zeltzer
Ghufraan Muhammad Akram
Mackenzie S. Allen
Minh Thu N. An
Christian Michael Apsey
Mikayla Marie-Revoyr Barea
Seth Michael Barker
Chad Barnhart
Sarna R. Becker
Laura Ellen Bell
Jennifer Joy Beuschel
Mara Melissa Bezerko
Jacob Brian Boersma
Elizabeth Anne Bolzman
Katherine Dahlia Boyer
Andrew Robert Broome
Allison C. Brown
Nicholas Robert Brule
Briana M. Calderón Parker
Brea Winter Case
Antonio Lopez Castañeda
Andrew-Huy Quoc Dang
Cynthia Jasmine Davila
Gabriela Maria DeOliveira
Christopher Raymond Dextras
Diana Diaz-Martin
Mohsen Dourra
Michael Andrew Dryden
Jeffrey Hunter Elliott
Marguerite Clare Esler
Brennan William Essex
Jibran A. Fateh
Colton J. Fernstrum
Larissa B. Fomum Mugri
Mauricio Franco
Levi E. Fry
Anna Maria Garcia
Julio Alejandro Garcia-Castro
Logan Leslie George
Hannah L. Geyer
Malek Ayad Ghandour
Danielle Renee Gibson
Ruth Wamaitha Gichinga
Evan James Gorgas
Kismet M. Gray
Mikalalah Andrei Griebbell
Jordan D. Griep
Kristen N. Hancock
Shannon Elisa Heffernan
Stephen J. Hollihan
Elise Anne Huber
Joel Thomas Hunt
George Edward Hyde
Christian Maria Jackson
Luke Brendon Jackson
Connor Michael Jaggi
Andrea Jamil
Jonte' Devon Jefferson
Benjamin Eric Johnson
Shane Justin Jones
Emmanuella Joseph
Matthew Thomas Juarez
Ani Siran Kazanjian
Rachel Ann Kempisty
Lindsey Ann Kliskila
Jin Hwan Kim
Kody Michael Kleinrichert
Darrell Kohli
Nisha Ramani Korakavi
Zachary Paul Kramer
Claire Elizabeth Krohn
Collin Jeffrey LaPorte
Aaron J. Leach
Man Kuan Lei
Mariola Leka
Bianna Leon
Michael J. Lim
Jordan Michael Lippincott
Aleta Marie Luesse
Jackie Ann Luthardt
Sarabina Ma
Tyler Madden
Yousif Makadsi
Sheetal Revan Maragiri
Alexandria Danielle Marks
Luis A. Martinez
Christina A. Mathew
Connor Stephen McCalmon
Lane Kelley McCandless
Amanda Mae McKeith
Colin Paul McLaughlin
Lucas J. Meehan
Stefan Lange Menchinger
Nicholas Jon Miller
Emily Lafaye Mitchell
Karla E. Mulzac
 Ninette Masaa Musili
Shia Ahmed Mussad
Bridget Ashley Myers
Camilo Estefano Neacato
Arianna Nelson
Olivia Duong Nguyen
Benjamin Edward Nicholson
Chelsea Logan Oakes
Tannur C. Oakes
Oselenonome Ofure Oboh
Osose Obeihi Oboh
Temitope Omobolaji
Olasenhinde
Jennifer Kay Ondreyka
Harmony Osborn
Natalie Anna Payne
Douglas J. Peters Jr.
Michael J. Pryor
Déborah Marie Pumarada Fernández
Sultan Hani Giblawi
Alexandra R. Rachwitz
Shaoon Rahman
Haziq Abdul Rauf
Marisa Jo Reynolds
Maria Elizabeth Rich
Justin Andrew Robinson
Enrique Antonio Rodríguez-Fhon
Maria Isabel Santana
Jonathan Matthew Schiff
Andrew James Schoenbeck
Laura J. Schroeder
Sabina Shamayeva
Lance Shamoun
Zaineb N. Shatawi
Eric Sheffield
John Linden Shinners
Quentin Bernard Simmons
Ranuka S. Sinniah
Douglas Spencer Snow
Caitlin Elizabeth Staat
Johnathan Stephan
Amanda C. Stevens
Jody-Leigh Styn
Jenna Mae Stoken
Carolyn Anne Strzalka
Allison Marie Swets
Osama Tariq
Karen Elizabeth Tate
Cory Allen Taylor
Neha Thawani
Lauren Marie Tibbits
Luke David Tomczak
My Phuong Sieu Tong
RaeAnn E. Tourangeau-Young
Stephen F. Trombley
Thao Nhat Truong
Kai Nicole Tucker
Jared D. Wagner
Jessica Lauren Walker
Shelby Lynn Walker
Kristi Lynn Wegener
Connor Michael Welsh
John Gerald Wesley
David Evan Westphal
Madeline Joan Wheatley
Ellen Liivi Wiltala
Luke Alan Winkel
Karren Carmen Wong
Justin Thomas Woodruff
Mulin Xiong
Bianca Yaldo
Abdulkader Yassin-Kassab
Grant James Young
Bixi Zeng
Rachel Christine Zuellig
**Medical Degrees**  
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**DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE**

**Osteopathic Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nabiba Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vito Matteo Agrusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jatin Singh Ahluwalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinza Naveed Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana M. Alessio-Bilowus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Lawrence Allen III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy P. Alnajjar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Braxton Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Bradley Arbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Awadbeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah H. Babiaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. Babiaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramanpreet Kaur Bajwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Kaye Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Thomas Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke L. Bannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannya Bansal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lekha Bapu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmeen A. Basal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasdeep Singh Bathla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassan Bazzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yusef Allie Bazzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Claude Harvey Beal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleisha Teasley Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Scott Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Anthony Bills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Biejeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Spencer Blanchette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy R. Bolerjack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Lynn Bolz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphonso Franklin Bond III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany M. Borto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lee Bouma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohdan L. Boytsov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Leon Brandt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Michael Brennan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Marie Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Rachel Brownstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Co Bucheli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Douglas Buchowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Rehe Burmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Paul Bylett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Capatina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine K. Carlne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Carrillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Marie Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian-Alexandra Braganza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook Oberliesen Centofanti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher W. Cenzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Edward Charlick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Lynn Chartier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surya Teja Chennuppati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Allen Chiambretti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James George Chirackal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Abhijeet Chitnis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Chorny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Gunnar Coddington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew E. Commet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wesley Constantakias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Daniel Cooper-Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devyn Therese Cope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Ann Crowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Cuddebeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dean Czarnecki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter John Czop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leana Layla Danesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon J. Darlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Michael Dawson-Baglien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ann DePetrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Dills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsy M. Dimpf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayna Brooke Dines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Grace Donders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Mari Donley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Jon Duprey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rina Leah Edelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Daniel Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Benchell Elsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rami M. El-Baba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine Amina Elhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Ryan Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa R. Fallone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usama Faraj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Renee Fiasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandre Flor-Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie R. Fountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Aaron Fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan R. Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Friebe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Auxiliadora Funezan Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Paula Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Gregory Gates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Kris Gentchev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aysegul Ozgur Gezer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akbal Singh Gill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Leigh Giuliani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Glen Goleniak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branden Mark Goller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Anne Gorz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Nicole Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Conrad Gregerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Blake Gregory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salina Elizabeth Halliday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon S. Hana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Marie Hanlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Mary Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Ellen Hatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James F. Hebben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Eyad Helwany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Tara Henley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Maria Herford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Herford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Rose Hinrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Benjamin Hochstetter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Mullins Hodgeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Mitchell Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Alexander Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Maria Iafano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina Ibrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Ahmed Ismail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Ann Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Christine Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisha Natesan Jambulingam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra M. Jannette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Zella Jennings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kenneth Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel A. Jimenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique L. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jannet Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven deReyna Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineel Kumar Jonna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Marie Kabara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Theresa Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Kassab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Maher Kattula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suraj Kaushal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonal Kaushik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Elizabeth-Brace Kenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christa Erin Kerbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atia Khandaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Khidhir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Clark Koch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhay Kommanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Michael Kranz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie Ruth Laur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew William Lederer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo-Yong Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke M. Lenz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas George Leventis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble Forrest Lewallen III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Bryan Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Joseph Colletti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquigili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Stephan Loginsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassem M. Makki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya M. Maliekap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarthi Jayalakshmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manjunathana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted R. March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Elise Matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Masaru Mayeda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E. McClendon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Stewart McClure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron J. McKenney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seema Mehta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Jordan Meisel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Christian Meranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Ross Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna Ingrassia Miano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristian Mihaltan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Mihaltan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca A. Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina M. Minutello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Jesus Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kumar Misra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wassim Mohammad-Said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Vencenzo Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Marie Moorhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison E. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristopher Alan Mosier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srayya Motheramargari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamza Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Nicole Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Nachawati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aakash Naik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Rosemarie Nastally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew David Nathanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliano Ndoj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cire Alexis Nemeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Alexander Nessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nam Tran Nguyen Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel E. Niederhauser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Nichel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Nohomovich Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina B. Oidish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Zachariah Oomen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serene Ozeir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavana Pabbati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricki Lauren Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Maxwell LeVan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Joseph Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Robert Pasternak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parthkumar Prahladldhbai Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronak Hirabhai Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronak R. Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Rose Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanel Perkoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Leigh Phikburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilly Frances Philliben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Jordan Pittman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Blair Przeslaskiw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Ann Ptasnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swati Vardhana Putcha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urvi Rana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Marie Rawe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitri P. Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica L. Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Rezentes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Scott Rhein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Marie Ripley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Alexander Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Rebecca Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Irene Rudolph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazi Shahrir Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe H. Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neha Saini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Joseph Samborski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali Marie Sanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayla M. Sarna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett William Sassack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Thomas Schichtel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Terrence Schlossberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jeffrey Schotten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin John Seitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Adele Sesselmann</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRADUATES / CANDIDATES**
DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Osteopathic Medicine (cont.)
Alyssa Sethi
Christopher George Shackleford
Zaid J. Shareef
Codi Alexis Sharp
Mackenzie Leigh Shattuck
Mitchell Alexander Shecter
Damansher Singh Sidhu
Steven B. Siemieniak
Kent Patrick Simmonds
Brahm Jot Singh
Gursimran Singh
Varinder Pal Singh

Amanda Elizabeth Sion
Theresa Mary Sitto
Ryan Skowronek
Lauren Therese Smith
Baily N. Sopjes
Adrienne Clare Spring
Amanda Marie Stark
Michael A. Sterner
Lianne Meagan Strimpel
Kyle Sugg
Michael Anthony Supanich
Ahmad Tahawi
Amar Takrani
Panteha Tavassol
Jared Tippett
Amanda Michelle Tobin
Alexander David Tolooff
Nicholas James Tomasi
Quincy-Hoang Tran
Jeffrey Michael Tremblay
Eileen Elizabeth Tumbarella
Lauren Nicole Turner
Rachel Marie VanCoillie
Megha Tushar Vashi
Amber Rose Vocelle
Hayley Michelle Wallace
Nikolas A. Ward
Harrison Ross Wermuth

John B. Westfall
Mitchell Steven Westrick
C. Kenyatta Whittington
Julie Kell Wolf
Alyssa Ann Wood
Tristan James Worthington
Charlie Wu
Dillon Anthony Yaldo
Wei-Jen Chua Yankelevich
Sarah Rene Yates
Ersida Zerdelija
Bo Ren Zhang
Zachary Nello Zurla
Birgit Puschner, Dean

Medical Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021

COLLEGE OF
VETERINARY MEDICINE

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Veterinary Medicine
- Joanna Iris Acosta Bencosme
- Kennedy Jane Aldrich
- Ashley Lauren Anderson
- Alyssa Marie Backus
- Elizabeth Ann Bailo
- Emilie Belage
- Christopher Thomas Brennan
- Tori Odena Brua
- Ethan James Burk
- Grace Camille Burrell
- Hailee Marie Butler
- Margaret Jean Campbell
- Reanna Nicole Cantrall
- Nicole Rae Cappello
- Diana L. Carter
- Morgan Leigh Casanova
- Yue X. Chen
- Katelyn Anne Chilla
- Michael Stokes Clarke
- Stefan J. Coleman
- Katelynn Madison Cox
- McKenna Elizabeth Curcio
- Kaitlyn Marie Denney
- Joshua Thomas Dippel
- Samantha Ann Donato
- Jordan Leigh Fansler
- Naomi Abigail Fleischmann
- Ashley Elisabeth Foley
- Brandon Austin Ian Frantz
- Katie Roberti Gentry
- Allison Leigh Gerras
- Stefany Gomez
- Shreya Suresh Gowda
- Melanie Elizabeth Graham
- Samantha Rae Gruenwald
- Jordan Nicole Guy
- Allison Donna Mae Harju
- Cailin Harro
- Kimberly Jayne Hodgson
- Danielle Maria Hudson
- Courtney Danielle Hughes
- Anh-Thy Huynh
- David Hideki Imai
- Nicole LeeAnn Insko
- Meghan Nicole Kermeen
- Kathryn Willits Kesler
- Jessica Marie Kessler
- Torei Elyn Kulpinski
- Kaitlin Elizabeth Lacy
- Justin Chad Lam
- Katherine Marie Lesko
- Dena Renee Letot
- Jacqueline Anne Levendusky
- Taylor James Lewis
- Laura Anne Liles
- Sara E. Lindo
- Julie Ann Lingenfelter
- Kyle David Longcore
- Brittany Jennifer Losey
- Lindsey Dallaire Gullet Lund
- Ashley Jean MacDonald
- Rachel Patricia Mandelbaum
- Taylor Michelle Marcone
- Sarah Katharine Marhofer
- Christina Marie Maxwell
- Makenzie Cori-Johanna McDowell
- William Joseph Miller Jr.
- Brittney R. Miller
- Kristen Ann Moody
- Nicholas Donovan Moore
- Daniel James Morin
- Nicole Patricia Mulready
- Bailey Terese Nelson
- Jennie Thi Nguyen
- Sara Renee Novak
- Brandi M. O'Sullivan
- Kathryn Asbury Osborne
- Song Hon Pak
- Chelsea Elizabeth Payne
- Jordan Day Pieczynski
- Hannah Christy Piper
- Kaitlyn Jordan Pirochta
- Maya Narcisa Regalado
- Sarah Kathryn Rich
- Alyssa C. Richter
- Katherine Riehl Rigby
- Elizabeth Kay Ritchie
- Kellie Marie Rizzolo
- Rosalie Marie Rowland
- Alexandra Michelle Russell
- Nadine Andrea Saad
- Sara Elizabeth Saikalis
- Chelsie Marie Simon
- Collin John Stapleton-Reinhold
- Darien Marie Steiner
- Brady Eldon Stutzman
- Genna Marie Taublbe
- Liam Nathan Thomas
- Selva Turk
- Mason B. Ureche
- Shelbe Christine Vollmer
- Bridget M. Walker
- Jennifer Chih-Yia Weng
- Kathleen Nicole Whittington
- Zoë Josephine Williams
- Shayne Adam Wireman
- Jillian Susan Wray Wiemer
- Elizabeth R. Wuopio

* With Honor
** With High Honor
College of Law
Melanie B. Jacobs, Interim Dean

LAW DEGREES

Board of Trustees
Samuel L. Stanley Jr., M.D., President of Michigan State University and MSU College of Law
Donald Nystrom, '00, Chair
Charles A. Jansen, Vice-Chair
Elaine Fieldman, '76
Clifton E. Haley, '61, President Emeritus
Maurice G. Jenkins, '81
Charles E. Langton, '87
John J. Latella, '00
Douglas Laycock
Cary S. McGehee, '89
Hon. David W. McKeague
Hon. Colleen M. McNamara
Mayer (Mike) Morganroth, '54
Michael G. Morris, '81
Bryan T. Newland, '07
Linda M. Orlans, '87
John D. Pirich
Hon. David L. Porteous
Jennifer Poteat, '04
Hon. G. Scott Romney
Robert Worthington, '07

Trustees Emeriti
Hon. Marianne O. Battani, '72
Raymond R. Behan, '60
Joseph J. Buttrigieg III, '75
Frederick D. Dilley, '75
Edwin W. Jakeway, '61
Hon. Norman L. Lippitt, '60
John D. O’Hair, '54
Peter J. Palmer, '68
Kenneth J. Robinson
John F. Schaefer, '69
Hon. Richard F. Suhrheinrich, '63, President Emeritus

Honors associated with a degree candidate's name are based on the individual's cumulative grade point average through Fall 2020 and do not reflect Spring 2021 semester grades.
DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR

Law

Emily Jeanette Abalter
Amira Genevieve Adel
Shelby L. Akerley
Sidra Alam
Asma Saed Ali
Amanda J. Anderson
Rachel Rietta Anderson
Johanna Alejandro Argyros
Bamdad Attaran
Andrew Leonard Backing
Robert Ward Backus
HaYoung Bahng
David Matthew Baker
Francesco Balestra
Alana Elizabeth Ballantine
Jacob Alexander Barnes
Alex Charles Barrons
Erin Lynn Bartels
Sara Elizabeth Bauman
Olivia Rose Beale
Hanna Marie Beck Sawyer
Cody David Belland
Emily Lynn Bengel
Daniel Gordon Benson
Pedro Berlanga III
Jediah Jorge Biddinger
Michael Christian Bosser
Daniel Patrick Bowen
Mary Catherine Bradley
Davina Aleen Bridges
Jeffrey Joseph Brodowicz
Amanda G. Bronson
Paige Nicole Brown
James Allen Budreau
Codie Lynn Burt
Cristina Burulian Cakirlar
Bridget Gabrielle Cantrell
Angelica Luansing Caoile
Blake William Carmichael
Brendan John Childress
Kacev A. Chopito
Zachary Michael Chupak
Cassandra Marie Church
Elaina Hope Cipcic
Charles Alexander Clark
Lauren Ashley Cojej
Katherine Elizabeth Collins
Savannah Rae Coomer
Clifford G. Cooper II
Dominick Michale Cortez
Thomas Gabriel Cottle
Kevin John Cowan
Senara Dollar
Emilee Ann Evans
Cameron John Fabrizio Jr., James Kenneth Fett
Mackenzie Dawn Flynn
Ashston Elizabeth Gallagher
Joseph James Giacalone
Brennan Robert Giese
Glynis Rose Gilo
Breanne Nicole Gilliam
Thomas Edward Goers
Donovan Jake Golich
Ernest Eli Gordon
Megan A. Guthrie
Rana Haimout
Stephanie Ann Harford
Bradley Joseph Harrah
Tysean D’Angelo Hendrix
Kaitlyn Bess Hermes
Michelle C. Hinchee
Joshua M. Hoebeke
David James Hoffa
Gabriel James Holmstrom
Jeremy Reece Horstman
Robert Scott Horton
Adam Gibson Houghtaling
Lynden Sean Howard
Ashli Lynn Hunsberger
William Gray Hyland
Redon Ipekci
Bayan Mohammad Jaber Jr., Ralph E. Jesse
Douglas Matthew Johnson
Monica A. Kamin
Stephanie Cahtlin Kane
Simonne Navzer Kapadia
Charles E. Kersten
Amanda Keshish
Kanza H. Khan
Mitchell Allan King
Justin Julius Kirk
Megan A. Kirtley
Jr., David Konarske
Elizabeth Morgan Krochmalny
Dominic Amadeo Lambaria
Mitchell Partusch Lanzit
Kristopher Rocklin Larsen
Meitong Li
Sapphire Little Star LongKnife
Kyle Gordon Lydy
Caleb Joshua Mabe
Benjamin Neal Mahoney
Andrew Philip Malec
Tessa Grace Mallet
Steffen D. Mammen
Tanya Mary Mamoottil
Adara K. Manamperi
Margaret Anne Marshall
Jesse Alexander Martorana
Presler Maxius
Colleen Mary McConnell
Kenneth David McGain
Kristen Ashley McNell
Kelsea Mae Melcher
Karla Lizeth Mendez Arellano
Mollie Alaine Miller
Connor Jay Moore
Mary Theresa Moulton
Steven Scott Mude
Fadel M. Nabilis
Matthew Theodore Nagel
Alexandra Gabriela Negrich
Aria Nejatali
Kylee Rae Nemetz
Pfeiffer Neubert
Abraham J. Newhouse
Philip Albert Noland
Alexander Paris
Alexander Montie Partridge
Austin Patton
Morgan Michelle Pattan
Amanda Leigh Payne
Carly Marie Peterson
Jacquelyn Pfeiffer
Elise Gloria Plancon
JoAnne Marie Pohl
Brandon Trevor-Scott Prather
Bridget J. Pyman
Sestina Rose-Marie Real
Hannah Marie Recknagel
Joshua James Reuter
Carette-Lynn Thiele Reynolds
Lauren Taylor Rhoads
Shelby Christina Roberts
Stephanie Louise Rufolo
Alexis Marie Runowski
Nicholas Marin-Ambrose
Salweichik
Alexander John Saunders
Sugandi Sawhney
Ryan Michael Schofield
Bobbi Sue Sell
Gage Michael Selvius
Jasmine Shafquat
Magy Shenouda
Nikalus A. Sheridan
Jousef M. Shkoukani
James Thomas Sklar
Kylen R. Slocum
Anthony Marcel Smith
John Tyler Soughers
Margaret McGowan Staebler
Mason Garrett Russell Stalder
Samuel Joseph Stark
Konrad Starostka
Tyler Russell Steger
McKenzie Irene Stone
Kristin Kaye Sutor
Andrea Marie Swan
Abigail Margaret Swanson
Rachel Nicole Beulah Tackman
Brandon Nicholas Thomas
Zayn Hamilton Thompson
Daniel J. Trentacoste
Lindsey Renee Umin
Chijioke Ebere Uwadu
Emily Una Vaughan
Leslie Yaritza Vazquez
Peter James Veldkamp
Monica Noeli Vanlune
Aaron Kolle Virga
Michael Vomastek
Justin Donald Wade
Victor Richard Wandzel
Nicholas Allen Ward
Yvette Rose Weese
Kayla Marie Welch
Alexandra Gabrielle Weike
Rachel J. Westmaas
Jacob Thomas White
Mariel G. White
Neal Anthony Wilds
Matthew Williamson
Megan E. Wilson
Alexander Matthew Yde
Mark Zuccaro

* Cum Laude          ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude

Melanie B. Jacobs, Interim Dean

Law Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Spring 2021
College of Law

DEGREE OF MASTER OF JURISPRUDENCE

Global Food Law
S Lucille Benoit
S Elaine Shu Hua Chow
S Sovanny Oum Nuon Hartnett
S Brandon Heath Holder
S Alagarsamy Naidukandasamy
S Naidu Keerthiban
S Stephanie Larson
S Richard Lore, Jr.
S Uzzie McDermitt
S Emily Sue Neuenschwander
S David L. A. Rosson
S Victoria Wilson
S Kate Marie Zammit

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS

Global Food Law
S Zuzana Malek
S Maria del Mar Osma Potes

Intellectual Property and Communications Law

Legal Studies
S Athena Susan Antonis

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LEGAL STUDIES
“Until the moment degrees are conferred and diplomas presented, a university and its students are in a temporary relationship. Either can disclaim the other at any time before that final moment. But when commencement is concluded, Michigan State University places its stamp of approval upon you. You become part of this University . . . forever.”

President, Michigan State University (1941–1969)
WHO WILL?
SPARTANS WILL.
#MSUGRAD21